
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

7.3m Telescopic Lance 

 

AGT 835 Articulated 

 

High quality alpine tractor made in Slovenia.@Similar to@the Carraro range of tractors, the AGT range 

offers a more cost effective alternative.The AGT 835 Articulated is supplied with a three cylinder, 37hp 

Lombardini engine. It has six forward and 3 reverse non-synchro gears, permanent 4-wheel drive, 540 and 

1,000RPM power take off options, Hydraulic steering and mechanical drum brakes.Keenly priced, these 

machines@can be@supplied with wide floatation tyres if required.As@the pound/euro@exchange 

is@fluctuating at present, please call before proceeding as actual cost may vary a small amount.Free 

delivery to South and West Wales, please call for cost to other areas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

AGT 835 T/S Rigid 

 

High quality alpine tractor made in Slovenia. Similar to the Carraro range of tractors, the AGT range offers a 

more cost effective alternative. The AGT 835@T/S Rigid is supplied with a three cylinder, 37hp Lombardini 

engine. It has eight forward and four reverse synchromesh gears, permanent 4-wheel drive, 540 and 

1,000RPM power take off options, Hydraulic steering and mechanical drum brakes. Keenly priced, these 

machines can be supplied with wide floatation tyres if required. Offered at approx. &pound;1,500 off list 

price. Free delivery to South and West Wales, please call for cost to other areas. As the pound/euro 

exchange is fluctuating at present, please call before proceeding as actual cost may vary a small amount. 

 

 

 

 
AGT 850 

 

High quality alpine tractor made in Slovenia.@Similar to@the Carraro range of tractors, the AGT range 

offers a more cost effective alternative.The AGT@850 @Reverse Drive@is supplied with a@four cylinder, 

48hp @Lombardini engine. It has@twelve forward and@twelve reverse synchromesh gears, permanent 4-

wheel drive, 540 and 750 RPM power take off options, Hydraulic steering and oil bath brakes.With the 

flexibility of the reversible seating and driving position, a reverse drive tractor is a useful tool for those 

often using three point linkage equipment or working in confined spaces.Keenly priced, these 

machines@can be@supplied with wide floatation tyres if required. 

 

  



 

AGT 860 

 

High quality alpine tractor made in Slovenia.@Similar to@the Carraro range of tractors, the AGT range 

offers a more cost effective alternative.The AGT@850 @Reverse Drive@is supplied with a@four cylinder, 

60hp Lombardini engine. It has@twelve forward and@twelve reverse synchromesh gears, permanent 4-

wheel drive, 540RPM pto, Hydraulic steering and oil bath brakes.With the flexibility of the reversible 

seating and driving position, a reverse drive tractor is a useful tool for those often using three point linkage 

equipment or working in confined spaces.Keenly priced, these machines@can be@supplied with wide 

floatation tyres if required. 

 

 
Allen 446 Hovertrim - 46cm cut 

 

Allen hover mowers are powered by specially designed Honda engines for strength, durability and most 

importantly the ability to work on difficult banks and slopes. The engine is connected to a lower impellor 

which draws in air through the top of the mower deck and forces it along the surface of the underside of 

the deck moving it in a circular motion. This allows the machine to hover just above the ground and also 

sucks the grass into an upright position to ensure a clean and even cut. In addition the circulating air 

stream allows each grass cutting to be re-cut many times before the air stream forces them back into the 

turf. The hover mower glides easily on a cushion of air, allowing movement in any direction, much quicker 

than conventional wheeled machines.Features And Benefits46cm (18" cut).FlexiBlade&trade; - safe, 

durable nylon but with metal blade performance.Powered by HondaGCV135.Works well on difficult slopes 

and banks.Strong ABS deck for years of durability.Fitted with the OregonFlexiBlade&trade; System - safer 

than a bar blade. It's quick and easy to change and gives a clean cut with minimal bruising. 

 



 

Allen 453 Professional - 53cm cut 

 

Allen hover mowers are powered by specially designed Honda engines for strength, durability and most 

importantly the ability to work on difficult banks and slopes. The engine is connected to a lower impellor 

which draws in air through the top of the mower deck and forces it along the surface of the underside of 

the deck moving it in a circular motion. This allows the machine to hover just above the ground and also 

sucks the grass into an upright position to ensure a clean and even cut. In addition the circulating air 

stream allows each grass cutting to be re-cut many times before the air stream forces them back into the 

turf. The hover mower glides easily on a cushion of air, allowing movement in any direction, much quicker 

than conventional wheeled machines.Features And Benefits53cm (21" cut).Bar Blade.Excellent 

performance, great power to weight ratio, easy start, very durable.Powered by Honda GCV160. 

 

 

 

Ariens Classic LM 

 

You will comfortably roll right along with this walk behind mower&hellip;thanks to an ergonomically 

designed multi-position handlebar that reduces wrist and hand fatigue&hellip;use the adjustment brackets 

to easily dial in one of six cutting heights for a professionally manicured look&hellip;to keep you 

rolling&hellip;the mower@s baked-on powder coated finish resists the effects of moisture, fertilizers and 

chemicals for years of reliable performance&hellip;it@s all right here&hellip;to dependably cut all your 

grass out there 

 

 

 



 

 

Ariens Razor 

 

The Ariens Razor Walk Behind Lawn Mower will provide you with professionally manicured results. This 

mower is packed with many innovative features that make it easy to use. The exclusive Rite-Hite handlebar 

adjustment allows for the ability to adjust the height of the handle from the operator position by pushing 

the bail forward. You can easily select one of 7 cutting heights with the single point height of cut 

adjustment. The 3-in-1 system make it easy for you to quickly transition from mulch to bag to 

sidedischarge. The deep domed deck design provides excellent performance in all cutting modes. This 

combination of innovative features and attention to detail define razor sharp performance. This may by 

the last mower you ever buy. 

 

 

 

Ariens Razor ES 

 

The Ariens Razor Walk Behind Lawn Mower will provide you with professionally manicured results. This 

mower is packed with many innovative features that make it easy to use. The exclusive Rite-Hite handlebar 

adjustment allows for the ability to adjust the height of the handle from the operator position by pushing 

the bail forward. You can easily select one of 7 cutting heights with the single point height of cut 

adjustment. The 3-in-1 system make it easy for you to quickly transition from mulch to bag to 

sidedischarge. The deep domed deck design provides excellent performance in all cutting modes. This 

combination of innovative features and attention to detail define razor sharp performance. This may by 

the last mower you ever buy. 

 



 

 

Ariens String Trimmer 

 

Cut Big Jobs Down to Size. The Ariens String Trimmer gets into those hard to reach areas going to work 

clearing the tallest, toughest grass and weeds. The 22-inch cutting diameter and 15-degree pivoting head 

make it easier to trim in those hard to reach places&hellip;larger wheels make maneuvering around a 

breeze&hellip;and an ergonomically designed handlebar that comfortably reduces wrist and hand 

fatigue&hellip;.there@s not an easier&hellip;.faster&hellip;.or more reliable way to put the finishing touch 

on a beautifully manicured landscape. 

 

 

 

Baroness LM180b Triple Mower 

 

 

 

  



 

Baroness LM56G 

 

The Baroness LM56G fixed-head greens-mower is gear-driven and features an easy-to-control throttle and 

clutch. With a 22-inch cut width,the mower is equipped with a grass catcher with stainless steel mesh 

screen top allowing air to circulate and clippings to be distributed evenly in the basket.Click on the link 

below to watch a video of the Baroness walk behind mowers, then@click the@browser back@button to 

return.http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMeT8-J0c_EKey Features:Completely gear driven; easier to 

maintain and more durable than mowers with chains or belts.Newly designed, easy-to-control throttle and 

clutch.Among the lightest mowers in their class, yet solidly built and highly maneuverable.Hardened 

carbon steel and bedknife stay sharper and last longer, reducing maintenance costs and service 

time.Newly designed grass catcher with stainless steel mesh screen top allows air to circulate and clippings 

to be distributed more evenly in the basket.Easy to maintain. It takes less than an hour to totally strip 

down the LM56 or LM66 and either can be totally overhauled in four hours by any mechanic experienced 

in the maintenance of golf course equipment.Specifications:56cm (22 inch) pedestrian greensmower, UK 

spec. handle, 11 bladed cutting cylinder, 3mm tipped bedknife, 3.2kW Robin EX13D engine, c/w transport 

wheels, grassbox and kickstand.Height of clip - 4mm, 4.8kph transport speed @ 3000rpm@ 

@Business customers please call for commercial discounts, service and to book a demonstration 

 

 

 

 

Bench 111 - Santa Cruz High Back 

 

 

 

  



 

Bench 301 - Farmers Swing Seat 

 

 
Bench 309 - Farmers High Back Bench 

 

 

 
Bench 324 - Occasional Table 

 

  



 

Bench 334 - Broadfield Bench 

 

 
Bench 335 - 5' Broadfield Bench 

 

 
Bench 345 - 5' St George Bench 

 

 

  



 

Bench 354 - Tea For Two Set 

 

 

 
Bench 605 - 5' Broadfield Bench 

 

 
Bench 614 - 5' Turnbridge Bench 

 

  



 

Billy Goat KD512SP - 5.5hp Vacuum 

 

Billy Goat KD512 SP Self Propelled@Briggs and Stratton@Lawn Vacuum Features:Optional on board hose 

kit ideal for those hard to reach places.Front wheel drive69cm (27") high density polyethylene nozzle31cm 

(12") ball bearing, nylon w/turf treadOn the fly height adjustment4-Blade &frac14; steel impellerLarge 

capacity hard bottom bagBilly Goat KD512 SP Self Propelled@Briggs and Stratton@Lawn Vacuum 

Specifications:Engine: 5.5 HP Briggs and Stratton Quantum XEProductivity: 28,512 sq. ft. per hour @ 2.4 

MPHDrive: Belt drive off engine auxiliary shaftWheels: 31cm (12") ball bearing, nylon w/turf treadHousing: 

Horizontal 12-gaugeImpeller: 4-bladed &frac14; steelNozzle: 69cm (27") high density polyethyleneHeight 

adjustment: 5 position from handleLength: 158cm (62")Width: 69cm (27")Height: 107cm (42")Weight: 

53kg (117 lbs) 

 

 

 

Billy Goat LB51 - (Little Billy) Vacuum 

 

Whether it be clearing leaves in the autumn or cleaning up general debris in the garden throughout the 

year the Little Billy has for many years been a favourite tool of the serious hobby gardener. With a 

powerful Briggs @ Stratton 5hp Quattro engine and a 20`` sweep width the Little Billy is ideal for grounds 

of up to half an acre and equally at home on either close mown turf or hard standing. Lawns patios pool 

surrounds tennis courts and driveways are all natural habitats for this `goat`. 

 

 

  



 

BM300L - Barrow Mixer (2.5hp Petrol Engine) c/w Stand 

 

The BM300L petrol mixers are lightweight and portable, offering a 2.5hp trouble free Lifan petrol 

engine.These machines are compact units designed to mix small quantities of mortor, concrete or plaster. 

Each machine is fitted with transport wheels and wheelbarrow style handlebars, allowing for on-site 

transportation.The BM mixers have been designed and developed for site durability on small to medium 

sized building projects.All mixers come complete with high-lift stand to allow barrow height 

tipping.EngineLifan 2.5hpWeight87kgDrum Capacity5 Cubic FeetBatch Output2.5 Cubic FeetDrum 

Diameter61cm 

 

 

Castoro 130cm Fingerbar Cutter 

 

Driven by the PTO and attached to the front of the power unit, IE pushed, they consist of a series of blades 

mounted on a flat bar that runs horizontal on the ground. Finger cutter bar, as the name suggests these 

have @fingers@ that stick forward to protect the blade. The finger bar is designed for regular cutting of 

grass for hay etc. The cutter bar is bolted to@a transmission which in turn is attached to the power unit. 

The transmission incorporates an oscillating coupling that allows the cutter bar to follow the contours of 

the ground. This type of mower effectively leaves the cut material the full width of the cutter.Free delivery 

to South and West Wales, please call for cost to other areas. 

 

 

  



 

Castoro 80cm Flail Mower 

 

Driven by the PTO, these are also front mounted and are the ultimate mower for tackling overgrown areas 

and rough ground where you are not sure what you may come across and the material being cut needs to 

be particularly well mulched. The cutting is carried out by a series of Y blades that are hung from a rotating 

shaft that is horizontal to the ground and is situated across the front of the power unit. They will cut short 

grass or long grass, wildflowers, weeds, thistles, bracken, light gorse and woody material such as reeds and 

saplings. They are ideal for scrub, as they tend to pull it into the cutting flails where it is well and truly 

mulched up. If the right power unit and width flail are used and the correct protective clothing is worn it is 

possible to cut a path through surprisingly high and tangled scrub, leaving a well-mulched pathway behind 

you! The standard flail attachment is fixed to the front of the power unit, an optional oscillating connection 

can be specified that will help the flail follow the contours of the ground and make the machine easier to 

handle. An overrun drive device is also available that helps control the machine when used in confined 

spaces or when changing from forward to reverse frequently.This flail is a high quality 80cm model.Free 

delivery to South and West Wales, please call for cost to other areas. 

 

 

 

Castoro 80cm Rotovator 

 

This is the most common of cultivation attachments, PTO driven it consists of a series of curved blades 

(tines) that are bolted to a rotating shaft that is horizontal to the ground and is connected to the rear of 

the 2-wheel tractor, it is therefore a pulled attachment. The top of the rotovator is enclosed in a curved 

body to prevent physical contact with the rotating blades and to contain the soil being cultivated, bolted to 

the rear of the body is a flap that allows the soil to exit the rotovator, this flap is hinged and drops down 

when the rotovator is lifted out of the ground, thus preventing the operators feet from contacting with the 

rotating blades. An adjustable skid that is situated in the middle and underneath the rotating shaft controls 

the working depth of the rotovator. The rotovator works across a wide range of soil conditions, however 

the harder the soil, or when cultivating through turf, it will be necessary to make a number of passes over 

the same area to achieve the desired fineness of tilth and/or depth of cultivation.This rotovator 

attachment has a width@of@80cm, suitable for the Castoro Super power unit offered.Free delivery to 

South and West Wales, please call for cost to other areas. 

 

 



 

 

 

Countax A230D With 50" Combi Deck 

 

Countax A230D with 50" Combi Deck784cc Yanmar 3 cylinder Diesel EngineHydrostatic Foot ControlDiff 

Lock As StandardOptional 42" High Grass Mulcher.PGC Optional 

 

 

 

Countax A25-50HE With 42" High Grass Mulch Deck 

 

Countax A25/50HE With 42" High Grass Mulcher Deck726cc Kawasaki Twin Cylinder Petrol 

EngineHydrostatic Foot ControlOptional PGC Available 

 

 

  



 

Countax A25-50HE With 50" Combi Deck 

 

Countax A25/50HE With 50" Combi Deck726cc Kawasaki Petrol Twin Cylinder@Hydrostatic Foot 

Control@Diff Lock As StandardOptional 42" High Grass MulcherOptional PGC Available. 

 

 

Countax C25-4WD With 44" Combi Deck 

 

Countax C600H With 44" Combi Deck@726cc Kawasaki Twin Cylinder Petrol Engine4 Wheel DriveElectric 

Slope AlarmHydrostatic Foot Control@Optional 36" High Grass Mulcher@Optional PGC Available 

 

 

 

Countax C350H Mini With 30" Combi Deck 

 

Countax C350H Mini Garden Tractor With 30" Combi Deck500cc Briggs @ Stratton Petrol Single Cylinder 

Engine@Hydrostatic Foot ControlOptional PGC Available 

 

 

 



 

Countax C500H With 36" IBS Rear Discharge Deck 

 

Countax C500 Lawn Tractor With 36" IBS Rear Discharge Deck500cc Briggs @ Stratton Petrol Single 

Cylinder@Hydrostatic Foot Control@Optional PGC Available 

 

 
Countax C600H 4WD With 42" IBS Deck 

 

Countax C600H With 42" IBS Deck@603cc Kawasaki Twin Cylinder Petrol Engine4 Wheel DriveElectric 

Slope AlarmHydrostatic Foot Control@Optional 36" High Grass Mulcher@Optional PGC Available 

 

 

 

 

Countax C600H with 38" Combi Deck 

 

Countax C600H With 38" Combi Deck@603cc Kawasaki Twin Cylinder Petrol EngineHydrostatic Foot 

Control@Optional 36" High Grass Mulcher@Optional PGC Available 

 

  



 

Countax C600H with 42" IBS Deck 

 

Countax C600H With 42" IBS Deck@603cc Kawasaki Twin Cylinder Petrol EngineHydrostatic Foot 

Control@Optional 36" High Grass Mulcher@Optional PGC Available 

 

 
Countax C800H with 44" Combi Deck 

 

Countax C600H With 44" Combi Deck@603cc Kawasaki Twin Cylinder Petrol EngineHydrostatic Foot 

Control@Optional 36" High Grass Mulcher #Optional PGC Available 

 

 
DL5000B Professional Steam Cleaner 

 

The DL5000B Professional Steam Cleaner is ideal for removing stains, cleaning upholstery, tiled surfaces, 

windows, mirrors @ white goods. The high temperature steam destroys dust mites, cleans @ sanitizes 

toilets, baths, sinks, showers. DL5000B is capable of running continuously due to its non-pressurised 1.6 

litre cold water tank. This tank automatically tops up the 2.5 litre boiler @ can be filled at any time.* Super 

heated dry steam up to 150&deg;C* Adjustable steam pressure up to 4.5 Bar* 2.5 litre stainless steel boiler 

tank* 1.6 litre cold water tank for automatic refill* Steam ready @ water shortage warning lights* 4m 

electric cable - 2 metre heavy-duty steam hose* Compact @ easy to use, weighs only 6Kg* W = 330 L = 470 

H = 330 (mm) 

 

 

 



 

 

DTE 400M COMPACT 

 

Mobile - 100bar/1450psi @working pressure. Robust design for excellent reliability and a reduction in 

service time and costs.Low revving pump for increased working life and durability.High Pressure@Chemical 

System improves cleaning performance with the efficient use of chemicals.All models include industrial 

gun, lance and 9 metre twin wire hose as standard accessories.@Standard FeaturesLow revving brass 

pumpCeramic sleeved pistonsSturdy stove enamelled steel chassisStainless steel coverLarge water break 

tankSteam stageHigh pressure chemical applicationAdjustable time out when not in useSafety voltage at 

control panel@ 

 

 

E130 3-9P XTRA WASHER 

 

130bar, cold water pressure washer with accessory kit. Long life aluminium motor and powerful pump for 

tough cleaning tasks.Integrated accessory storage, hose reel and mobility trolley.2.1kW Induction 

Motor500Ltr/hr Max. Flow RateAuto Stop/StartVariable PressureAccessory Kit IncludedDetergent Dosing 

Bottle @ Foam ApplicatorClick @ Clean Compatible Product contents:E130.2-9, hose reel with telescopic 

handle, detergent bottle, foam applicator, Powerspeed and Vario lances, 9m hose, soft-grip gun and patio 

cleaner.Specifications:230V. Max. pressure 130bar. Max. flow rate 500Ltr/hr. Max. water inlet temp. 

60&ordm;C. Weight: 18.9kg. 

 

 

 



 

Echo CS280WES Chainsaw 

 

Echo CS280WES ChainsawUsed by homeowners and farmers, the CS-280WES is a lightweight, highly 

manoeuvrable petrol chainsaw, ideal for pruning and hedging. It features a 26.9cc, low emission engine 

and Easy Start for easy starting. The CS280WES is the lightest rear handle chainsaw in the ECHO range, 

weighing just 3.1kg*Features&bull;Powerful 26.9cc engine&bull;Easy Start system for quick, effortless 

starting&bull;Stage 2 compliant low emission engine&bull;Clutch related oil pump&bull;Inertia chain 

brake&bull;Adjustable automatic oiler to suit different timbers&bull;Clip-on air filter cover&bull;ECHO 

power tools come with a five year domestic warranty or a two year warranty in professional use 

(registration of ECHO products and servicing are necessary to validate the warranty)SpecificationsEngine 

displacement26.9ccDry weight*3.1kgOutput0.9kWSaw chain pitch3/8inGuide bar length30cmGuide bar 

gauge0.050inFuel tank capacity0.24 litre * Without guide bar and saw chain 

 

 

 

Echo CS310ES Chainsaw 

 

Echo CS310ES ChainsawThe CS-310ES petrol chainsaw features a 30.5cc engine and Easy Start for easy 

starting. A lightweight, extremely well balanced, rear handle saw, the ECHO CS-310ES is an ideal tool for 

pruning and logging.Features&bull;Powerful 30.5cc engine&bull;Easy Start system for quick, effortless 

starting&bull;Stage 2 compliant low emission engine&bull;Clutch related oil pump&bull;A newly designed 

@thumb-press@ locking cylinder cover stays secure even under extreme use&bull;Twin guide bar studs, a 

feature usually only found on the most expensive models&bull;The air filter element is easily accessible 

and can be quickly removed for maintenance and replacement&bull;ECHO power tools come with a five 

year domestic warranty or a twoyear warranty in professional use (registration of ECHO products and 

servicing are necessary to validate the warranty)SpecificationsEngine displacement30.5ccDry weight 

*4.0kgOutput1.1kWSaw chain pitch3/8inGuide bar length30cmGuide bar gauge0.050inFuel tank 

capacity0.25 litre * Without guide bar and saw chain 

 

 



 

Echo CS352ES Chainsaw 

 

Echo CS352es ChainsawThe CS-352ES petrol chainsaw features a 34cc engine and Easy Start for easy 

starting. With guide bar options of 30 or 35cm, the CS-352ES is an @all-round@ utility saw for felling small 

trees, pruning and logging by homeowners and farmers.Features&bull;Powerful 34cc engine&bull;Easy 

Start system for quick, effortless starting&bull;Stage 2 compliant low emission engine&bull;Clutch related 

oil pump&bull;Inertia chain brake&bull;Side adjust chain tensioner&bull;Clean air system pre-cleaned by 

flywheel&bull;Adjustable automatic oiler&bull;Tool-less air filter removal&bull;ECHO power tools come 

with a five year domestic warranty or a two year warranty in professional use (registration of ECHO 

products and servicing are necessary to validate the warranty)SpecificationsEngine displacement34.0ccDry 

weight*4.0kgOutput1.3kWSaw chain pitch3/8inGuide bar length35cmGuide bar gauge0.050inFuel tank 

capacity0.25 litre * Without guide bar and saw chain 

 

 

 

Echo CS370ES Chainsaw 

 

Echo CS370ES Chainsaw.The CS-370ES petrol chainsaw features a 36.3cc engine and Easy Start for easy 

starting. With guide bar options of 35 or 40cm, the CS-370ES is a durable chainsaw that@s both 

comfortable and easy to use. This compact saw is ideal for felling small trees, pruning and 

logging.Features&bull;ECHO 36.3cc engine&bull;Easy Start system for quick, effortless starting&bull;Stage 

2 compliant low emission engine&bull;Clutch related oil pump&bull;Inertia chain brake&bull;Side adjust 

chain tensioner&bull;Clean air system pre-cleaned by flywheel&bull;Adjustable automatic oiler&bull;Tool-

less air filter removal&bull;ECHO power tools come with a five year domestic warranty or a two year 

warranty in professional use (registration of ECHO products and servicing are necessary to validate the 

warranty)SpecificationsEngine displacement36.3ccDry weight*4.6kgOutput1.4kWSaw chain 

pitch0.325inGuide bar length33cmGuide bar gauge0.058inFuel tank capacity0.41 litre * Without guide bar 

and saw chain 

 

 



 

 

Echo CS420ES Chainsaw 

 

Echo CS420Es Chainsaw.The CS-420ES petrol chainsaw has a 40.2cc engine and Easy Start for easy starting. 

With guide bar options of 38 or 43cm, the CS-420ES is a mid-range, low emission chainsaw that can be 

used by tree surgeons and farmers for felling trees and logging.Features&bull;Low emission 40.2cc 

engine&bull;Easy Start system for quick, effortless starting&bull;Stage 2 compliant low emission 

engine&bull;Clutch related oil pump&bull;Inertia chain brake&bull;Side adjust chain tensioner&bull;Clean 

air system pre-cleaned by flywheel&bull;Adjustable automatic oiler&bull;6 position anti-vibration cushions 

on rear handle&bull;ECHO power tools come with a five year domestic warranty or a two year warranty in 

professional use (registration of ECHO products and servicing are necessary to validate the 

warranty)SpecificationsEngine displacement40.2ccDry weight*4.6kgOutput1.6kWSaw chain 

pitch0.325inGuide bar length38cmGuide bar gauge0.058inFuel tank capacity0.41 litre 

* Without guide bar and saw chain 

 

 

Echo ESR2300 - Battery Powered Trimmer 

 

The ESR-2300 is a battery powered trimmer. It features a high grade, 36V Li-ion battery and is ideal for 

homeowners and lightduty professionalsFeatures&bull;230W battery powered electric 

motor&bull;Lightweight trimmer @ weighs just 3.5kg (without battery)&bull;Easy-fit, high grade lithium-

ion, 36V battery&bull;Loop handle design&bull;Nylon line cutting head&bull;ECHO power tools come with 

a five year domestic warranty or a two year warranty in professional use (registration of ECHO products 

and servicing are necessary to validate the warranty)SpecificationsMotor power230WDry 

weight*3.5kgBattery weight1.26kgDC voltage36VCutter length305mm 

* Without cutting attachment and shield* Please note you cannot place a bushcutting blade on this 

product * 

 



 

 

Echo HC331ES Professional Single sided hedgecutter 

 

The ECHO HC331ES 23.6cc Easy Start Hedgetrimmer is a professional hedgecutter with a long (76.4 cm) 

cutter blade. Echo hedgecutters offer robust engineering to perform effortlessly and immaculately. With 

razor sharp, precision ground, and smooth running blades, Echo hedgecutters are built to last. This 

versatile, general purpose hedgecutter has a 21.2cc engine with a 76.4cm single sided blade.Blades 

Echo hedgecutters use razor sharp, precision ground, double reciprocating blades to provide a wide cutting 

capability and a clean cut. 

 

5 Year Domestic Warranty@Echo power tools come with a 5 year domestic warranty or a 2 year 

professional warranty.@ Echo ES Easy starting 

The Echo ES Easy Starting system provides effortless and comfortable engine startingBLADE 

LENGTH76.4cm/30"BLADETYPEDouble ReciprocatingENGINE2 strokeMETAL BLADESingle Sided Hedge 

TrimmerPOWER21.2ccWEIGHT5.8kgWARRANTY5 years domestic, 2 years professional 

 

 

 

Echo HCA265ES long reach hedgecutter 

 

Echo first invented and produced the long reach hedgetrimmer, and each model has gone from strength to 

strength, the HCA265ES is a 25.4cc 2 stroke commercial grade hedgetrimmer with low vibration and 

smooth running. The blade set is a 510mm double sided articulating cutter that will pivot between 0&deg; 

to 135&deg; in 8 set positions, with a lock position for safe transportation keeping the cutter parallel to 

the shaft.The HCA-265ES hedgetrimmer has been completely re-designed, with new grouped cluster 

controls and improved ergonomic grip, the well positioned fuel tank with higher spout aid filling with less 

risk of spillage. The engine has been fitted with the highly popular Easy Start system for effortless starting 

with reduced kick-back effect when cranking.The HCA265ES hedge cutter is covered by the outstanding 

Echo warranty of up to 5 years. Supplied with: Engine and cutter, Manual, Hex wrench, Box Spanner, 

Wrench, Glasses, Harness @ Blade cover. 

 

  



 

Echo CR161ES Hedgecutter 

 

Echo HCR 161 ES@hedge cutters@offer robust engineering to perform effortless and immaculately. 

Carefully balanced, razor sharp, precision ground and smooth running, The@Echo 

HCR161ES@hedgecutter@is built to last, grooming your hedge year after year. Built for professionals, in 

private use an@Echohedgetrimmer could last a lifetime!Echo HCR 161 ES hedge cutter21.2cc 2-stroke 

engineEasy Start engine@starting system68cm@(26.77 inch) double sided bladesHandle rotates in 45 

degree increments@Low vibration5.5kg. 

 

Echo HCR171ES Hedgecutter 

 

Echo HCR 171 ES@hedge cutters@offer robust engineering to perform effortless and immaculately. 

Carefully balanced, razor sharp, precision ground and smooth running, The@Echo 

HCR171ES@hedgecutter@is built to last, grooming your hedge year after year. Built for professionals, in 

private use an@Echohedgetrimmer could last a lifetime!Echo HCR 171 ES hedge cutter21.2cc 2-stroke 

engineEasy Start engine@starting system78.5cm@(30.8 inch) double sided bladesHandle rotates in 45 

degree increments@Low vibration5.6kg. 

 

  



 

Echo PAS265ES Cultivator Attachment 

 

12 spring steel cultivating blades will easily dig to 22cm deep. 

 
Echo PAS265ES Hedgecutter Attachment (HCAA 2401A) 

 

Articulating hedgetrimmer attachment. Blade set articulates from 0&ordm; to 90&ordm; in 15&ordm; 

increments. 

 

 

 

Echo PAS265ES Power Pruner Attachment 

 

Effortlessly prune branches and trees. Prune up to 12' high 

  



 

Echo PAS265ES Power Unit 

 

The ECHO Multi-tool system enables you to own a range of the very best tools at a much-reduced total 

cost. At the heart of the Multi-tool system is the power unit @ a 25.4cc ECHO engine of almost legendary 

reliability, connected to a half-length drive shaft with a loop handle and grouped cluster controls. The 

power unit features ECHO 'ES' Easy Start. 

 

Each tool can be fitted quickly and easily, by simply pushing and tightening the preferred attachment to 

the engine unit. Not only do you save money by sharing the engine, you also save space in your shed, 

garage or car boot.SpecificationsIgnition typeES @ Easy StartDisplacement25.4 ccDry weight4.7 kgFuel 

tank capacity0.5 litresHandle typeLoop handleOverall length1025 mm 

 

 

Echo PAS265ES Strimmer Attachment 

 

Turn the PAS-265ES into a fully functional, powerful bushcutter. Complete with tap and go head. 

 

  



 

Echo PB250 

 

This high-powered, vacuum capable power blower has a 25.4cc two-stroke engine yet weighs just 4.5kg. 

Despite its small size, this blower can still operate at a maximum air speed of 71m per second! 

 

Echo PB265ESL Backpack blower 

 

Powered by a 25.4cc engine, this is the smallest Echo BackPack Blower. Weighing just 6.8kg, it is suitable 

both for home use, in the larger garden, and for light professional use.@Producing 65m/sec air speed and 

air volume of 8.7m&sup3; it is certainly no slouch. Echo Low Noise Technology ensures that it is 

remarkably quiet - as well as being unbeatably easy to start. 

 

Echo PB770 Backpack blower 

 

The PB770 Backpack Blower is one of the most powerful blowers in the world!@With a 63.3cc engine the 

PB770 (formally PB755) produces a maximum air volume of 1200m&sup3;/hour at an air speed up to 

92m/sec, this equates to a 205 mph air flow at the pipe!, giving you all the power to lift and shift the most 

sticky, sodden and downtrodden leaves and litter. This powerful new blower features an extra flexible tube 

and wide angle rotation for more comfortable operation. Rotary carburetor with purge pump and Echo's 

Pro-Fire@ ignition ensure easy starts. The PB755 has top mounted automotive style air filter for quick and 

easy changes and short hip mounted throttle 

 



 

 

54. Echo PPT265 Power Pruner 

 

 

Echo RM410 Knapsack Bushcutter 

 

 

Echo SHR170SI Sprayer 

 

Stage 2 emission compliant, lightweight, backpack power@sprayer gives a pressurised and neat spray for a 

variety@of applicationsFeatures&bull;2-stroke 21.2cc engine&bull;Stage 2 compliant@low emission 

engine&bull;Unique, ergonomicaly designed throttle for easier reach and adjustment&bull;Comfortable 

backpack pad with quick snap for easier maintenance&bull;World famous i-start for easy starting&bull;Pin 

clip type harness fastener for easy maintenance and cleaning&bull;Strong but lightweight plastic frame for 

protection against corrosive chemical liquids&bull;Ergonomicaly designed back start for total operator 

comfort&bull;Flange-mounted pump unit for easy and quick maintenanceSpecifications@Engine 

displacement21.2cc@Dry weight *5.8kg@Output0.6kW@Chemical tank17 litre@Fuel tank capacity0.48 

litre@ * Without spraying hose and nozzle 



 

 

 

Echo SRM222 Brushcutter 

 

 

Echo SRM265TESL Brushcutter 

 

ECHO@s SRM-265TES 25.4cc buushcutter is an ideal tool for light commercial use. It starts almost 

effortlessly thanks to the Easy Start system. Equipped with a high torque head, the brushcutter has the 

same cutting power as higher capacity, heavier machines Please note this brushcutter is also available with 

a loop handleFeatures&bull;Powerful, two-stroke 25.4cc engine&bull;Easy Start system for quick, 

effortless starting&bull;Stage 2 compliant low emission engine&bull;High torque head for increased 

cutting power&bull;U Handle design (loop handle also available)&bull;Nylon line cutting head&bull;ECHO 

power tools come with a five year domestic warranty or a two year warranty in professional use 

(registration of ECHO products and servicing are necessary to validate the warranty)SpecificationsEngine 

displacement25.4ccDry weight* (U handle)6.1kgDry weight* (Loop handle)5.9kgOutput0.9kWLength w/o 

cutting head1798mmFuel tank capacity0.50 litreVibration (U handle)3.9m/s&sup2;Vibration (Loop 

handle)4.9m/s&sup2; 

 



 

 

Echo SRM265TESU Buushcutter 

 

ECHO@s SRM-265TES 25.4cc brushcutter is an ideal tool for light commercial use. It starts almost 

effortlessly thanks to the Easy Start system. Equipped with a high torque head, the bush cutter has the 

same cutting power as higher capacity, heavier machines Please note this bush cutter is also available with 

a loop handle&bull;Powerful, two-stroke 25.4cc engine&bull;Easy Start system for quick, effortless 

starting&bull;Stage 2 compliant low emission engine&bull;High torque head for increased cutting 

power&bull;U Handle design (loop handle also available)&bull;Nylon line cutting head&bull;ECHO power 

tools come with a five year domestic warranty or a two year warranty in professional use (registration of 

ECHO products and servicing are necessary to validate the warranty)Specifications Engine 

displacement25.4ccDry weight* (U handle)6.1kgOutput0.9kWLength w/o cutting head1798mmFuel tank 

capacity0.50 litre Vibration (U handle)3.9m/s&sup2;Vibration (Loop handle)4.9m/s&sup2; 

 
Echo SRM300TESL Brushcutter 

 

The@SRM-300TES bush cutter features a high torque head. This means the unit is lightweight and has low 

vibration levels but the cutting performance of heavier, higher capacity machines. It starts almost 

effortlessly thanks to the Easy Start system.*Please note this bush cutter is also available with a loop 

handleFeatures&bull; Two-stroke 28.1cc engine&bull; Easy Start system for quick, effortless starting&bull; 

Stage 2 compliant low emission engine&bull; High torque head for increased cutting power&bull;U Handle 

design (loop handle also available)&bull;Nylon line cutting head&bull;ECHO@power tools come with a five 

year domestic warranty or two year warranty in professional use 

(registration of@ECHOproducts and servicing are necessary to validate the warranty)Specifications 

Engine displacement28.1cc@Dry weight* (U handle)6.2kg@Dry weight* (Loop 

handle)6.0kg@Output0.9kW@Length w/o cutting head1798mm@Fuel tank capacity0.65 litre 

Vibration (U handle)4.5m/s&sup2;@Vibration (Loop handle) 4.1m/s&sup2; @ * without cutting 

attachment and shield 

 

 



 

68. Echo SRM300TESL Brushcutter 

 

The@SRM-300TES bush cutter features a high torque head. This means the unit is lightweight and has low 

vibration levels but the cutting performance of heavier, higher capacity machines. It starts almost 

effortlessly thanks to the Easy Start system.*Please note this bush cutter is also available with a loop 

handleFeatures&bull; Two-stroke 28.1cc engine&bull; Easy Start system for quick, effortless starting&bull; 

Stage 2 compliant low emission engine&bull; High torque head for increased cutting power&bull;U Handle 

design (loop handle also available)&bull;Nylon line cutting head&bull;ECHO@power tools come with a five 

year domestic warranty or two year warranty in professional use 

(registration of@ECHOproducts and servicing are necessary to validate the warranty) Specifications 

Engine displacement28.1cc@Dry weight* (U handle)6.2kg@Dry weight* (Loop 

handle)6.0kg@Output0.9kW@Length w/o cutting head1798mm@Fuel tank capacity0.65 litre 

Vibration (U handle)4.5m/s&sup2;@Vibration (Loop handle) 4.1m/s&sup2; @ * without cutting 

attachment and shield 

 
Echo SRM335ESL Brushcutter 

 

Designed for landscapers, the SRM-335ES has a high tensile steel drive shaft and low vibration. It starts 

effortlessly thanks to the Easy Start system. It has a powerful 30.5cc engine and weighs just 6.9kg* (U 

handle) 

 

*Please note this bush cutter is also available with a loop handleFeatures&bull;Two-stroke 30.5cc 

engine&bull;Easy Start system for quick, effortless starting&bull;Stage 2 compliant low emission 

engine&bull;"L" loop handle design&bull;Nylon line cutting head&bull;ECHO power tools come with a five 

year domestic warranty or a two year warranty in professional use (registration of ECHO products and 

servicing are necessary to validate the warranty)SpecificationsEngine displacement30.5ccDry weight* 

(Loop handle)6.8kgOutput1.0kWLength w/o cutting head (U)1846mmLength w/o cutting head 

(L)1840mmFuel tank capacity0.84 litreVibration (U handle)2.8m/s&sup2;Vibration (Loop 

handle)5.6m/s&sup2; 

 

 



 

Echo SRM335ESU Brushcutter 

 

Features&bull;Two-stroke 30.5cc engine&bull;Easy Start system for quick, effortless starting&bull;Stage 2 

compliant low emission engine&bull;U Handle design&bull;Nylon line cutting head&bull;ECHO power tools 

come with a five year domestic warranty or a two year warranty in professional use (registration of ECHO 

products and servicing are necessary to validate the warranty)SpecificationsEngine displacement30.5ccDry 

weight* (U handle)6.9kgOutput1.0kWLength w/o cutting head (U)1846mmLength w/o cutting head 

(L)1840mmFuel tank capacity0.84 litreVibration (U handle)2.8m/s&sup2;Vibration (Loop 

handle)5.6m/s&sup2; 

 

 

Echo SRM335TESU Brushcutter 

 

Designed for landscapers, the@SRM-335TES has a high tensile steel drive shaft and low vibration. It starts 

effortlessly thanks to the@Easy Start@system. It has a powerful 30.5cc engine and weighs just 6.7kg* (U 

handle) 

 

*Please note this brushcutter is also available with a loop handleFEATURES&bull;Two-stroke 30.5cc 

engine&bull;Easy Start@system for quick, effortless starting&bull;Stage 2 compliant@low emission 

engine&bull;High torque@head for increased cutting power&bull;U Handle design (loop handle also 

available)&bull;Nylon line cutting head&bull;ECHO@power tools come with a@five year domestic 

warranty@or a@two year warranty@in professional use (registration of@ECHO@products and servicing 

are necessary to validate the warranty)SpecificationsEngine displacement30.5ccDry weight* (U 

handle)6.7kgDry weight* (Loop handle)6.4kgOutput1.04kWLength w/o cutting head (U)1846mmLength 

w/o cutting head (L)1840mmFuel tank capacity0.84 litre 

* Without cutting attachment and shield 

 

 

 

 



 

 Echo SRM335TESU Brushcutter 

 

Designed for landscapers, the SRM-335TES has a high tensile steel drive shaft and low vibration. It starts 

effortlessly thanks to the Easy Start system. It has a powerful 30.5cc engine and weighs just 6.7kg* (U 

handle) 

 

*Please note this brushcutter is also available with a loop handleFEATURES&bull;Two-stroke 30.5cc 

engine&bull;Easy Start system for quick, effortless starting&bull;Stage 2 compliant low emission 

engine&bull;High torque head for increased cutting power&bull;U Handle design (loop handle also 

available)&bull;Nylon line cutting head&bull;ECHO power tools come with a five year domestic warranty or 

a two year warranty in professional use (registration of ECHO products and servicing are necessary to 

validate the warranty)SpecificationsEngine displacement30.5ccDry weight* (U handle)6.7kgDry weight* 

(Loop handle)6.4kgOutput1.04kWLength w/o cutting head (U)1846mmLength w/o cutting head 

(L)1840mmFuel tank capacity0.84 litre 

* Without cutting attachment and shield 

 

 

 

73. Echo SRM420ESU Brushcutter 

 

Echo SRM420Es Brushcutter. 

 

 

 

Echo SRM520Es Brushcutter. 



 

 

74. Edge Leopard 12/100 second hand SOLD 

 

EDGE LEOPARD (second Hand)Fully serviced (new pump seals)Brand new hose, gun and lance3 Month 

Warranty Easy to use. Corrosion proof casing. Compact design. Light weight. Cranked pump with ceramic 

pistons. Full overload protection on motor. Economical. Detergent tank. 8 metre high pressure hose with 

22mm couplings* Two piece lance and gun with variable angle nozzle head* Low pressure chemical 

injection system* Lance, hose and power cable storage facility* Motor protection to IP55 standard* 

Current thermal overload protection* Large capacity thermoplastic integral chemical tank Specifications* 

Model No. Interpump TX12100M* 240 volts 2.2Kw electric motor* 12 litres per minute (720 litres per 

hour)* 100 bar (1450 psi)* Brass manifold* Dimensions 860mm long x 400mm wide x 875mm high 

 

 

 

 

Edge Panther II 11-100 ECO 

 

Product Description Three ceramic coated pistons, brass axial pump head with built-in by-pass valve. 

Vertical burner with high thermal efficiency steel coil. Suction and Delivery S/S valves. Safety valve. 

Temperature regulation gauge. Glycerine pressure gauge. LSP: Late Shut down Protection 24V.Adjustable 

detergent Delivery with built in tank for indirect suction. Low fuel lamp. Ergonomic handles and impact 

resistant covers. Accessory@ holder. Power cable (m 5).Two ways Specifications operating pressure - 

100bar/1470psidelivery rate - 11 litres/minabs. power/voltage - 3000W/240V/50Hz (Ph1)RPM - 2800diesel 

tank/detergent tank - 18/3.0 litres max temp. inlet/outlet - 40&deg;C/140&deg;Cfuel consumption/head 

output - 3.78l/h 1 gal/h/42kWmachine dimensions - 94x65x90cmmachine weight - 97Kg/213.4lbsHose reel 

with brake optional. 



 

 

 

Edge Panther II HD 

 

Panther II HDOperating Pressure @ @ 120Bar / 1750 PsiDelivery Rate @ @ @ @ @ @ 12 Litres Per Minute 

Max Temperature 

@ @ @ 140 Deg C.Power/Voltage @ @ @ @ @ 3000W/240VR.P.M. @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ 

@1450Dimensions @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @94x65x90cmWeight @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @125Kg/275 Lbs4 

pole (1450rpm) electric motor with: @ water cooling** for best thermal dissipation, lower working 

temperature and longer lifetime for mechanical components (motor @ pump) @ double roller bearing and 

integrated elastic joint*, for best pump coupling, easy maintenance and pump roller bearing protection. 

Linear pump with ceramic pistons, brass head, stainless steel valves and separate unloader valve. Main 

pump components are interchangeable with some other pump manufacturer. Easy access to main 

mechanical components like motor, high pressure pump, fuel pump. High (@ 90%) thermal efficiency 

burner, complying recent eco-logic rules for a better environment protection. Auxiliary motor for burner 

air cooling and mechanical two ways fuel pump. Low fuel lamp. Adjustable detergent delivery built-in tank 

for indirect suction. High sensitive stainless steel sensor with temperature regulation gauge. LSP: Late Shut 

down Protection 24VImpact and weather resistant, single piece polypropylene cover. Ergonomic handles 

and two side’s accessories holder. Hose reel, header tank for high pressure chemical and/or mechanical  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Edge Panther II HD second hand 

 

Panther II HD second handc/w 10M high pressure hose gun and lance Fully Serviced Pump and Boiler3 

Months 

Warranty Operating Pressure @ @ 120Bar / 1750 Psi Delivery Rate 12 Litres Per Minute Max Temperature  

@ 140 Deg C.Power/Voltage  3000W/240VR.P.M. @1450Dimensions @94x65x90cmWeight @ @ @ @ @ 

125Kg/275 Lbs4 pole (1450rpm) electric motor with: @ water cooling** for best thermal dissipation, lower 

working temperature and longer lifetime for mechanical components (motor @ pump) @ double roller 

bearing and integrated elastic joint*, for best pump coupling, easy maintenance and pump roller bearing 

protection.@Linear pump with ceramic pistons, brass head,stainless steel valves and separate unloader 

valve. Main pump components are interchangeable with some other pump manufacturer.@Easy access to 

main mechanical components like motor, high pressure pump, fuel pump. High (@ 90%) thermal efficiency 

burner, complying recent eco-logic rules for a better environment protection. Auxiliary motor for burner 

air cooling and mechanical two ways fuel pump. Low fuel lamp. Adjustable detergent delivery built-in tank 

for indirect suction. High sensitive stainless steel sensor with temperature regulation gauge. LSP: Late Shut 

down Protection 24VImpact and weather resistant, single piece polypropylene cover. Ergonomic handles 

and two side’s accessories holder. Photos are not always of the original 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Edge Ranger 150/11 

 

NPT 1511 HONDA PETROL150 BAR2175 PSI11 LITRES PER MIN.GENUINE HONDA GX ENGINEHEAVY DUTY 

1450 RPM GEAR BOXINTERPUMP E2 PUMPEASY BLEED VALVE10M HIGH PRESSURE HOSESUCTION @ 

CHEMICAL KIT 

 

 

 

Edge Ranger 150/13 

 

Engine Driven Petrol Pressure Washers on Eco Frames. Professional high powered mobile pressure 

washers for heavy duty cleaning. FEATURES Honda GX petrol engine Brass Head Ceramic pistons 

Adjustable integral or bolt on unloader13" pneumatic 

wheels Low Pressure chemical Easy Bleed Valve Gun lance and 10mtr HP Hose Suction hose with filter 

MODEL RANGE Engine Type@ Honda GX160Pump@ Interpump LPM 13BAR@ 150KG 40Dimensions@ 

HxWxL@ 760x610x660@ 

 



 

 

 

Edge Ranger 150/13 c/w reel 

 

Same as Edge Ranger but with a 20 mtr built in hose reel. 

 

 

 

  



 

EDGE STEAMTEC 

 

When you have the need for powerful pressure cleaning, independent of water supply the EDGE Steam Tex 

is the answer. With its built in water tank the Steam Tec has the ability to hold 25 ltrs of water making it 

truly portable. The battery powered model removes the need for trailing power cables. EDGE has paved 

the way for cleaning operatives to maximise on the opportunities available in the cleaning market with a 

truly portable machine that is based on the traditional Hot Water Pressure concept. The 

Steam Tec can tackle: Vehicle Cleaning Chewing Gum Removal De-Greasing Sanitizing Poster paper 

Removal And numerous other difficult cleaning tasks Its unique features are ideal for Food, 

Pharmaceutical, Agriculture, Car Valeting, Engineering and Contract Cleaning 

Sectors.SpecificationCode201020112012Electric Source1Ph 220-240v / 50-60Hz1Ph 110-120v / 50-60Hz2x 

12v DC Batteries Connected Load350W350W350WFuel Water Tank36ltr36ltr36ltrBurner Fuel Diesel Pre 

Heating 

Temperature180&deg;C180&deg;C180&deg;CWeight122 Kg137 Kg140 

KgDimensions90x65x80cm90x65x80cm90x65x80cm 

 

 

 

83. Edge Wildcat 12/100 

 

Commercial Pressure Washer High Pressure Hot Water with Steam Facility Compact, economical with 

advanced features Stylish Corrosion Proof Robust Casing Automatic Start/Stop, Leak Detection Pump 

Motor has Overload Protection The Edge Wildcat is the most technically advanced commercial hot water 

/@steam cleaner on the market. It’s packed with quality features such as slow speed pump and motor unit 

- a very safe and reliable pressure cleaner. 

A microprocessor control system allows beneficial features such as leak detection and total stop. 

Low level fuel and chemical sensors prevent unnecessary breakdowns by not allowing damage to occur if 

fuel or chemicals run out. The EDGE Wildcat is a washer packed with features and a high cleaning effect. 

The versatility of the Wildcat is shown by the comprehensive range of accessories such as, rotating 

brushes, wash brushes and foam equipment amongst many others.&middot;100 BAR (1450 PSI)12 LITRES 

PER MINUTE140 DEG C.CHEMICAL TANKSLOW REV 1450 RPM PUMPAUTO STOP/STARTLEAK DETECTION 

 



 

 

 

 

edger 

 

 

 

 

 

Etesia AV51 Walk Behind Brushcutter 

 

51cm Walk behind Brushcutter 



 

 

Etesia AV98 - 98cm Ride on Brushcutter 

 

ETESIA@s ride-on brushcutters Attila 98 is reliable, efficient, comfortable and safe. Their output and 

performance make them a reference in professional use. Brush cutting Swing or fix tip blades. Cutting 

width 98 cm. High work rate (up to 12 000 m2/h). Can be used on slopes up to 30%.Cutting height Cutting 

height adjusted by centralised lever with 8 work positions (from 50 to 120 mm) + 1 transport position 

Professional use Yes Private use No Square footage recommended (m&sup2;) 5000 to 10 000 m&sup2; 

Mowingtype Mowing – Bruschcutting Road homologation No Amount of cylinders 2Capacity (cm&sup3;) 

627Horse power (HP) 21Fuel Unleaded fuel 95/98Fuel tank capacity (L) 14.00Oil capacity (L) 

1.00Transmission type Hydromechanical Number of wheel drive 2Forward speed (km/h) 12.00Reverse 

speed (km/h) 4.00Oil capacity (L) 1.00Turning radius (m) 1.00Working angle % 30PTO NoAcoustic pressure 

87Theoretical output (m&sup2;/h) 11760Number of blades 1Cutting width (cm) 98measurement and 

weight Height (cm) 94.50Width (cm) 108.00Length (cm) 190.00weight (kg) 295.00@ 

 

 

 

Etesia H124D - 124cm Ride On Lawn Mower 

 

The HYDRO 124D from ETESIA is the first mower that combines direct rear-ejection, integrated collection 

and high-lift emptying (patented). All features that make it one of the most highly efficient machines on 

the market, designed to mow up to 19,000 square metres per hour. Better mowing@:1,24 m cutting 

width. The two counter-rotating blades are mounted at rightangles. Better collecting :Cutting deck with 

rear ejection to give a quality finish with excellent collection even in long and wet grass. Grass box filled to 



 

capacity every time: 600 L / 100 kg Emptying can be carried out at any height from floor level up to a 

maximum of 1.8 metres without leaving the driver seat. Faster work: To work faster at speeds up to 

16km/h depending on conditions. Safe@:Standards: Meets all safety requirements. Operator comfort: The 

steering console is fully adjustable up or down, forward and back. Seat with arm rests, can be titled; adjust 

to the operator's weight and is adjustable back and forwards. The operator is provided with all-round 

visibility. Noise: because Etesia's direct rear-ejection system is so efficient, no noisy turbines are required. 

 

 

 

Etesia HVHPX  4 WD - 124Cm Ride On Lawnmower 

 

The efficiency of the cutting system of the new Hydro124P allows professionals to work faster (up to 12 

km/h in optimal mowing conditions) and to improve productivity and output (can be used on wet grass, or 

in the rain).The Hydro124P ride-on mower is fitted with a built-in grass collector with a capacity of 600 

litres, and the hydraulic emptying system is controlled from the driver's seat.124 cm cutting width The 

shape of the cutting deck, in Master shock, is optimised for low turbulence. The deck with double contra 

progressive curls and a rear central ejection channel which, in conjunction with the two contra rotating 

blades mounted at right angles to each other and overlapping by 6 cm, produces an extremely powerful 

vacuum and blowing effect. The result is a perfect cut and perfect grass collection every time. Emptying up 

to 180 cm above the ground the grass collector is easily lifted and emptied hydraulically by controlling a 

hydraulic distributor from the driver's seat. The collector can be emptied at any height up to 180 cm above 

ground level.100% emptying the grass box is mounted between the rear wheels; a special flap holds the 

grass inside when the box is raised. The grass box is then opened to allow the grass to be emptied.4 wheels 

drive. The transmission works on the 4 wheels drive, using 4 hydraulic motors supplied by a variable flow 

pump, ensuring transmission efficiency close to 100%. The 4 wheels drive enable maximum drive in 

difficult situations (slopes, slippery surfaces, etc.).Engine23-hp Briggs @ Stratton Vanguard, 2 air-cooled V 

cylinders, gasoline, 3 years of guarantee. SPECIFICATIONS Professional use Yes Private use No Square 

footage recommended (m&sup2 ;) @ 20 000 m&sup2; Mowingtype Mowing - Grass collection Road 

homologation Optional Amount of cylinders 2Capacity (cm&sup3 ;) 627Horse power (HP) 23Fuel Unleaded 

fuel 95/98Fuel tank capacity (L) 14.00Oil capacity (L) 1.00Transmission type Hydraulic Number of wheel 

drive 4Forward speed (km/h) 12.00Reverse speed (km/h) 12.00Oil capacity (L) 1.00Turning radius (m) 

1.00PTO No Acoustic pressure 105Theoretical output (m&sup2;/h) 15Number of blades 2Cutting width 

(cm) 124Grassbox capacity (L) 600Height (cm) 173.00Width (cm) 128.00Length (cm) 292.00weight (kg) 

636.00@ 

 



 

 

 

 

90. Etesia LK - 53 Cm Walk Behind 

 

The unique transmission with 2 hydraulic motors offers you great handling and slope performance 

unrivalled in its category. The innovative mowing deck and blade design on the pro53 combines 

professional quality cutting, collecting and mulching in a single machine. Collecting the bag fills up 

completely and is easily accessed from either side of the mower. Cutting heights Individual adjustment on 

each wheel. 5 pre-set, easy-to-handle positions ranging from 25 to 85 mm. Wheels The semi-agrarian rear 

wheel profile improves holding on slopes Professional use Yes Private use No Square footage 

recommended (m&sup2;) 2000 to 5000 m&sup2;Mowingtype Mowing - Grass collection - Mulching Road 

homologation No Amount of cylinders 1Capacity(cm&sup3;) 163Horse power (HP) 4Fuel Unleaded fuel 

95/98Fuel tank capacity (L) 1.00Transmission type Hydraulic Number of wheel drive 2Forward speed 

(km/h) 5.50PTO No Acoustic pressure 0Theoretical output (m&sup2;/h) 2910Number of blades 1Cutting 

width (cm) 53Grassbox capacity (L) 85Height (cm) 103.00Width (cm) 57.00Length (cm) 175.00weight (kg) 

75.00 

 

 

 

91. Etesia MBHE - 80Cm Ride On Lawnmower 

 

Etesia ME53B 

 



 

ETESIA's cutting deck design with new profiled BIO cut@ blade lifts the grass before it is cut. The clippings 

are retained in the cutting deck and recut several times before being ejected as fine particles onto the turf 

where they will decompose naturally. A quick, clean, environmentally friendly cut. Efficient even in long 

grass The mulching cover can be removed to convert the biocut53 into a direct rear ejection mower, which 

is highly efficient in tall and wet grass Professional use Yes Private use Yes Square footage recommended 

(m&sup2;) 1000 to 2000 m&sup2; Mowingtype Mowing - Mulching Road homologation No Amount of 

cylinders 1Capacity (cm&sup3;) 190Horse power (HP) 5Fuel unleaded fuel 95/98Fuel tank capacity (L) 

1.00Transmission typeMechanical Number of wheel drive 2Forward speed (km/h) 4.60PTO No Acoustic 

pressure 81Theoretical output (m&sup2; /h) 2430Number of blades 1Cutting width (cm) 53Height (cm) 

109.00Width (cm) 56.00Length (cm) 91.00weight (kg) 43.00 

 

 

 

Etesia MHHE (Bahia) - 80cm Ride-on 

 

Compact, tenacious, flexible and multi-tasking, Bahia adapts to every terrain, every grass-cutting situation 

and every task. A pocket-size ride-on mower, just 0.82 m wide and 1.98 m long, Bahia features an 

incredibly tight turning circle. It nips into every nook and cranny and can be easily transported. Forward. 

Stop. Reverse. Accelerate. Brake. Instantaneously. In complete safety. Pedal-controlled hydrostatic 

transmission for easy driving. With its low centre of gravity, Bahia’s 30/70 weight distribution on the 

front/rear axles make it a highly stable mower that masterfully copes with slopes. Suspension cutting deck 

with direct rear ejection into a 240 l grass collector. Efficient even in wet or long grass. Buzzer sounds 

when grass collector is full. Grass collector opened and closed from driver's seat. Perfect collection of dead 

leaves. Professional use No Private use Yes Square footage recommended (m&sup2;) 5000 to 10 000 

m&sup2;Mowingtype Mowing - Grass collection - Mulching Road homologation No Capacity (cm&sup3;) 

389Horse power (HP) 13Fuel unleaded fuel 95/98Fuel tank capacity (L) 12.00Oil capacity (L) 

1.00Transmission type Hydrostatic Number of wheel drive 2Forward speed (km/h) 9.00Reverse speed 

(km/h) 9.00Working angle % 17PTO No Acoustic pressure 86Theoretical output (m&sup2;/h) 7000Number 

of blades 1Cutting width (cm) 80Grassbox capacity (L) 240Height (cm) 117.00Width (cm) 82.00Length (cm) 

198.00weight (kg) 220.00 

 



 

 

 

Etesia MVEHH (Hydro 100) Ride On - 100cm Cutting Width 

 

Cuts and collects without clogging, even in the pouring rain! A unique concept that cuts and collects grass 

in all weathers. Top quality manufacturing ensures mowing, season after season. The new Hydro 100 

Evolution out-performs all other ride-on mowers in its class: more powerful engine, larger capacity grass 

collector, more operator comfort. Hydro 100 Evolution really setting the standard for all ride-on mowers. 

An exclusive revolutionary concept: cutting and collecting in any conditions. Angled at 90 degrees, the twin 

contra-rotating blades efficiently lift and eject the clippings directly into the grass box via the large rear 

aperture. Easy emptying: The large capacity 500-litre grass collector is emptied without leaving the driving 

seat. Ergonomically designed for ease-of-use, a single lever situated beside the driver hydraulically raises 

and empties the grassbox. Mowing in very high grass :For wild flower meadows, and other sites where 

non-collection is required, an optional grass rear deflector windrows cuts very long grass Professional use 

Yes Private use Yes Square footage recommended (m&sup2;) 5000 to 10 000 m&sup2;Mowingtype 

Mowing - Grass collection - Mulching Road homologation Optional Amount of cylinders 2Capacity 

(cm&sup3;) 570Horse power (HP) 18Fuel unleaded fuel 95/98Fuel tank capacity (L) 8.00Oil capacity (L) 

1.00Transmission type Hydrostatic Number of wheel drive 2Forward speed (km/h) 9.00Reverse speed 

(km/h) 9.00Oil capacity (L) 9.00Working angle % 30PTO Optional Acoustic pressure 88@Theoretical output 

(m&sup2;/h) 9000Number of blades 2Cutting width (cm) 100Grassbox capacity (L) 500Height (cm) 

130.00Width (cm) 104.00Length (cm) 290.00weight (kg) 470.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Etesia PHTS Self-propelled mower 

 

5@HP Honda powered self-propelled mower. The special shape of the mowing deck produces a powerful 

suction and blowing effect to ensure a quality cut with maximum collection. Combined with the PZ 46E 

blade, it ensures particularly efficient grass collection. 

Individual wheel height adjustment from 25 to 88 mm. As an option, a PR46E mulching kit and PZ46M 

mulching blade convert the pro 46 mowers into formidable mulchers specifications Professional use Yes 

Private use Yes Square footage recommended (m&sup2;) 1000 to 2000 m&sup2; Mowingtype Mowing - 

Grass collection - Mulching Road homologation No Amount of cylinders 1Capacity (cm&sup3;) 160Horse 

power (HP) 5Fuel Unleaded fuel 95/98Fuel tank capacity (L) 1.00Transmission type Mechanical Number of 

wheel drive 2Forward speed (km/h) 3.00PTO No Acoustic pressure 84Theoretical output (m&sup2;/h) 

1560Number of blades 1Cutting width (cm) 46Grassbox capacity (L) 52Height (cm) 96.00Width (cm) 

51.00Length (cm) 140.00weight (kg) 31.00 

 

 

 

Etesia Pro51K Self-propelled professional mower 

 

6@HP@Kawasaki powered self-propelled mower. Theoretical mowing rate: up to 2090 sum/hour. Can be 

used on slopes up to 20&deg; The special shape of the mowing deck produces a powerful suction and 

blowing effect to ensure a quality cut with maximum collection.The reinforced polypropylene grass box 

(option TU51E) fits smoothly onto the mowing deck forming a compact, perfectly balanced machine. Air is 

immediately evacuated via the mesh guaranteeing optimum filling performance. The 72 litre grass box is 

quickly emptied by tipping and easily cleaned with a hose. Equipped with a full indicator. The self-

propelled models offer rear-wheel drive through belt and reduction box ensuring perfect drive, especially 

on slopes. Semi-agrarian profiled rear driving wheels. Specifications Professional use Yes Private use Yes 

Square footage recommended (m&sup2 ;) 1000 to 2000 m&sup2; Mowingtype = Mowing - Grass collection 

Road homologation No Cylinders/cooling Air cooled, one cylinder 

Amount of cylinders 1 Capacity (cm&sup3;) 182 Horse power (HP) 6 Fuel Unleaded fuel 95/98 Starter With 

automatic return Fuel tank capacity (L) 2.00Transmission type Mechanical Number of wheel drive 2 

Forward speed (km/h) 4.00 PTO No Acoustic pressure 81@Cutting deck Cast aluminium Theoretical output 

(m&sup2;/h) 2090 Number of blades 1 Rotation direction Hourly Cutting width (cm) 51 Cutting height 33, 

45, 60, 75, 88 mm through aviator Blade clutch Yes Grass box emptying Manual 



 

Grass box construction Reinforced polypropylene Grass box capacity (L) 72@Height (cm) 110.00 Width 

(cm) 55.00 Length (cm) 

 

 

 

Etesia SKF 

 

 

 

Garden Pride 36 inch Roller 

 

Towed 36" steel roller to be filled with water. The Garden Pride roller is as versatile as it is time saving. The 

roller is filled to its desired level with water to provide an invaluable tool for ground preparation and 

maintenance. Attach the roller to any ride on or tractor mower with a standard hitch. Fill the roller with 

water or sand to set the required ground pressure to create those perfect lawn stripes. This roller also 

flattens out any uneven patches on your lawn. Roller width36"Roller Diameter14" 

 



 

 

Great Dane Scamper 

 

Great Dane was founded in 1996 and purchased by the John Deere Group in 2000. Great Dane zero turn 

mowers are the professional's choice. Their ability to "turn on a sixpence" makes them particularly suitable 

for obstacle courses, cutting much faster and reducing the need to trim, due to their manoeuvrability. 

Designed with operator comfort in mind, the Great Dane Scamper walk-behind commercial lawn mower 

has patented drive levers that allow for easy one-handed trimming. Available with a 15, 17, 19 and 23@hp 

engine and a 36", 48" or 52" deck, the short overall length of this mower is perfect for manoeuvring 

between trees and loading on trailers. The Scamper Hydro comes complete with dual 10cc hydraulic 

pumps and motors. The low centre of gravity means that it is very stable in use, and can climb kerbs with 

ease. Double wheel kits allow for steep bank work. If you can walk it, it will cut it. The Scamper range can 

be supplied with loop handles or pistol grip controls. A flail mower option is also available on all scamper 

mowers. If the option you prefer cannot be seen, please call.  

 

Great Dane Scamper 

 

Great Dane was founded in 1996 and purchased by the John Deere Group in 2000. Great Dane zero turn 

mowers are the professional's choice. Their ability to "turn on a sixpence" makes them particularly suitable 

for obstacle courses, cutting much faster and reducing the need to trim, due to their manoeuvrability. 

Designed with operator comfort in mind, the Great Dane Scamper walk-behind commercial lawn mower 

has patented drive levers that allow for easy one-handed trimming. Available with a 15, 17, 19 and 23@hp 

engine and a 36", 48" or 52" deck, the short overall length of this mower is perfect for manoeuvring 

between trees and loading on trailers. The Scamper Hydro comes complete with dual 10cc hydraulic 

pumps and motors. The low centre of gravity means that it is very stable in use, and can climb kerbs with 

ease. Double wheel kits allow for steep bank work. If you can walk it, it will cut it. The Scamper range can 

be supplied with loop handles or pistol grip controls. A flail mower option is also available on all scamper 

mowers. If the option you prefer cannot be seen, please call.  

 

 

 

Great Dane Scamper Gateway 

 

Great Dane was founded in 1996 and purchased by the John Deere Group in 2000. Great Dane zero turn 

mowers are the professional's choice. Their ability to "turn on a sixpence" makes them particularly suitable 

for obstacle courses, cutting much faster and reducing the need to trim, due to their manoeuvrability. The 



 

world exclusive Gateway “Folding Wing" mower offers a full 52" cut yet will pass through a space of less 

than 38", allowing it to negotiate most gate openings and be transported with greater ease. It is powered 

by a Kawasaki engine which, like the other Great Dane mowers, can be converted to run on Caldor LPG for 

increased efficiency and clean burning. Like all Great Dane mowers, it has forward and reverse gears and 

will stop automatically if the operator's hands leave the controls. These solidly-built, yet extremely well-

priced machines offer great reliability. Click on the link below to watch a video of the Scamper walk behind 

mowers, then click the browser back button to return. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VGac4Auu19c@Business customers please call for commercial 

discounts, service and to book a demonstration. 

 

 

 

Handy 4 ton Electric Log splitter 

 

 

 

Handy THPLS7TE 7tonne Electric Log splitter 

 

The Handy 7 ton vertical electric log splitter is a great time saver for turning dangerous log chopping into a 

safe, easy, and automatic operation. The Handy log splitter is powered by a 3kw electric motor and exerts 

a huge ram pressure of 7 tonnes. This Handy log splitter is constructed of maintenance-free steel and 

incorporates a self-lubricating hydraulic ram with automatic return designed for safe two-handed 

operation. It can accommodate logs up to a maximum size of 42" (1040mm) in length and up to 2 - 20" 

wide. Fitted with two handed control levers for safe operation. Fitted with transport wheels as standard. 

Heavy duty electric log splitter, Hydraulically driven ram, Log Capacity 1040mm (42") long, Log Capacity 50 

- 500mm (2 - 20") wide, Adjustable table, Up right operation for easy use, Powerful 3kW electric motor,@7 

ton pressure, copes with virtually any log, Two hand control levers, for safe operation, Gripping jaws, 

Transport wheels, Weight 121kg 



 

 

 

 

Handy THPLS7TP 7tonne Petrol Log splitter 

 

The handy 7 ton log splitter all the features and benefits of the electric just with a powerful Briggs @ 

Stratton engine. Ideal if you need to move around rather than be static doing the logs 

 

 

Interpump service kits 

 

 

 

  



 

Interpump TX 12/100 

 

Easy to use. Corrosion proof casing. Compact design. Light weight. Cranked pump with ceramic pistons. Full 

overload protection on motor. Economical. Detergent tank.8 metre high pressure hose with 22mm 

couplings* Two piece lance and gun with variable angle nozzle head* Low pressure chemical injection 

system* Lance, hose and power cable storage facility* Motor protection to IP55 standard* Current thermal 

overload protection* Large capacity thermoplastic integral chemical tank Specifications* Model No. 

Interpump TX12100M* 240 volts 2.2Kw electric motor* 12 litres per minute (720 litres per hour)* 100 bar 

(1450 psi)* Brass manifold* Dimensions 860mm long x 400mm wide x 875mm high 

 

 

 

KEW 1702K 

 

SECOND HAND KEW 1702K@pressure washer Good working order fully serviced new 10M hose90 Bar12 

litres per minute one of the best cold machines made3 month warranty 

 

 

 

Kubota G18 - Ride On Lawnmower - SOLD 

 

This Kubota G18 Ride On is Ideal for domestic and Commercial Customers. 

 

 



 

 

 

Lampacrescia Castoro Super Diesel 

 

10hp Kama diesel engine with electric start7 speeds, 4 forward, 3 reverse, 4 disc clutch, differential lock. 

Height adjustable handlebars, rotational 180&deg; anti-vibrating mechanism built-in, safety switch in 

combination with clutch. Comes with quick release coupling for attachments. Also comes with 5.0-10 

wheels (other sizes available.)Please note: implements priced seperately. Free delivery to South and West 

Wales, please call for cost to other areas. 

 

 

  



 

Lampracresia tiller 

 

 

 

Mac Atom XL 

 

Painted steel chassis Stainless steel cover2 large robust wheels for tough terrain Low pressure or high 

pressure detergent system Reliable Annovi Reverberi pump Industrial 1450rpm low revving Nicolini motor 

Bypass valve Pressure gauge @Current thermal overload protection Including 10mt high pressure hose, 

single lance with swash nozzle and heavy duty trigger120Bar11 Litres per minute 

 



 

 

Mac Avant 

 

MAC AVANT 12/100, 240V, AUTOHOT MOBILE PRESSURE WASHERS STANDARD 

FEATURES SPECIFICATIONS ACCESSORIES Heavy duty steel chassis Stainless steel cover@4 large robust 

wheels for tough terrain. Large 31ltr easy fill fuel tank with low level sensor Efficient M2 boiler system @ 

double spiral coil Steam stage with low pressure steam valveST66 chemical valve for improved calibration 

Professional Interpump with ceramic pistons Industrial 1450rpm 4 pole electric Nicolini motor Automatic 

stop/start system Bypass valve and safety valve Pressure gauge Burner control with flow switch and 

thermostat@24v low tension safety controls Low level fuel warning lamp with burner shut down Mains 

power on lamp Including 10mt high pressure hose, single lance and RL37 wash gun with swivel 

 

 

 

Mac Drop Revolution 

 

MAC DROP REVOLUTION 11/120, 240VHOT MOBILE PRESSURE WASHERSSTANDARD 

FEATURES SPECIFICATION Automatic Stop/Start system Tough GRP plastic chassis High quality Ferrari red 

GRP Plastic cover@4 large robust wheels for tough terrain Efficient M1 boiler system with double spiral 

coil High pressure chemical system PA valve High quality Annovi Reverberi RC11.17 pump Bypass valve and 

safety valve Stainless steel water tank Built in fuel and chemical tank Burner control with pressure switch 

and thermostat Pressure gauge Including 10mt high pressure hose, single lance and heavy duty trigger@ 

 



 

 

Mac Plantmaster 

 

MAC PLANTMASTER 12/100, 240VHOT STATIC PRESSURE WASHERSSTANDARD FEATURES SPECIFICATIONS 

Fullfrost protection and cabinet lagging Efficient M2 boiler system Double spiral M2 coil Automatic 

stop/start system High pressure chemical system Professional Interpump with ceramic pistons Industrial 

1450rpm 4 pole electric Nicolini Motor Flame failure and leak detection system@16lt fuel tank with low 

level sensor Burner control with flow switch and thermostat@24v low tension safety controls Mains power 

on lamp 

 

 

 

Macallister 46HP - 46 Cm Lawnmower 

 

 

  



 

96. Macallister 46SP - 46Cm Lawnmower 

 

 

 

 

97. Macallister MacM4545CSP - 45Cm Petrol Chainsaw 

 

 

Macallister MacMBCP254 - Petrol Brushcutter 

 

 

Macallister MacMcs2000 - Electric Chainsaw 



 

 

Macallister MacMCSP40 - 40Cm Petrol Chainsaw 

 

 

 

Macallister MacMGT254 - Trimmer 

 

 

Macallister MacMHTP245 - Hedge cutter 

 



 

Makita DCS230T Top Handle Chainsaw 

 

Makita DCS230T Top Handle chainsaw. Technical specifications Cubic Capacity: 22.2@ccChain Gauge: 

0.25@"Chain Pitch: 

0.050@"Bar Size: 25@cmEngine: 2-stroke@Horsepower: 1.02@hpElectronic ignition: Yes Fuel Tank 

Capacity: 

0.2@litresVibration no load: 5.6@m/sec&sup2;Net weight: 2.5@kgUser benefits: For trained tree surgeons 

only. Side tensioner for easy chain adjustment. Easy Start System: automatic. Primer pump, spring assisted 

starter. Low kickback saw chain for safe working. Automatic oil pump for reliable chain lubrication. THIS 

MACHINE IS ONLY AVAILABLE TO TREE SURGEONS, UPON RECEIVING CERTIFICATE. 

 

Makita DCS500 Chainsaw 

 

Makita DCS500 50cc 18"/45cm Chainsaw Technical specifications 

Oil Tank Capacity: 0.27@litresChain Tensioning: Lateral tensioning Automatic Oil Pump: Yes Weight (Dry 

w/o Bar): 

5.4@kgFuel Tank Capacity: 0.47@litresDisplacement: 50@cm&sup3;Catalytic Converter: Yes Power Rating: 

2.8@kWPower Rating: 3.8@PSVibration no load: 5.2@m/sec&sup2;Vibration Dampening: Yes 

 

 



 

Makita DCS5030 Chainsaw 

 

Makita DCS5030 50cc 18"/45cm Chainsaw Technical specifications 

Cubic Capacity: 50@ccChain Gauge: 0.325@"Chain Pitch: 0.058@"Bar Size: 45@cmEngine Fuel: 2-

stroke@Horsepower: 

3.8@hpElectronic ignition: Yes Fuel Tank Capacity: 0.47@litresVibration no load: 5.2@m/sec&sup2;Net 

weight: 5.1@kgUser benefits good cooling for high reliability. Tool-less filter maintenance. Touch @ stop 

one lever operation. Adjustable oil pump, disabled at engine idling. Modern 2 stroke engine with optimum 

fuel management system. 

 

Makita DCS5121 Chainsaw 

 

Makita DCS5121 18"/45cm Chainsaw Technical specifications 

Chain Gauge: 0.058@"Chain Pitch: 3/8@"Bar Size: 45@cmEngine Fuel: 2-stroke@Horsepower: 

3.3@hpVibration K factor: 2@m/sec&sup2;Vibration no load: 5.2@m/sec&sup2;Net weight: 5.6@kg 

 

 

98. Makita EA3201S Chainsaw 

 



 

Makita EA3201S 35cm chainsaw. Technical specifications 

Oil Tank Capacity: 0.28@litresChain Tensioning: Tool-less chain tensioning Automatic Oil Pump: Yes Weight 

(Dry w/o Bar): 4.3@kgFuel Tank Capacity: 0.4@litresDisplacement: 32@cm&sup3;Catalytic Converter: Yes 

Power Rating: 1.35@kWPower 

Rating: 1.8@PSVibration no load: 4.8@m/sec&sup2;Vibration Dampening: Yes User benefits 

Environmentally friendly 2Stroke engine with Catalytic muffler to comply with all current exhaust emission 

regulations On/off choke combination switch with automatic half throttle lock Intelligent ignition coil 

&bull;@controls stable idling. &bull;@increases output power at practical RPM range. &bull; with engine 

overrun protection. &bull; accumulated electric energy charge system allows easier restarting. Rapid start 

pull force required to start the machine is drastically reduced with spring-assisted recoil starter. Tool less 

tension adjustment of saw chain Adjustable oil pump Fleece air filter for higher resistance to dust ingress 

Touch @ stop switch. A light touch on the switch stops the engine, and the switch returns automatically to 

the start position, eliminating flooding of the carburettor. 

 

 

 

128. Makita EA3500S 35cm/14"Chainsaw 

 

Makita EA3500S 35cm chainsaw. Technical specifications 

Oil Tank Capacity: 0.29@litresChain Tensioning: Lateral tensioning Automatic Oil Pump: Yes Weight (Dry 

w/o Bar): 

4.4@kgFuel Tank Capacity: 0.4@litresDisplacement:35@cm&sup3;Catalytic Converter: Yes Power Rating: 

1.7@kWPower Rating: 2.3@PSVibration no load: 5@m/sec&sup2;Vibration Dampening: Yes User benefits 

Environment-friendly 2-stroke engine with catalytic exhaust. Touch @ stop switch. Rapid start. On-off 

choke combination switch with automatic half throttle lock. 

 



 

 

 

129. Makita EA3500S 40cm/16" Chainsaw 

 

Makita EA3500S 35cm chainsaw. Technical specifications 

Oil Tank Capacity: 0.29@litresChain Tensioning: Lateral tensioning Automatic Oil Pump: Yes Weight (Dry 

w/o Bar): 

4.4@kgFuel Tank Capacity: 0.4@litresDisplacement:35@cm&sup3;Catalytic Converter: Yes Power Rating: 

1.7@kWPower Rating: 2.3@PSVibration no load: 5@m/sec&sup2;Vibration Dampening: Yes User benefits 

Environment-friendly 2-stroke engine with catalytic exhaust. Touch @ stop switch. Rapid start. On-off 

choke combination switch with automatic half throttle lock. 

 

 

 

130. Makita UC3520A Electric Chainsaw 

 

Makita UC3520A 35cm Chainsaw. These electric chain saws have been developed as the up-graded 

successors to the predecessor UC3010A series models. Designed with the concept of "Easy Operation and 

Maintenance", and feature the following main advantages; *Tool less blade change and adjustment. 

*Front grip ergonomically designed for high maneuverability. Technical specifications Chain Oil Capacity: 

200@ml (cm&sup3 ;) Chain Gauge: 3/8"Chain Pitch@ 0.043"Bar Size: 350@cmChain Type: 



 

092@Input wattage: 1800@wVibration no load: 3.8@m/sec&sup2;Net weight: 3.8@kgUser benefits Tool-

less blade change. Electric brake automatic oiling. Double Insulation 

 

 

131. Makita UH5570 - Electric Hedge cutter 

 

 

 

Makita UH5580 - Electric Hedge cutter 

 

HEDGETRIMMER 55CM ELECTRIC Vibration K factor 1.5 m/sec&sup2;Blade type Double Sided Input 

wattage 700 w Net weight 4.1 kg Vibration no load 4.4 m/sec&sup2;Blade Length 550 cmMax Branch 

Diameter 18 mm● Ergonomically designed handle with rubberized soft grip provides comfortable grip 

and more control while minimizing hand fatigue and pain. 

● Double Insulation 

● Electric brake 

 

 



 

 

 

133. Makita UH6570 - Electric Hedge cutter 

 

UH6580 

HEDGETRIMMER 65CM ELECTRIC Vibration K factor 1.5 m/sec&sup2;Blade type Double Sided Input 

wattage 700 wet weight 4.2 vibration no load 4.4 m/sec&sup2;Blade Length 650 commix Branch 

Diameter 18 mm Ergonomically designed handle with rubberized soft grip provides comfortable grip 

and more control while minimizing hand fatigue and pain. 

● Double Insulation 

● Electric brake 

 

 

 

  



 

134. Makita UH6580 - Electric Hedge cutter 

 

UH6580HEDGETRIMMER 65CM ELECTRIC Vibration K factor 1.5 m/sec&sup2;Blade type Double Sided 

Input wattage 700 w Net weight 4.2 kg Vibration no load 4.4 m/sec&sup2;Blade Length 650 cm Max 

Branch Diameter 18 mm Ergonomically designed handle with rubberized soft grip provides comfortable 

grip and more control while minimizing hand fatigue and pain. 

● Double Insulation 

● Electric brake 

 

 

 

aster Mixer - Electric Cement Mixer 

 

 

135. Mountfield 1328H lawn rider 

 

A compact lawn rider the Mountfield 1328H is suitable for gardens up to 1 acre. With a Mountfield Series 

7250 OHV engine and hydrostatic transmission it has a 72cm working width and 7 cutting heights from 

30mm to 80mm. The 170 litre capacity grass collector can be emptied from the driving seat. Optional 

accessories include a mulching kit and tow bar. Easy and fun to use Mountfield 1328H Compact Rider is an 

ideal ride-on mower for smaller areas. It is powered by a 414cc Mountfield Series 7250 OHV electric key 

start engine and has a hydrostatic transmission, so is easy to drive. Simply press the front of the pedal to 

move forward, the more pressure you apply the faster your speed. To reverse press the back of the pedal. 

You have ultimate control even when manoeuvring in and out of tight spots. The 72cm working width 

cutter deck has 7 heights of cut from 30mm to 80mm. Clippings are discharged cleanly and efficiently into 

a large rear mounted 170 litre capacity collector which can be emptied from the driving seat. An optional 

mulching kit is available, so when conditions are suitable you can eliminate grass collection and recycle the 

clippings which will save you time and return valuable nutrients to the soil. Covered by a 2 year 

manufacturer's warranty, the Mountfield 1328H is suitable for smaller gardens up to 1 acre. Hydrostatic 

transmission; Forward and reverse speed is controlled by simply pressing a foot pedal, similar to driving an 

automatic car. Engine Starting Method  

 

137. Mountfield 1436M - 92cm Lawn Tractor 

 

Mountfield lawn tractors are manufactured to the highest standards and benefit from some of the longest 

and most comprehensive warranties in the industry.This 92cm working width model is available with a 

manual transmission as a 1436M or with a hydrostatic transmission as a 1436H. These models also have 

the option of being equipped with either a Mountfield or a Briggs @ Stratton engine.@ Both are high 



 

specification garden tractors suitable for lawns of around 1.5 - 2 acres. They are easy to use with light 

steering and a tight turning circle, which makes them easy to manoeuvre around trees, borders and garden 

furniture with the minimum of effort. All Mountfield garden tractors cut wider than the wheel width which 

means there is little trimming left to do after the lawns have been mown. Grass cuttings are blown from 

the twin bladed cutter deck into a large capacity rear-mounted collector. An alarm sounds to let the driver 

know when the collector is full, which is a valuable feature as there is nothing worse than overfilling the 

collector and then having to unblock the discharge chute by hand @ at least you know when the collector 

is full on a Mountfield! Emptying the collector is done from the driving seat; simply pull the tipping lever 

and the collector opens wide emptying out the clippings -@you don’t need to get off the tractor at all.@ It 

also features an adjustable seat for added comfort and ease. Engaging the cutter deck couldn’t be easier; 

you just have to pull the control switch for @on@ and push it in for @off@. @ It has seven present cutting 

heights ranging from 25mm to 80mm selected by using the lever located conveniently at the side of the 

seat.@ No tools are necessary and the cutting height can also be adjusted on the move. A deck wash 

facility means keeping the deck clean couldn’t be simpler; just attach a hose to the Snap-On connector, 

turn on the water and engage the blades. Water blasts around beneath the deck washing it clean - job 

done! Gear selection is easy too, just choose whichever gear you want and off you go. There is no changing 

on the move involved and with 5 gears to choose from, there is one for all conditions. @ First is a slow gear 

useful when cutting very long grass or during tight manoeuvres, gears 2, 3 and sometimes 4 are used 

during normal cutting work, while fifth gear is used when transporting the tractor to and from work areas. 

Mountfield lawn tractors are extremely versatile machines; they can collect the grass clippings or if 

required rear discharge them. When conditions are suitable, they can also mulch and recycle your 

grass!!Mulching grass is a great feature; it saves so much time and can be more than 30% quicker as there 

is no stopping work to drive to the tip to empty clippings which also results in a significant fuel saving. @ 

Mulching the grass allows the clippings to be recycled, improving the soil as they decompose forming a 

natural fertiliser high in potash and nitrogen. You will notice a marked improvement in your grass as this 

fertiliser takes effect over the course of the cutting season. You may well ask @Will I see the mulched 

grass? @ And the answer is @No! @@ Mulched clippings are blown down into the turf and are not 

noticeable provided the grass is cut regularly and not on the lowest setting. @ Some owners prefer to 

collect grass cuttings on areas close to the house to be certain that children or pets don’t carry them 

inside, then use the mulching facility on all the other areas. Switching between collection or mulch modes 

is extremely simple and takes less than a minute; just remove the collector, insert the *mulching plug into 

the discharge chute and replace the collector. To return to collection simply reverse the procedure. 

Starting Method Electric Key Engine Brand Mountfield Engine Type Series 7500 OH Engine 

Capacity432ccNet Power Output7.9kW @ 2600rpmTransmission5 Forward @ ReverseDriveRear Wheel 

Blade EngagementElectronicCutting Width92cm 

/36"Cutting Heights25-80mm (7 Positions)Turning Circle160cmCollector Full BuzzerYesCollector260 

litresWheelsFront 15" 

Rear 18"Head LightsYesSafety Features Seat with Safety Contact BreakerMax Speed9.7km/hrFuel Tank 

Capacity4.5 Litre Battery 

ChargerYesdB Rating100Weight184 KgLawn Size1.5 to 2 acresDimensionsLength 236cm Width 

96cmWarranty5 Years Terms 

@ Conditions Apply 

 

 



 

 

138. Mountfield 1530H Ride On Lawnmower 

 

Launched in 2012 this was Mountfield's first foray into the sub 92cm/36" cut lawn tractor category. @ It 

was received by 

Mountfield specialist dealers at its launch with real enthusiasm as a machine which set new standards in 

the market. @ Powered by a 432cc Mountfield OHV engine, this tractor is proving to be a market leader. 

This is the first lawn tractor in the sub 92cm/36" category to feature a twin bladed cutting system. The 

blades contra rotate and direct grass cuttings through the wide rear discharge chute into the collector. A 

twin bladed deck gives a better finish than one with a single blade. Collection is cleaner and more powerful 

due to the direct centre rear discharge, in conjunction with the throw and air volume generated by two 

blades. The cutting result is also visibly improved as a twin bladed deck follows the ground contours better 

and is therefore less likely to scalp the grass. Cutting heights range from 25mm to 80mm with 7 pre-set 

positions. Grass cuttings are blown into the large 240 litre rear mounted collector, which has an alarm to 

alert the operator when the collector is full. The collector can be emptied from the driver’s seat, simply 

pull the lever up and tip out the grass. The 1430H has a semi-automatic hydrostatic transmission, driving 

this model is like driving an automatic car. Simply press the front section of the transmission pedal to move 

forward, the harder you press the faster your speed. To reverse press the rear section of the pedal. 

Changing between moving forwards and backwards is seamless, ideal when you have obstacles or tight 

corners to negotiate. This tractor has a comfortable high back seat which is adjustable to suit the driver. 

The seat also features a safety switch which cuts out the engine if the driver gets off the machine when the 

blades are turning. To engage the cutting blades, simply pull out the switch on the dashboard; the electric 

clutch does the rest. Turning off the blades is equally easy, simply push in the switch to engage a brake 

which stops the blades within 3 seconds. Fitted with a 432cc Mountfield Series 7500 OHV four stroke 

engine, this 1430H tractor may be small but it has power to spare. Manoeuvrability is another important 

factor to consider when choosing a tractor. Light steering and an incredibly tight turning circle make the 

Mountfield 1430H a class leader. Keeping your tractor in tip-top condition is easy, the cutting deck has a 

washing connector; simply snap on a hose, turn on the water, run the blades for a minute or two and the 

job is done! Mountfield's 1430H garden tractor is a versatile machine; not only does it offer fantastic grass 

collection, it can rear discharge simply by fitting the optional deflector, this is particularly useful when 

cutting long grass. If you don't want to collect the grass, fit an optional mulching kit and the 1430H 

becomes a great mulching tractor. When the conditions are right you can recycle grass using this device 

but still achieve the same finish as if you had collected the clippings, you really can't tell! There is also the 

added benefit of returning vital nutrients to your lawn. This model can also be fitted with an optional tow 

bar which allows the use of many labour saving accessories. For more details click on the Ride-On 

Accessories tab.* A deflector, mulching kit and tow bar can be purchased as optional extras. Starting 



 

Method Electric Key Engine Brand Mountfield Engine TypeSeries 7500 OHVEngine Capacity432ccNet 

Power Output7.9kw @ 2600rpmTransmissionHydrostatic @ ReverseDriveRear Wheel Blade 

EngagementElectronicCutting Width84cm / 33"Cutting Heights25-80mm (7 Positions) Turning 

Circle140cmCollector Full 

BuzzerYesCollector240 litresWheelsFront 15" Rear 18"Head LightsYesSafety Features Seat with Safety 

Contact BreakerMax 

Speed8.8km/fuel Tank Capacity6.0 Litre Battery ChargerYesdB Rating100Weight193 KgLawn Size1.5 to 2 

acresDimensionsLength 234cm Width 90cmWarranty5 Years@(Terms @ Conditions Apply) 

 

 

 

 

139. Mountfield 1530M Ride On Lawnmower 

 

Launched in 2012 this was Mount field’s first foray into the sub 92cm/36" cut lawn tractor category. @ It 

was received by 

Mountfield specialist dealers at its launch with real enthusiasm as a machine which set new standards in 

the market. @ Powered by a 432cc Mountfield OHV engine, this tractor is proving to be a market leader. 

This is the first lawn tractor in the sub 92cm/36" category to feature a twin bladed cutting system.@ The 

blades contra rotate and direct grass cuttings through the wide rear discharge chute into the collector.@ A 

twin bladed deck gives a better finish than one with a single blade.@ Collection is cleaner and more 

powerful due to the direct centre rear discharge, in conjunction with the throw and air volume generated 

by two blades.@ The cutting result is also visibly improved as a twin bladed deck follows the ground 

contours better and is therefore less likely to scalp the grass.@ Cutting heights range from 25mm to 80mm 

with@7 pre-set positions.@ Grass cuttings are blown into the large 240 litre rear mounted collector, which 

has an alarm to alert the operator when the collector is full.@ The collector can be emptied from the 

driver’s seat, simply pull the lever up and tip out the grass. The 1430M has a manual transmission with 5 

forward gears and reverse. @ A "soft start" clutch means you do not need to change gear as you go along, 

simply stop, select the gear you require and drive away.@ For even more convenience take a look at the 

1430H with a hydrostatic transmission - driving this model is like driving an automatic car. This tractor has 

a comfortable high back seat which is adjustable to suit the driver. @ The seat also features a safety switch 

which cuts out the engine if the driver gets off the machine when the blades are turning. To engage the 

cutting blades, simply pull out the switch on the dashboard; the electric clutch does the rest. Turning off 

the blades is equally easy, simply push in the switch to engage a brake which stops the blades within 3 

seconds. Fitted with a 432cc Mountfield@Series 7500 OHV four stroke engine, this@1430M tractor may 

be small but it has power to spare. Manoeuvrability is another important factor to consider when choosing 

a tractor.@ Light steering and an incredibly tight turning circle make the Mountfield 1430M class leader. 



 

Keeping your tractor in tip-top condition is easy, the cutting deck has a washing connector;@simply snap 

on a hose, turn on the water, run the blades for a minute or two and the job is done!Mountfield's@1430M 

garden tractor is a versatile machine; not only does it offer fantastic grass collection, it can rear discharge 

simply befitting the optional deflector, this is particularly useful when cutting long grass. If you don't want 

to collect the grass, fit an optional mulching kit and the@1430M becomes a great mulching tractor. @ 

When the conditions are right you can recycle grass using this device but still achieve the same finish as if 

you had collected the clippings, you really can't tell!@ There is also the added benefit of returning vital 

nutrients to your lawn. This model can also be fitted with an optional tow bar which allows the use of 

many labour saving accessories.@ For more details click on the Ride-On Accessories tab.@* A deflector, 

mulching kit and tow bar can be purchased as optional extras Starting Method Electric Key Engine 

BrandMountfieldEngine Type Series 7500 OH Engine Capacity432ccNet Power Output7.9kw @ 

2600rpmTransmission5 

Forward @ ReverseDriveRear Wheel Blade EngagementElectronicCutting Width84cm / 33"Cutting 

Heights25-80mm (7 

Positions) Turning Circle140cmCollector Full BuzzerYesCollector240 litresWheelsFront 15" Rear 18"Head 

LightsYesSafety 

Features Seat with Safety Contact BreakerMax Speed9.7km/fuel Tank Capacity6.0 Litre Battery 

ChargerYesdB 

Rating100Weight193kgLawn Size1.5 to 2 acresDimensionsLength 234cm Width 90cmWarranty5 Years@ 

(Terms @ Conditions Apply) 

 

 
  



 

140. Mountfield 1538H-SD - 98cm Lawn Tractor 

 

The Mountfield 1538H-SD offers the perfect solution for those who do not wish to collect grass clippings. 

Mulching grass is a great feature; it saves so much time and can be more than 30% quicker as there is no 

stopping work to drive to the tip to empty clippings, which also results in a significant fuel saving. @ 

Mulching the grass allows the clippings to be recycled, improving the soil as they decompose forming a 

natural fertiliser high in potash and nitrogen. You will notice a marked improvement in your grass as this 

fertiliser takes effect over the course of the cutting season. You may well ask, @Will I see the mulched 

grass? @ And the answer is, @No! @ Mulched clippings are blown down into the turf and are not 

noticeable provided the grass is cut regularly and not on the lowest setting. Powered by a single cylinder 

Mountfield 432cc engine, the 1538H-SD has a hydrostatic transmission making it highly manoeuvrable with 

instant changes between forward and reverse. @ It is fitted with a 98cm/38in working width cutter deck 

with side discharge or mulch options and height of cut is easy to adjust with 7 settings from 25-

80mm.Other quality features include electromagnetic blade engagement, headlights and a wash facility on 

the deck. Suitable for gardens and grounds of 1.5 - 2.5 acres. Starting Method Electric Key Engine 

BrandMountfieldEngine TypeSeries 7500 OHVEngine Capacity432ccNet Power Output7.9kw @ 

2600rpmTransmissionHydrostatic @ ReverseDriveRear WheelBlade EngagementElectronicCutting 

Width98cm /38"Cutting Heights25-80mm (7 Positions)Turning Circle140cmCollector Full 

BuzzerNoWheelsFront 15" Rear 

18"Head LightsYesSafety FeaturesSeat with Safety Contact BreakerMax Speed8.8km/hrFuel Tank 

Capacity6.0 LitreIncluded 

AccessoriesTow bar @ Mulching KitBattery ChargerYesdB Rating100Weight166 KgLawn Size2 to 2.5 

acresDimensionsLength 172cm Width 120cm (105cm without side deflector)Warranty5 Years@(Terms @ 

Conditions Apply) 

 

 

 

 

141. Mountfield 1538M-SD - 98cm Lawn Tractor 

 

The Mountfield 1538M-SD offers the perfect solution for those who do not wish to collect grass 

clippings.@Mulching grass is a great feature as@it saves so much time and can be more than 30% quicker 

as there is no stopping work to drive to the tip to empty clippings, which also results in a significant fuel 

saving. Mulching the grass allows the clippings to be recycled, improving the soil as they decompose 

forming a natural fertiliser high in potash and nitrogen.@ You will notice a marked improvement in your 



 

grass as this fertiliser takes effect over the course of the cutting season. You may well ask @Will I see the 

mulched grass?@ and the answer is @No!@ Mulched clippings are blown down into the turf and are not 

noticeable provided the grass is cut regularly and not on the lowest setting.Powered by a single cylinder 

Mountfield 432cc engine, the 1538M-SD has a manual transmission with 5 forward and 1 reverse gears.@ 

It is fitted with a 98cm/38in working width cutter deck with side discharge or mulch options and height of 

cut is easy to adjust with 7 settings from 25 - 80mm.Other quality features include electromagnetic blade 

engagement, tow bar, head lights and a wash facility on the deck.@ This great little tractor is suitable for 

gardens and grounds of 1.5 - 2 acres.Starting MethodElectric KeyEngine BrandMountfieldEngine 

TypeSeries 7500 OHVEngine Capacity432ccNet Power 

Output7.9kW @ 2600rpmTransmission5 Forward @ ReverseDriveRear WheelBlade 

EngagementElectronicCutting Width98cm 

/38"Cutting Heights25-80mm (7 Positions)Turning Circle140cmCollector Full BuzzerNoWheelsFront 15" 

Rear 18"Head 

LightsYesSafety FeaturesSeat with Safety Contact BreakerMax Speed9.7km/hrFuel Tank Capacity6.0 

LitreIncluded 

AccessoriesTow bar @ Mulching KitBattery ChargerYesdB Rating100Weight164 KgLawn Size2 to 2.5 

acresDimensionsLength 172cm Width 120cm (105cm without side deflector)Warranty5 Years@(Terms @ 

Conditions Apply) 

 

: 

 

 

 

142. Mountfield 1636H - 92cm Lawn Tractor 

 

Mountfield lawn tractors are manufactured to the highest standards and benefit from some of the longest 

and most comprehensive warranties in the industry.The 1636H is a@92 cm working width model with a 

hydrostatic transmission. This high specification garden tractor is suitable for lawns of around 1.5 -@2 

acres. Light steering and a tight turning circle make it easy to manoeuvre around trees, borders and garden 

furniture with the minimum of effort. All Mountfield garden tractors cut wider than the wheel width, 

which means there is little trimming left to do after the lawns have been mown.A hydrostatic transmission 

is similar in many ways to the gearbox on an automatic car, forward and reverse speeds are infinitely 

variable. To move forward you simply press the forward pedal and the more firmly you press the faster 

you will go. For reverse, press the reverse pedal.@ You can change from forward to reverse instantly, so 

manoeuvrability is fantastic.@ It is worth noting that once a customer owns a hydrostatic Mountfield 



 

tractor they don@t want to go back to a manual version.Grass cuttings are blown from the twin bladed 

cutter deck into a large capacity rear mounted collector. An alarm sounds to let the driver know when the 

collector is full, which is a valuable feature as there is nothing worse than overfilling the collector and then 

having to unblock the discharge chute by hand @ at least you know when the collector is full on a 

Mountfield!Emptying the collector is done from the driving seat; simply pull the tipping lever and the 

collector opens wide emptying out the clippings, you don@t need to get off the tractor at all.@ It also 

features an adjustable seat for added comfort and ease.Engaging the cutter deck couldn@t be easier; you 

just have to pull the control switch for @On@ and push it in for @Off@. @ It has seven preset cutting 

heights ranging from 25mm to 80mm selected by using the lever located conveniently at the side of the 

seat.@ No tools are necessary and the cutting height can also be adjusted on the move.A deck wash 

facility means keeping the deck clean couldn@t be simpler; just attach a hose to the snap-on connector, 

turn on the water and engage the blades. Water blasts around beneath the deck washing it clean - job 

done!Mountfield lawn tractors are extremely versatile machines; they can collect the grass clippings or if 

required rear discharge them.@ When conditions are suitable, they can also mulch and recycle your 

grass!!Mulching grass is a great feature as@it saves so much time and it@can be more than 30% quicker 

as there is no stopping work to drive to the tip to empty clippings so@this also results in a significant fuel 

saving.@ Mulching the grass allows the clippings to be recycled, improving the soil as they decompose 

forming a natural fertiliser high in potash and nitrogen.@ You will notice a marked improvement in your 

grass as this fertiliser takes effect over the course of the cutting season.@ You may well ask @Will I see the 

mulched grass?@ and the answer is @No!@ Mulched clippings are blown down into the turf and are not 

noticeable provided the grass is cut regularly and not on the lowest setting.@ Some owners prefer to 

collect grass cuttings on areas close to the house to be certain that children or pets don@t carry them 

inside, then use the mulching facility on all the other areas.Switching between collection or mulch modes 

is extremely simple and takes less than a minute; just remove the collector, insert the *mulching plug into 

the discharge chute and replace the collector. To return to collection simply reverse the procedure.Starting 

MethodElectric KeyEngine BrandMountfieldEngine TypeSeries 7750 

OHVEngine Capacity452ccNet Power Output8.4kW @ 2800rpmTransmissionHydrostaticDriveRear 

WheelBlade 

EngagementElectronicCutting Width92cm /36"Cutting Heights25-80mm (7 Positions)Turning 

Circle160cmCollector Full 

BuzzerYesCollector260 litresWheelsFront 15" Rear 18"Head LightsYesSafety FeaturesSeat with Safety 

Contact BreakerMax 

Speed8.8km/hrFuel Tank Capacity4.5 LitreIncluded AccessoriesTow barBattery ChargerYesdB 

Rating100Weight189 KgLawn Size1.5 to 2 acresDimensionsLength 236cm Width 96cmWarranty5 Years 

Terms @ Conditions Apply 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

143. Mountfield 1636M 

 

The 1636M Lawn Tractor features a 452cc Mountfield engine. A 92cm cutter deck provides 7 heights of cut 

from 25-80mm. Features include an audible alarm to indicate when the collector is full and a deck wash 

facility. Suitable for grounds of 1.5 - 2 acres.Mountfield lawn tractors are manufactured to the highest 

standards and benefit from some of the longest and most comprehensive warranties in the industry. 

 

The 1636M is a model with a 92 cm working width. This high specification garden tractor is suitable for 

lawns of around 1.5 - 2 acres. Light steering and a tight turning circle make it easy to manoeuvre around 

trees, borders and garden furniture with the minimum of effort. All Mountfield garden tractors cut wider 

than the wheel width, which means there is little trimming left to do after the lawns have been mown. 

 

Grass cuttings are blown cleanly from the twin bladed cutter deck into a large capacity rear mounted 

collector. An alarm sounds to let the you know when the collector is full, a valuable feature as there is 

nothing worse than overfilling the collector and then having to unblock the discharge chute by hand @ at 

least you know when the collector is full on a Mountfield! 

 

Emptying the collector is done from the driving seat; simply pull the tipping lever and the collector opens 

wide emptying out the clippings, you don@t need to get off the tractor at all. The seat is also adjustable 

for added comfort and ease of use while the dash features a 6 LED display. 

 

Engaging the cutter deck couldn@t be easier; pull out the control switch for @On@ and push it in for 

@Off@. The deck has seven preset cutting heights ranging from 25mm to 80mm selected by using the 

lever located conveniently beside the seat. No tools are necessary and the cutting height can also be 

adjusted on the move. 

 

A deck wash facility means keeping the deck clean couldn@t be simpler; just attach a hose to the snap-on 

connector, turn on the water and engage the blades. Water blasts around beneath the deck washing it 

clean - job done! 

 

Mountfield lawn tractors are extremely versatile machines; they can collect the grass clippings or if 

required rear discharge them. When conditions are suitable, they can also mulch and recycle your 

grass!!Mulching grass is a great feature as it saves so much time and it can be more than 30% quicker as 

there is no stopping work to drive to the tip to empty clippings so this also results in a significant fuel 

saving. Mulching the grass allows the clippings to be recycled, improving the soil as they decompose 

forming a natural fertiliser high in potash and nitrogen. You will notice a marked improvement in your 



 

grass as this fertiliser takes effect over the course of the cutting season. You may well ask @Will I see the 

mulched grass?@ and the answer is @No!@ Mulched clippings are blown down into the turf and are not 

noticeable provided the grass is cut regularly and not on the lowest setting. Some owners prefer to collect 

grass cuttings on areas close to the house to be certain that children or pets don@t carry them inside, then 

use the mulching facility on all the other areas. 

 

Switching between collection or mulch modes is extremely simple and takes less than a minute; just 

remove the collector, insert the *mulching plug into the discharge chute and replace the collector. To 

return to collection simply reverse the procedure.* 

Mulching plug available @ Tow Bar as an optional extra.SPECIFICATIONSEngineStarting Method @ @ @ @  

 

 

144. Mountfield 1640H 

 

The 1640H lawn tractor has a 452cc Mountfield engine and hydrostatic transmission. A 102cm working 

width cutting deck provides 7 heights of cut from 25-80mm. Quality features include electromagnetic 

blade engagement, an audible alarm for when the catcher is full, a 6 LED dashboard display and a wash 

facility on the deck. Suitable for gardens up to 3 acres.Mountfield lawn tractors are manufactured to the 

highest standards and benefit from some of the longest and most comprehensive warranties in the 

industry. 

 

The 1640H has a 102cm working width with a hydrostatic transmission. This high specification garden 

tractor is suitable for gardens up to 3 acres. Light steering and a tight turning circle makes it easy to 

manoeuvre around trees, borders and garden furniture with the minimum of effort. All Mountfield garden 

tractors cut wider than the wheel width, which means there is little trimming left to do after the lawns 

have been mown. 

 

A hydrostatic transmission is similar in many ways to the gearbox on an automatic car, forward and reverse 

speeds are infinitely variable. To move forward you simply press the front section of the pedal, the more 

firmly you press, the faster you will go. For reverse, press the rear section of the pedal. You can change 

from forward to reverse instantly so manoeuvrability is fantastic. It is worth noting that once a customer 

owns a hydrostatic Mountfield tractor they don@t want to go back to a manual version.Grass cuttings are 

blown from the twin bladed cutter deck cleanly and efficiently into a large capacity rear mounted collector. 

An alarm sounds to let you know when the collector is full. This is a valuable feature, there is nothing 

worse than overfilling the collector and then having to unblock the discharge chute by hand @ at least you 

know when the collector is full on a Mountfield! 



 

 

Emptying the collector is done from the driving seat; simply pull the dump lever and the collector opens 

wide emptying out the clippings, you don@t need to get off the tractor at all. 

 

Engaging the cutter deck is simple; just pull the control switch out for @On@ and push it in for @Off@. 

Selecting a suitable height of cut is easy too; a lever located conveniently at the driver@s left hand side has 

seven preset cutting heights ranging from 25mm to 80mm. No tools are necessary and the cutting height 

can also be adjusted on the move. 

 

A deck wash facility means keeping the deck clean couldn@t be easier. Simply attach a hose to the snap-on 

connector, turn on the water and engage the blades. Water blasts around beneath the deck washing it 

clean - job done! 

 

Mountfield lawn tractors are extremely versatile machines; they can collect the grass clippings or if 

required rear discharge them. They can also mulch and recycle your grass. Mulching grass is a great 

feature; it saves so much time, it can be more than 30% quicker as there is no stopping work to drive to 

the tip to empty clippings which can also result in a significant fuel saving. You may well ask @Will I see the 

mulched grass?@ The answer is @No!@ Mulched clippings are blown down into the turf and are not 

noticeable provided the grass is cut regularly and not on the lowest setting. Some owners prefer to collect 

grass cuttings on areas close to the house to be certain that children or pets don@t carry them inside, then 

they use the mulching facility on all the other areas. 

 

Switching between collection or mulch modes is extremely simple and takes less than a minute. To mulch 

just remove the collector, insert the mulching plug into the discharge chute and replace the collector. To 

return to collection, simply reverse the procedure. Mulching the grass allows the clippings to be recycled, 

improving the soil as they decompose forming a natural fertiliser high in potash and nitrogen. You will 

notice a marked improvement in your grass as this fertiliser takes effect over the course of the cutting 

season.Hydrostatic transmission; Forward and reverse speed is controlled by simply pressing a foot pedal, 

similar to driving an automatic car.Grass clippings are recycled back into the soil, returning valuable 

nutrients and saving you time and money!The washing link makes it easy to clean the cutting  

 

 

 

145. Mountfield 1840H - 102cm Lawn Tractor 

 



 

Mountfield lawn tractors are manufactured to the highest standards and benefit from some of the longest 

and most comprehensive warranties in the industry.The 1840H is a 102 cm working width model with a 

hydrostatic transmission. This high specification garden tractor is suitable for lawns of around 2.5 - 3 acres. 

Light steering and a tight turning circle makes it easy to manoeuvre around trees, borders and garden 

furniture with the minimum of effort. All Mountfield garden tractors cut wider than the wheel width, 

which means there is little trimming left to do after the lawns have been mown.A hydrostatic transmission 

is similar in many ways to the gearbox on an automatic car, forward and reverse speeds are infinitely 

variable. To move forward you simply press the forward pedal and the more firmly you press the faster 

you will go. For reverse, press the reverse pedal.@ You can change from forward to reverse instantly, so 

manoeuvrability is fantastic.@ It is worth noting that once a customer owns a hydrostatic Mountfield 

tractor they don@t want to go back to a manual version.Grass cuttings are blown from the twin bladed 

cutter deck into a large capacity rear mounted collector. An alarm sounds to let the driver know when the 

collector is full.@ This is a valuable feature, as there is nothing worse than overfilling the collector and 

then having to unblock the discharge chute by hand @ at least you know when the collector is full on a 

Mountfield!Emptying the collector is done from the driving seat; simply pull the dump lever and the 

collector opens wide emptying out the clippings, you don@t need to get off the tractor at all.@ Engaging 

the cutter deck is simple; just pull the control switch out for @On@ and push it in for @Off@.@ Selecting 

a suitable height of cut is easy too; a lever located conveniently at the driver@s left hand side has seven 

preset cutting heights ranging from 30mm to 90mm. No tools are necessary and the cutting height can also 

be adjusted on the move.A deck wash facility means keeping the deck clean couldn@t be easier. Simply 

attach a hose to the snap-on connector, turn on the water and engage the blades. Water blasts around 

beneath the deck washing it clean - job done!Mountfield lawn tractors are extremely versatile machines, 

they can collect the grass clippings or if required rear discharge them.@ They can also mulch and recycle 

your grass!!Mulching grass is a great feature as@it saves so much time.@ It can be more than 30% quicker 

as there is no stopping work to drive to the tip to empty clippings so this also results in a significant fuel 

saving. Mulching the grass allows the clippings to be recycled, improving the soil as they decompose 

forming a natural fertiliser high in potash and nitrogen. You will notice a marked improvement in your 

grass as this fertiliser takes effect over the course of the cutting season. You may well ask @Will I see the 

mulched grass?@ The answer is @No!@ Mulched clippings are blown down into the turf and are not 

noticeable provided the grass is cut regularly and not on the lowest setting. Some owners prefer to collect 

grass cuttings on areas close to the house to be certain that children or pets don@t carry them inside, they 

then use the mulching facility on all the other areas.Switching between collection or mulch modes is 

extremely simple and takes less than a minute. To switch into mulch mode just remove the collector, insert 

the *mulching plug into the discharge chute and replace the collector. To return to collection simply 

reverse the procedure. 

* A mulching kit and tow bar can be purchased as optional extras.Starting MethodElectric KeyEngine 

BrandBriggs @ 

StrattonEngine TypeIntek 7180 V-TwinEngine Capacity656ccNet Power Output8.6kW @ 

2500rpmTransmissionHydrostaticDriveRear WheelBlade EngagementElectronicCutting Width102cm 

/40"Cutting Heights3090mm (7 Positions)Turning Circle170cmCollector Full BuzzerYesCollector300 

litresWheelsFront 15" Rear 18"Head 

LightsYesSafety FeaturesSeat with Safety Contact BreakerMax Speed8.8km/hrFuel Tank Capacity7.0 

LitreIncluded 

AccessoriesTow barBattery ChargerYesdB Rating100Weight228 KgLawn Size2.5 to 3 

acresDimensionsLength 242cm Width 105cmWarranty5 Years Terms @ Conditions Apply 

 



 

 

 

146. Mountfield 2040H 

 

This 2040H lawn tractor has a 102cm working width, 656cc Briggs @ Stratton V-Twin cylinder engine and a 

hydrostatic transmisson. The cutting deck provides 7 heights of cut from 30-90mm. Quality features 

include electromagnetic blade engagement, an audible alarm for when the catcher is full, an 8 LED 

dashboard display, front bumper and a wash facility on the deck. Suitable for gardens up to 3 

acres.Mountfield lawn tractors are manufactured to the highest standards and benefit from some of the 

longest and most comprehensive warranties in the industry. 

 

The 2040H is a 102cm working width model with a hydrostatic transmission. This high specification garden 

tractor is suitable for lawns of up to 3 acres. Light steering and a tight turning circle makes it easy to 

manoeuvre around trees, borders and garden furniture with the minimum of effort. All Mountfield garden 

tractors cut wider than the wheel width, which means there is little trimming left to do after the lawns 

have been mown. 

 

A hydrostatic transmission is similar in many ways to the gearbox on an automatic car, forward and reverse 

speeds are infinitely variable. To move forward you simply press the forward pedal and the more firmly 

you press the faster you will go. For reverse, press the reverse pedal. You can change from forward to 

reverse instantly, so manoeuvrability is fantastic. It is worth noting that once a customer owns a 

hydrostatic Mountfield tractor they don@t want to go back to a manual version. 

 

Grass cuttings are blown from the twin bladed cutter deck into a large capacity rear mounted collector. An 

alarm sounds to let the driver know when the collector is full. This is a valuable feature, as there is nothing 

worse than overfilling the collector and then having to unblock the discharge chute by hand @ at least you 

know when the collector is full on a Mountfield! 

 

Emptying the collector is done from the driving seat; simply pull the dump lever and the collector opens 

wide emptying out the clippings, you don@t need to get off the tractor at all. Engaging the cutter deck is 

simple; just pull the control switch out for @On@ and push it in for @Off@. Selecting a suitable height of 

cut is easy too; a lever located conveniently at the driver@s left hand side has seven preset cutting heights 

ranging from 30mm to 90mm. No tools are necessary and the cutting height can also be adjusted on the 

move. 

 



 

A deck wash facility means keeping the deck clean couldn@t be easier. Simply attach a hose to the snap-on 

connector, turn on the water and engage the blades. Water blasts around beneath the deck washing it 

clean - job done! 

 

Mountfield lawn tractors are extremely versatile machines, they can collect the grass clippings or if 

required rear discharge them. They can also mulch and recycle your grass! 

 

Mulching grass is a great feature as it saves so much time. It can be more than 30% quicker as there is no 

stopping work to drive to the tip to empty clippings so this also results in a significant fuel saving. Mulching 

the grass allows the clippings to be recycled, improving the soil as they decompose forming a natural 

fertiliser high in potash and nitrogen. You will notice a marked improvement in your grass as this fertiliser 

takes effect over the course of the cutting season. You may well ask @Will I see the mulched grass?@ The 

answer is @No!@ Mulched clippings are blown down into the turf and are not noticeable provided the 

grass is cut regularly and not on the lowest setting. Some owners prefer to collect grass cuttings on areas 

close to the house to be certain that children or pets don@t carry them inside, they then use the mulching 

facility on all the other areas. 

 

Switching between collection or mulch modes is extremely simple and takes less than a minute. To switch 

into mulch mode just remove the collector, insert the *mulching plug into the discharge chute and replace 

the collector. To return to collection simply reverse the procedure. 

 

* A mulching kit can be purchased as an optional extra.Powered by a high performance Briggs @ Stratton 

engine.Hydrostatic transmission; Forward and reverse speed is controlled by simply pressing a foot pedal, 

similar to driving an automatic 

car.EngineStarting  

 

 

 



 

147. Mountfield 2240H - 102cm Lawn Tractor 

 

warranties in the industry.The 2240H is a 102 cm working width model with a hydrostatic transmission. 

This is a high specification garden tractor suitable for lawns of 2.5 -@3 acres. Light steering and a tight 

turning circle makes it easy to manoeuvre around trees, borders and garden furniture with the minimum 

of effort. All Mountfield garden tractors cut wider than the wheel width which means there is little 

trimming left to do after the lawns have been mown.A hydrostatic transmission is similar in many ways to 

the gearbox on an automatic car, forward and reverse speeds are infinitely variable. To move forward you 

simply press the forward pedal and the more firmly you press the faster you will go. For reverse, press the 

reverse pedal.@ You can change from forward to reverse instantly so manoeuvrability is fantastic. It is 

worth noting that once a customer owns a hydrostatic Mountfield tractor they don@t want to go back to a 

manual version.Grass cuttings are blown from the twin bladed cutter deck into a large capacity rear 

mounted collector. An alarm sounds to let the driver know when the collector is full, this is a valuable 

feature as there is nothing worse than overfilling the collector and then having to unblock the discharge 

chute by hand @ at least you know when the collector is full on a Mountfield!Emptying the collector is 

done from the driving seat; simply pull the dump lever and the collector opens wide emptying out the 

clippings, you don@t need to get off the tractor at all. Engaging the cutter deck is simple; just pull the 

control switch out for @On@ and push it in for @Off@. Selecting a suitable height of cut is easy too; a 

lever located conveniently at the driver@s left hand side has seven preset cutting heights ranging from 

30mm to 90mm. No tools are necessary and the cutting height can also be adjusted on the move.A deck 

wash facility means keeping the deck clean couldn@t be easier. Simply attach a hose to the snap-on 

connector, turn on the water and engage the blades. Water blasts around beneath the deck washing it 

clean - job done!Mountfield lawn tractors are extremely versatile machines, they can collect the grass 

clippings or if required rear discharge them.@ They can also mulch and recycle your grass!!Mulching grass 

is a great feature as@it saves so much time.@ It can be more than 30% quicker as there is no stopping 

work to drive to the tip to empty clippings so this also results in a significant fuel saving. Mulching the 

grass allows the clippings to be recycled, improving the soil as they decompose forming a natural fertiliser 

high in potash and nitrogen. You will notice a marked improvement in your grass as this fertiliser takes 

effect over the course of the cutting season. You may well ask @Will I see the mulched grass?@ The 

answer is @No!@ Mulched clippings are blown down into the turf and are not noticeable provided the 

grass is cut regularly and not on the lowest setting. Some owners prefer to collect grass cuttings on areas 

close to the house to be certain that children or pets don@t carry them inside, they then use the mulching 



 

facility on all the other areas.Switching between collection or mulch modes is extremely simple and takes 

less than a minute. To switch into mulch mode just remove the collector, insert the *mulching plug into 

the discharge chute and replace the collector. To return to collection simply reverse the procedure.* A 

mulching kit can be purchased as optional extrasReviewMountfield lawn tractors are manufactured to the 

highest standards and benefit from some of the longest and most comprehensive warranties in the 

industry. 

 

The 2240H is a 102cm working width model with a twin cylinder Briggs @ Stratton engine and hydrostatic 

transmission. This is a high specification garden tractor suitable for lawns of 2.5 - 3 acres. Light steering 

and a tight turning circle makes it easy to manoeuvre around trees, borders and garden furniture with the 

minimum of effort. All Mountfield garden tractors cut wider than the wheel width which means there is 

little trimming left to do after the lawns have been mown. 

 

A hydrostatic transmission is similar in many ways to the gearbox on an automatic car, forward and 

reverse speeds are infinitely variable. To move forward simply press the front section of the pedal; the 

more firmly you press the faster you will go. For reverse, press the rear of the pedal. You can change from 

forward to reverse instantly so manoeuvrability is fantastic. It is worth noting that once a customer owns a 

hydrostatic Mountfield tractor they don@t want to go back to a manual version. 

 

Grass cuttings are blown from the twin bladed cutter deck cleanly and efficiently into a large capacity rear 

mounted collector. An alarm sounds to let the driver know when the collector is full, this is a valuable 

feature as there is nothing worse than overfilling the collector and then having to unblock the discharge 

chute by hand @ at least you know when the collector is full on a Mountfield! 

 

Emptying the collector is done from the driving seat; simply pull the dump lever and the collector opens 

wide emptying out the clippings, you don@t need to get off the tractor at all. Engaging the cutter deck is 

simple; just pull the control switch out for @On@ and push it in for @Off@. Selecting a suitable height of 

cut is easy too; a lever located conveniently at the driver@s left hand side has seven preset cutting heights 

ranging from 30mm to 90mm. No tools are necessary and the cutting height can be adjusted on the move. 

 



 

A deck wash facility means keeping the deck clean couldn@t be easier. Simply attach a hose to the snap-

on connector, turn on the water and engage the blades. Water blasts around beneath the deck washing it 

clean - job done! 

 

Mountfield lawn tractors are extremely versatile machines, they can collect the grass clippings or if 

required rear discharge them. They can also mulch and recycle your grass!! 

 

Mulching grass is a great feature as it saves so much time. It can be more than 30% quicker as there is no 

stopping work to drive to the tip to empty clippings, this also results in a significant fuel saving. Mulching 

the grass allows clippings to be recycled, improving the soil as they decompose forming a natural fertiliser 

high in potash and nitrogen. You will notice a marked improvement in your grass as this fertiliser takes 

effect over the course of the cutting season. You may well ask @Will I see the mulched grass?@ The 

answer is @No!@ Mulched clippings are blown down into the turf and are not noticeable provided the 

grass is cut regularly and not on the lowest setting. Some owners prefer to collect grass cuttings on areas 

close to the house to be certain that children or pets don@t carry them inside, they then use the mulching 

facility on all the other areas. 

 

Switching between collection or mulch modes is extremely simple and takes less than a minute. To switch 

into mulch mode just remove the collector, insert the *mulching plug into the discharge chute and replace 

the collector. To return to collection simply reverse the procedure. 

 

* A mulching plug can be purchased as an optional extra.Starting MethodElectric KeyEngine BrandBriggs @ 

StrattonEngine 

TypeIntek 7220 V-TwinEngine Capacity656ccNet Power Output10.4kW @ 

2500rpmTransmissionHydrostaticDriveRear 

WheelBlade EngagementElectronicCutting Width102cm /40"Cutting Heights30-90mm (7 Positions)Turning 

Circle170cmCollector Full BuzzerYesCollector320 litresWheelsFront 15" Rear 18"Head LightsYesSafety 

FeaturesSeat with 

Safety Contact BreakerMax Speed8.8km/hrFuel Tank Capacity7.0 LitreIncluded AccessoriesTow barBattery 

ChargerYesdB 

Rating100Weight242 KgLawn Size2.5 to 3 acresDimensionsLength 242cm Width 105cmWarranty5 Years 

Terms @ Conditions Apply 



 

 

 

 

 

148. Mountfield 2248H - 122cm Lawn Tractor 

 

warranties in the industry.The 2248H is a 122cm working width model with a hydrostatic transmission. 

This high specification garden tractor is suitable for lawns up to 5 acres. Light steering and a tight turning 

circle makes it easy to manoeuvre around trees, borders and garden furniture with the minimum of 

effort.@ All Mountfield garden tractors cut wider than the wheel width, which means there is little 

trimming left to do after the lawns have been mown.A hydrostatic transmission is similar in many ways to 

the gearbox on an automatic car, forward and reverse speeds are infinitely variable. To move forward you 

simply press the forward pedal and the more firmly you press the faster you will go. For reverse, press the 

reverse pedal.@ You can change from forward to reverse instantly so manoeuvrability is fantastic. It is 

worth noting that once a customer owns a hydrostatic Mountfield tractor they don@t want to go back to a 

manual.Grass cuttings are blown from the twin bladed cutter deck into a large capacity rear mounted 

collector. An alarm sounds to let the driver know when the collector is full, this is a valuable feature, as 

there is nothing worse than overfilling the collector and then having to unblock the discharge chute by 

hand @ at least you know when the collector is full on a Mountfield!Emptying the collector is done from 

the driving seat; simply pull the dump lever and the collector opens wide emptying out the clippings, you 

don@t need to get off the tractor at all.@ Engaging the cutter deck is simple; just pull the control switch 

out for @On@ and push it in for @Off@. Selecting a suitable height of cut is easy too; a lever located 

conveniently at the driver@s left hand side has seven preset cutting heights ranging from 30mm to 90mm. 



 

No tools are necessary and the cutting height can also be adjusted on the move.A deck wash facility means 

keeping the deck clean couldn@t be easier. Simply attach a hose to the snap-on connector, turn on the 

water and engage the blades. Water blasts around beneath the deck washing it clean - job 

done!Mountfield lawn tractors are extremely versatile machines, they can collect the grass clippings or if 

required rear discharge them.@ They can also mulch and recycle your grass!!Mulching grass is a great 

feature as@it saves so much time.@ It can be more than 30% quicker as there is no stopping work to drive 

to the tip to empty clippings so this also results in a significant fuel saving. Mulching the grass allows the 

clippings to be recycled, improving the soil as they decompose forming a natural fertiliser high in potash 

and nitrogen. You will notice a marked improvement in your grass as this fertiliser takes effect over the 

course of the cutting season. You may well ask @Will I see the mulched grass?@ The answer is @No!@ 

Mulched clippings are blown down into the turf and are not noticeable provided the grass is cut regularly 

and not on the lowest setting. Some owners prefer to collect grass cuttings on areas close to the house to 

be certain that children or pets don@t carry them inside, they then use the mulching facility on all the 

other areas.Switching between collection or mulch modes is extremely simple and takes less than a 

minute. To switch into mulch mode just remove the collector, insert the *mulching plug into the discharge 

chute and replace the collector. To return to collection simply reverse the procedure.Starting 

MethodElectric KeyEngine 

BrandBriggs @ StrattonEngine TypeIntek 7220 V-TwinEngine Capacity656ccNet Power Output10.4kW @ 

2500rpmTransmissionHydrostatic @ ReverseDriveRear WheelBlade EngagementElectronicCutting 

Width122cm /48"Cutting 

Heights30-90mm (7 Positions)Turning Circle170cmCollector Full BuzzerYesCollector320 litresWheelsFront 

15" Rear 18"Head 

LightsYesSafety FeaturesSeat with Safety Contact BreakerMax Speed8.8km/hrFuel Tank Capacity7.0 

LitreIncluded 

AccessoriesTow bar @ Mulching KitBattery ChargerYesdB Rating105Weight247 KgLawn SizeUp to 5 

acresDimensionsLength 242cm Width 129cmWarranty5 Years Terms @ Conditions Apply 

 



 

 
  



 

149. Mountfield 2448H 4WD - 122cm Lawn Tractor 

 

warranties in the industry.The 2448H 4WD is 122 cm working width 4 wheel drive model with a hydrostatic 

transmission. This high specification garden tractor is suitable for lawns of up to five acres. The light 

steering and tight turning circle makes it easy to manoeuvre around trees, borders and garden furniture 

with the minimum of effort.@ The effective 4WD system eliminates any tyre scuffing on your lawn whilst 

turning, as well as ensuring excellent traction in wet conditions and on sloping ground.With power to 

spare provided by the 724cc twin cylinder engine, the 2448H is suitable for the top-end domestic market. 

From fine lawns to unruly paddocks, this 4 wheel drive tractor can take a heavy workload in its stride. All 

Mountfield garden tractors cut wider than the wheel width which means there is little trimming left to do 

after the lawns have been cut.A hydrostatic transmission is similar in many ways to the gearbox on an 

automatic car, forward and reverse speeds are infinitely variable. To move forward you simply press the 

forward pedal and the more firmly you press the faster you will go. For reverse, press the reverse pedal.@ 

You can change from forward to reverse instantly so manoeuvrability is fantastic. It is worth noting that 

once a customer owns a hydrostatic Mountfield tractor they don@t want to go back to a manual.Grass 

cuttings are blown from the twin bladed cutter deck into a large capacity rear mounted collector. An alarm 

sounds to let the driver know when the collector is full, this is a valuable feature as there is nothing worse 

than overfilling the collector and then having to unblock the discharge chute by hand @ at least you know 

when the collector is full on a Mountfield!Emptying the collector is done from the driving seat; simply pull 

the dump lever and the collector opens wide emptying out the clippings, you don@t need to get off the 

tractor at all. Engaging the cutter deck is simple; just pull the control switch out for @On@ and push it in 

for @Off@. Selecting a suitable height of cut is easy too; a lever located conveniently at the driver@s left 

hand side has nine preset cutting heights ranging from 25mm to 100mm. No tools are necessary and the 

cutting height can also be adjusted on the move.A deck wash facility means keeping the deck clean 

couldn@t be easier. Simply attach a hose to the snap-on connector, turn on the water and engage the 

blades. Water blasts around beneath the deck washing it clean - job done! 

 

Mountfield lawn tractors are extremely versatile machines, they can collect the grass clippings or if 

required rear discharge them.@ They can also mulch and recycle your grass!!Mulching grass is a great 

feature as@it saves so much time.@ It can be more than 30% quicker as there is no stopping work to drive 

to the tip to empty clippings so@this also results in a significant fuel saving. You may well ask @Will I see 

the mulched grass?@ The answer is @No!@ Mulched clippings are blown down into the turf and are not 



 

noticeable provided the grass is cut regularly and not on the lowest setting. Some owners prefer to collect 

grass cuttings on areas close to the house to be certain that children or pets don@t carry them inside, they 

then use the mulching facility on all the other areas.Switching between collection or mulch modes is 

extremely simple and takes less than a minute. To mulch just remove the collector, insert the *mulching 

plug into the discharge chute and replace the collector. To return to collection simply reverse the 

procedure. Mulching the grass allows the clippings to be recycled improving the soil as they decompose 

forming a natural fertiliser high in potash and nitrogen. You will notice a marked improvement in your 

grass as this fertiliser takes effect over the course of the cutting season.*This model comes complete with 

mulching kit and towbar.Starting MethodElectric 

KeyEngine BrandBriggs @ StrattonEngine TypeIntek 8240 V-TwinEngine Capacity724ccNet Power 

Output13.1kW @ 

2700rpmTransmissionHydrostatic @ ReverseDrive4WDBlade EngagementElectronicCutting Width122cm 

/48"Cutting 

Heights25-100cm (9 Positions)Turning Circle170cmCollector Full BuzzerYesCollector360 litresWheelsFront 

16" Rear 20"Head 

LightsYesSafety FeaturesSeat with Safety Contact BreakerMax Speed8.8km/hrFuel Tank Capacity10.0 

LitreIncluded 

AccessoriesTow bar @ Mulching KitBattery ChargerYesdB Rating105Weight320 KgLawn SizeUp to 5 

acresDimensionsLength 262cm Width 126cmWarranty5 Years Terms @ Conditions Apply 

 

 

 

150. Mountfield 3000SH  (Honda engine) 



 

 

Launched for 2012 season this is Mountfield's first tractor in the sub 84cm cut category. It was received by 

specialist dealers at it's launch with real enthusiasm as a tractor which set new standards in the market. 

Powered by a 389cc Honda GXV390 engine, this model has a hydrostatic transmission. Suitable for gardens 

up to 1.5 acres.This is the first tractor in the sub 84cm category to feature a twin bladed cutting system. 

The blades are contra rotating and direct the grass cuttings through the wide rear discharge chute into the 

collector. A twin bladed deck gives a better finish than a tractor with a single blade. Collection is cleaner 

and more powerful due to the direct centre rear discharge, plus the throw and air volume generated by 

two blades. The cutting result is also visibly improved as a twin bladed deck follows the ground contours 

more closely and is therefore less likely to scalp the grass. Cutting heights range from 25mm to 80mm with 

7 pre-set positions. Grass cuttings are blown into the large 240 litre rear mounted collector. An alarm 

sounds automatically to alert the operator when the collector is full. You can empty the collector from the 

drivers seat, simply pull the lever up and tip out the grass.The 3000SH has a hydrostatic transmission 

which is a semi-automatic drive. Put simply the more pressure applied to the transmission pedal the 

quicker the tractor moves. This infinitely variable system allows for seamless forward and reverse speed 

changes on the move, a real benefit when manoeuvring around obstacles. To engage reverse simply move 

your foot onto the rear section of the transmission pedal. As a point of interest we now sell more 

hydrostatic than manual tractors; they are so easy to use.A comfortable high back seat is adjustable to suit 

the driver and also features a safety switch which stops the engine if the driver leaves the seat while the 

blades are rotating.To engage the cutting blades, simply pull out the switch on the dashboard; an electric 

clutch does the rest. To turn off the blades simply push the switch in, the clutch then engages a brake 

which stops the blades within 3 seconds.The Mountfield 3000SH is powered by a 389cc Honda GXV390 

OHV engine which is renowned for its reliability and longevity. This superb engine is a favourite of 

commercial users and specialist garden machinery dealers.Manoeuvrability is another important factor to 

consider when choosing a tractor, with very light steering and an incredibly tight turning circle the 

Mountfield 3000SH is a class leader.Keeping your tractor in tip-top condition is easy, the cutting deck has a 

washing port fitted. Simply snap on a hose, turn on the water, run the deck for a minute and the job is 

done!Mountfield's 3000SH garden tractor is a versatile machine; not only does it offer fantastic grass 

collection, by fitting an optional deflector the grass can be rear discharged which is particularly useful 

when working in longer grass.Being able to mulch your grass is a great feature and with the addition of the 

mulching plug the 3000SH becomes a great mulching tractor. When the conditions are suitable you can 

mulch the grass and achieve the same standard of finish as if it had been collected, you really can't tell! An 

additional benefit is that vital nutrients are returned to your lawn.The 3000SH can also be fitted with an 



 

optional tow bar which allows you to use many labour saving accessories. For more details on these click 

on the Ride-On Accessories tab.* A deflector and tow bar can be purchased as optional extras. Powered by 

a high performance Honda engine.Hydrostatic transmission; Forward and reverse speed is controlled by 

simply pressing a foot pedal, similar to driving an automatic car.Grass clippings are recycled back into the 

soil, returning valuable nutrients and saving you time and money!The washing link makes it easy to clean 

the cutting deckEngineStarting  

 

. Mountfield 3600SH 

 

The 3600SH Lawn Tractor features a 389cc Honda engine and hydrostatic transmission. A 92cm cutter deck 

provides 7 heights of cut from 25-80mm. Features include an audible alarm to indicate when the collector 

is full, 6 LED dashboard display and a deck wash facility. A mulching plug can be purchased as optional 

extra. Suitable for gardens up to 2 acres.Mountfield lawn tractors are manufactured to the highest 

standards and benefit from some of the longest and most comprehensive warranties in the industry. 

 

The 3600SH is a 92cm working width model with a hydrostatic transmission. This high specification garden 

tractor is suitable for gardens up to 2 acres. Light steering and a tight turning circle makes it easy to 

manoeuvre around trees, borders and garden furniture with the minimum of effort. All Mountfield garden 

tractors cut wider than the wheel width, which means there is little trimming left to do after the lawns 

have been mown. 

 

A hydrostatic transmission is similar in many ways to the gearbox on an automatic car, forward and 

reverse speeds are infinitely variable. To move forward you simply press the front section of the pedal, the 

more firmly you press the faster you will go. For reverse, press the rear of the pedal. You can change from 



 

forward to reverse instantly, so manoeuvrability is fantastic. It is worth noting that once a customer owns 

a hydrostatic Mountfield tractor they don@t want to go back to a manual version. 

 

Grass cuttings are blown from the twin bladed cutter deck cleanly and efficiently into a large capacity rear 

mounted collector. An alarm sounds to let the driver know when the collector is full; this is a valuable 

feature as there is nothing worse than overfilling the collector and then having to unblock the discharge 

chute by hand @ at least you know when the collector is full on a Mountfield! 

 

Emptying the collector is done from the driving seat; simply pull the tipping lever and the collector opens 

wide emptying out the clippings, you don@t need to get off the tractor at all. The seat is also adjustable 

for added comfort and ease of use while the dash has a 6 LED display panel. 

 

Engaging the cutter deck couldn@t be easier; just pull out the control switch for @On@ and push it in for 

@Off@. It has 7 preset cutting heights ranging from 25mm to 80mm selected by using the lever located 

conveniently at the side of the seat. No tools are necessary and the cutting height can also be adjusted on 

the move. 

 

A deck wash facility means keeping the deck clean couldn@t be simpler; just attach a hose to the snap-on 

connector, turn on the water and engage the blades. Water blasts around beneath the deck washing it 

clean - job done! 

 

Mountfield lawn tractors are extremely versatile machines; they can collect the grass clippings or if 

required rear discharge them. When conditions are suitable, they can also mulch and recycle your grass!! 

 

Mulching grass is a great feature as it saves so much time and it can be more than 30% quicker as there is 

no stopping work to drive to the tip to empty clippings, this also results in a significant fuel saving. 

Mulching the grass allows clippings to be recycled, improving the soil as they decompose forming a natural 

fertiliser high in potash and nitrogen. You will notice a marked improvement in your grass as this fertiliser 

takes effect over the course of the cutting season. You may well ask @Will I see the mulched grass?@ and 

the answer is @No!@ Mulched clippings are blown down into the turf and are not noticeable provided the 

grass is cut regularly and not on the lowest setting. Some owners prefer to collect grass cuttings on areas 



 

close to the house to be certain that children or pets don@t carry them inside, then use the mulching 

facility on all the other areas. 

 

Switching between collection or mulch modes is extremely simple and takes less than a minute; just 

remove the collector, insert the mulching plug into the discharge chute and replace the collector. To 

return to collection simply reverse the procedure.Powered by a high performance Honda 

engine.Hydrostatic transmission; Forward and reverse speed is controlled by simply pressing a foot pedal, 

similar to driving an automatic car.EngineStarting Method  

 

 

152. Mountfield 725V - 62cm Compact Lawn Rider 

 

With an overall width of just 73cm/29" the 725V Compact Rider is small enough to drive through a 

standard garden gate.@ Features include an electric key start 196cc engine, manual transmisson with vari 

speed for increased ease of use.The twin blade cutter deck has a 62cm/25in working width and gives a 

choice of 5 heights of cut from 30mm - 75mm.@ When the grass collector is@full@it can be emptied from 

the driving seat or removed to tip on top of the compost heap.Mountfield Compact Riders really are fun to 

use and an economical alternative to larger walk behind mowers. When conditions are favourable, 

collecting the clippings can be eliminated by fitting an optional mulching plug.@Covered by a 2 year 

manufacturer's warranty, this compact ride-on is suitable for smaller gardens of up to 0.5 acre 

 

 



 

 

 

153. Mountfield 727H Compact Lawn Rider 

 

A compact lawn rider, the@Mountfield Rider@727H is suitable for gardens up to 0.75 acre.@ With a 

Mountfield 5500 Series ES engine and manual gearbox, it has a 66cm working width and 6 cutting heights 

from 30mm to 80mm.@ This dedicated mulching mower recycles grass clippings back into the soil and is 

extremely easy to use.@This@727H@ Compact Rider is a dedicated mulching ride on mower - grass 

clippings are recyled back into the turf, returning valuable nutrients to the soil and also saving time as 

there are no grass clippings to empty. @With no rear collector, this ride on mower is extremely compact 

and easy to use, making it an ideal@ride-on mower for smaller areas.It is powered by a 

193cc@Mountfield@5500 Series@ES@electric key start engine and has a Hydrostatic 

transmisson.The@66cm working width cutter deck features a safety brake with manual blade engagement 

and has@6 heights of cut from 30mm to 80mm. The cutting deck also has a side discharge facility for use 

when the grass is too long to mulch. @Covered by a 2 year manufacturer's warranty, 

the@Mountfield@727H is suitable for smaller gardens up to 0.5 acre.Starting MethodElectric KeyEngine 

BrandMountfieldEngine TypeSeries 5500 ES OHVEngine Capacity196ccNet Power Output2.8kW @ 

2450rpmTransmissionHydrostatic @ ReverseDriveRear WheelBlade EngagementManualCutting 

Width66cmCutting Heights30-80mm (6 Positions)Turning Circle155cmCollector Full BuzzerNoWheelsFront 

13" Rear 15"Head 

LightsNoSafety FeaturesSeat with Safety Contact BreakerMax Speed6.2km/hrFuel Tank Capacity3.8 

LitreIncluded 



 

AccessoriesMulching KitBattery ChargerYesdB Rating98Weight130.4 kgLawn SizeUp to 0.5 

acreDimensionsLength 147cm Width 73cmWarranty2 Years 

 

 

 

 

154. Mountfield 727m Compact lawn Rider 

 

A compact lawn rider, the@Mountfield Rider@727M is suitable for gardens up to 0.75 acre.@ With a 

Mountfield 5500 Series ES engine and manual gearbox, it has a 66cm working width and 6 cutting heights 

from 30mm to 80mm.@ This dedicated mulching mower recycles grass clippings back into the soil and is 

extremely easy to use.@This@727M@ Compact Rider is a dedicated mulching ride on mower - grass 

clippings are recyled back into the turf, returning valuable nutrients to the soil and also saving time as 

there are no grass clippings to empty. @With no rear collector, this ride on mower is extremely compact 

and easy to use, making it an ideal@ride-on mower for smaller areas.It is powered by a 

193cc@Mountfield@5500 Series@ES@electric key start engine and has a manual gearbox with 4 forward 

and reverse gears and a soft start clutch, simply select the gear you want and off you go.@ For even 

greater ease of use take a look at the@727H@which has a hydrostatic transmission and is as easy to drive 

as an automatic car.The@66cm working width cutter deck features a safety brake with manual blade 

engagement and has@6 heights of cut from 30mm to 80mm. The cutting deck also has a side discharge 

facility for use when the grass is too long to mulch. @Covered by a 2 year manufacturer's warranty, 

the@Mountfield@727M is suitable for smaller gardens up to 0.5 acre.Starting 



 

MethodElectric KeyEngine BrandMountfieldEngine TypeSeries 5500 ES OHVEngine Capacity196ccNet 

Power Output2.8kW @ 

2450rpmTransmission4 Forward @ ReverseDriveRear WheelBlade EngagementManualCutting 

Width66cmCutting Heights3080mm (6 Positions)Turning Circle155cmCollector Full BuzzerNoWheelsFront 

13" Rear 15"Head LightsNoSafety FeaturesSeat with Safety Contact BreakerMax Speed6.2km/hrFuel Tank 

Capacity3.8 LitreIncluded AccessoriesMulching KitBattery 

ChargerYesdB Rating98Weight131.6 KgLawn SizeUp to 0.5 acreDimensionsLength 147cm Width 

73cmWarranty2 Years 

 

 

 

155. Mountfield 827H -Compact Rider Lawnmower 

 

A compact lawn rider the Mountfield 827H is suitable for gardens up to 0.75 acre.@ With a@Mountfield 

Series 5500 

OHV@engine and hydrostatic transmission it has a 66cm working width and 6 cutting heights from 30mm 

to 80mm.@ The 150 litre capacity grass collector can be emptied from the driving seat. Optional 

accessories include a mulching kit and trailer hitchEasy and fun to use Mountfield 827H Compact Rider is 

an ideal@ride-on mower for smaller areas.It is powered by a 196cc Mountfield@Series@5500 

OHV@electric key start engine and has a hydrostataic transmission@so is@as easy to drive as an 

automatic car.@ Simply press the front of the pedal to move forward, the more pressure you apply the 

faster your speed.@ To reverse press the rear section of the pedal.@ You have ultimate control even when 



 

manoeuvring in and out of tight spots.The@66cm working width cutter deck features a safety brake with 

manual blade engagement and has@6 heights of cut from 30mm to 80mm.@Clippings are discharged 

cleanly and efficiently into a rear mounted 150 litre capacity collector which can be emptied from the 

driving seat.@ An optional mulching kit is available so that when conditions are suitable you can eliminate 

grass collection and recycle the clippings@which will@save you time and return valuable nutrients to the 

soil.Covered by a 2 year manufacturer's warranty, the Mountfield 827H@is suitable for smaller gardens up 

to 0.75 acre.7Starting MethodElectric 

KeyEngine BrandMountfieldEngine TypeSeries 5500 OHVEngine Capacity196ccNet Power Output3.06kW 

@ 

2700rpmTransmissionHydrostatic @ ReverseDriveRear WheelBlade EngagementManualCutting 

Width66cmCutting Heights3080mm (6 Positions)Collector Full BuzzerNoCollector150 litresWheelsFront 

13" Rear 15"Head LightsNoSafety FeaturesSeat with 

Safety Contact BreakerFuel Tank Capacity3.8 LitreBattery ChargerYesWeight103 KgLawn SizeUp to 0.75 

acreWarranty2 Years 

 

 

 

 

156. Mountfield 827M - Compact Rider Lawnmower 

 

@A compact lawn rider the Mountfield 827M is suitable for gardens up to 0.75 acre.@ With a Mountfield 

Series 5500 ES engine and manual gearbox it has a 66cm working width and 6 cutting heights from 30mm 

to 80mm.@ The 150 litre capacity grass collector can be emptied from the driving seat. Optional 



 

accessories include a mulching kit and trailer hitch.This Mountfield 827M Compact Rider is an ideal@ride-

on mower for smaller areas.It is powered by a 196cc Mountfield Series 5500 ES@electric key start engine 

and has a manual gearbox with 4 forward and reverse gears and a soft start clutch, simply select the gear 

you want and off you go.@ For even greater ease of use take a look at the Mountfield 827H which has a 

hydrostatic transmission and is as easy to drive as an automatic car.The@66cm working width cutter deck 

features a safety brake with manual blade engagement and has@6 heights of cut from 30mm to 

80mm.@Clippings are discharged cleanly and efficiently into a rear mounted 150 litre capacity collector 

which can be emptied from the driving seat.@ An optional mulching kit is available so that when 

conditions are suitable you can eliminate grass collection and recycle the clippings@which will@save you 

time and return valuable nutrients to the soil.Covered by a 2 year manufacturer's warranty, the 

Mountfield 827M@is suitable for smaller gardens up to 0.75 acre.Starting MethodElectric KeyEngine 

BrandMountfieldEngine TypeSeries 5500 ES OHVEngine Capacity196ccNet Power 

Output3.06kW @ 2700rpmTransmission4 Forward @ ReverseDriveRear WheelBlade 

EngagementManualCutting 

Width66cmCutting Heights30-80mm (6 Positions)Turning Circle155cmCollector Full BuzzerNoCollector150 

litresWheelsFront 

13" Rear 15"Head LightsNoSafety FeaturesSeat with Safety Contact BreakerMax Speed6.2km/hrFuel Tank 

Capacity3.8 

LitreBattery ChargerYesdB Rating98Weight103 KgLawn SizeUp to 0.75 acreDimensionsLength 183cm 

Width 73cmWarranty2 Years 

 

 

 



 

157. Mountfield AL511PD - 51cm Self Propelled 

 

The AL511 PD has a cast aluminium cutter deck that carries a 10 year anti-corrosion warranty. It is 

powered by a reliable, easy to start Mountfield RM55 OHV engine and is self propelled so requires little 

effort to use; simply engage the drive lever and away you go, release the lever to stop the mower.Cutting 

width is 51cm/20" and there are 7 pre-set cutting height positions between 30mm and 80mm which are 

selected using a sinlge lever. Other features include a 70 litre collector, ball bearing wheels and a deck 

wash link.The Mountfield AL511 PD is a premium quality mower and represents great value for money. 

Suitable for larger gardens up to 55m x 55m.ChassisAluminiumDriveSelf 

PropelledFinishStandardCollectingYesMulchingNoCollectorCanvas 70 litresStarting MethodRecoilEngine 

BrandMountfieldEngine TypeRM55 OHVEngine Capacity160ccNet Power Output2.51kW @ 

2800rpmTransmissionSingle Speed 3.7km/hFuel Tank Capacity1.0 litreCutting Width51cm /20"Cutting 

Heights30-80mm (7 

Positions)Cutting Height AdjustmentSingle LeverLawn Size55m x 55mCollapsible HandlesHand 

WheelSafety FeaturesOperator Presence ControlWheelsFront 210mm Rear 210mm - Ball 

BearingsWarranty2 YearsChassis Warranty10 YearsdB Rating98Weight40kg 

 

 

 

158. Mountfield BK27E 



 

 

The@Mountfield BK27E trimmer with a@Kawasaki BK27E trimmer with a 27cc 2-stroke engine which runs 

on a petrol and oil mixture. Features include a 26mm diameter straight shaft, loop handle and anti-

vibration system. Supplied with a Tap N'go nylon line head.A high performing, versatile, petrol machine, 

powered by a 27cc 2-stroke engine. The Kawasaki BK27E trimmer has a 26mm diameter straight 

aluminium shaft and is supplied complete with a Tap N'go nylon line head which allows you to renew the 

line as it wears merely by tapping the auto-feed line head on the ground whilst in use. Lightweight and 

well balanced, this trimmer 

also features a loop handle and anti-vibration system for comfortable extended use.Powered by a high 

performance Kawasaki engine.EngineEngine Brand  

 

 

 

159. Mountfield BK27ED trimmer 

 

The@Mountfield BK27ED trimmer with a@27cc 2-stroke engine which runs on a petrol and oil mixture. 

Features include a 26mm diameter straight shaft, bike handles and anti-vibration system. Supplied with a 

Tap N'go nylon line head.A high performing, versatile, petrol machine, powered by a 27cc 2-stroke engine. 

The Kawasaki BK27ED trimmer has a 26mm diameter straight aluminium shaft and is supplied complete 

with a Tap N'go nylon line head which allows you to renew the line as it wears merely by tapping the auto-

feed line head on the ground whilst in use. Lightweight and well balanced, this trimmer also features a 

bike handles and anti-vibration system for comfortable extended use.Powered by a high performance 

Kawasaki engine.EngineEngine Brand @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ KawasakiEngine Type  

 



 

 
160. Mountfield BK35ED trimmer 

 

The@Mountfield BK35ED trimmer with a@35cc 2-stroke@Kawasaki@engine which runs on a petrol and 

oil mixture. Features include a 26mm diameter straight shaft, bike handles and anti-vibration system. 

Supplied with a Tap N'go nylon line head.A high performing, versatile, petrol machine, powered by a 35cc 

2-stroke engine the Kawasaki BK35ED trimmer has a 26mm diameter straigh aluminium shaft. The BK35ED 

is supplied complete with a Tap N'go nylon line head which allows you to renew the line as it wears merely 

by tapping the auto-feed line head on the ground when the machine is in use. Lightweight and well 

balanced, this trimmer also features a bike handles and anti-vibration system for comfortable extended 

use.Powered by a high performance Kawasaki engine.EngineEngine Brand  

 

 
161. Mountfield BK45ED trimmer 

 



 

The@Mountfield BK45ED trimmer with a@45cc 2-stroke@Kawasaki@engine which runs on a petrol and 

oil mixture. Features include a 26mm diameter straight shaft, bike handles and anti-vibration system. 

Supplied with a Tap N'go nylon line head.A high performing, versatile, petrol machine, powered by a 45cc 

2-stroke engine. The Kawasaki BK45ED trimmer has a 26mm diameter straight aluminium shaft and is 

supplied complete with a Tap N'go nylon line head which allows you to renew the line as it wears merely 

by tapping the auto-feed line head on the ground whilst in use. Lightweight and well balanced, this 

trimmer also features a bike handles and anti-vibration system for comfortable extended use.Powered by 

a high performance Kawasaki engine.EngineEngine Brand @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ KawasakiEngine 

Type  

 

 
162. Mountfield Hedgetrimmer Attachment 

 

This attachment will transform your split shaft Mountfield brushcutter into an excellent long reach 

hedgetrimmer. Simply unfasten the strimmer shaft section of the brushcutter and replace it with the 

pruner shaft and you're ready to go - no tools are required.Fitted with a 40cm double sided reciprocating 

blade the trimmer will slice through all types of hedging material up to 25mm in diameter with ease. Blade 

angle can be adjusted to suit your particular requirements from 45 degrees on one side to 45 degrees on 

the opposite one, and any position between the two.The combined length of the attachment and the 

engine unit allows you to reach the top of tall hedges without having to resort to balancing on a ladder - 

keeping your hedges neat and tidy was never easier! 

 



 

 

 

 

eld HP414 - 39cm hand propelled lawnmower 

 

Powered by a Mountfield 100cc 4 stroke engine, the HP414@hand propelled lawnmower is ideal for small 

to medium sized lawns. The engine is very easy to start with a standard recoil rope system and will give 

many years of trouble-free mowing. 

 

Each wheel is fitted with a height adjuster offering 5 pre-set cutting positions from 25mm to 70mm, so 

adjusting the height of cut is quick and simple. 

 

The easy to remove collector holds@40 litres of grass and the mower can also be used without the 

collector if you wish to leave the cuttings. 

 

This great little mower is a joy to use and extremely economical to run. With a polypropylene chassis in 

'Mountfield red', it will give you many years of service and have small to medium sized lawns looking lush, 

neat and tidy in no time.If your lawn is on a slope you might want to consider the@SP414 self propelled 

model.ChassisPolypropyleneDriveHand 

PropelledFinishStandardCollectingYesMulchingNoCollector40 litresStarting MethodRecoilEngine 

BrandMountfieldEngine 

TypeRS100 OHVEngine Capacity100ccNet Power Output1.55kW @ 2800rpmCutting Width39cm 

/15"Cutting Heights25-70mm 

(5 Positions)Cutting Height Adjustment4 LeversLawn Size20m x 20mCollapsible HandlesHand WheelSafety 

FeaturesOperator 

Presence ControlWheelsFront 175mm Rear 175mmWarranty1 YeardB Rating96Weight19.5kg 

 



 

: 

 

 

 

164. Mountfield HP425 

 

The Mountfield HP425 hand propelled lawnmower is powered by a Honda GCV160 OHC 4 stroke engine 

and has a 41cm/16" cutting width with a 60 litre grass collector. Included is a mulching plug so there is no 

need to collect the grass - you can recycle the grass clippings back into the lawn, saving you time, money 

and effort. 5 heights of cut between 25mm and 80mm gives a great finish on small to medium sized 

gardens of around 20m x 20m.The HP425 hand propelled mower is fitted with a Honda GCV160 OHC 4 

stroke engine. This is a hand propelled mower which means that the engine drives the cutter blade and 

the operator pushes the mower forward across the lawn.This 41cm/16" lawnmower has an easy recoil 

start system and an ample 60 litre grass collector with a bag full indicator, which fits easily onto the 

durable steel chassis. Included is a mulching plug so there is no need to collect the grass - you can recycle 

the grass clippings back into the lawn, saving you time, money and effort. With 5 height of cut options to 

choose from an excellent finish is assured on small to medium gardens of around 20m x 20m.The Honda 

engine runs on unleaded petrol and this mower is very smooth, quiet and easy to start. The reputation of 

the Honda engine is one of absolute reliability and with the lawn mowing experience of Mountfield this is 

a great machine.This mower is sure to give a neat and tidy finish to your lawn. For larger or sloping lawns 



 

you might like to consider a SP425 self propelled model.Powered by a high performance Honda engine.3 in 

1 cutting system: Collect, Mulch or Rear DischargeGrass clippings are recycled back into the soil, returning 

valuable nutrients and saving you time and money!SpecificationEngineEngine Brand  

 

 

 

165. Mountfield HW511 PD - 51cm Self-Propelled Lawnmower 

 

With large 280mm/11" rear wheels, the HW 511 PD mower can leave your grass longer than usual, for 

example on wild flower areas.@ However, with a 51cm/20" cutting width with 6 heights of cut from 25mm 

to 90mm with a single lever adjustment, this mower will still cut low enough to give a neat, tidy finish to 

your lawn.Our most popular large steel deck range are High Wheeler lawnmowers, the HW 511 PD has 

some excellent features. With the Mountfield RM55 OHV 4 stroke engine, this is an easy starting, 

economical and very quiet engine.The HW 511 PD@model is@what@we call a "big wheeler", as it 

features rugged looking 280mm diameter rear wheels which give the lawnmower a very purposeful look, 

as well as ensuring a smoother finish, even on more lumpy grass.@ With the@attractive red@steel cutter 

deck, this mower really looks the part.@It is also fitted with a front anti scalp plate which ensures a great 

finish, even on the lowest cutting heights.Naturally, a mower of this specification@is self propelled, so it is 

effortless to use; simply pull up the drive lever and away you go, release the lever and the mower comes 

to a stop, and with the quick release folding handles it takes up little space when not in use.The HW 511 



 

PD is a self propelled lawnmower powered by a Mountfield RM55 engine.@ The self propelled feature 

takes the effort out of pushing your mower around the garden - simply pull up the clutch lever and it 

moves forward, release the lever and it stops - couldn't be easier! 

 

The generous 51cm/20" deck means the grass will be cut in no time and makes this mower suitable for@ 

longer grass areas and larger gardens up to 50m x 50m.@ChassisSteelDriveSelf 

PropelledFinishStandardCollectingYesMulchingYesCollectorCanvas 60 litresStarting MethodRecoilEngine 

BrandMountfieldEngine TypeRM55 OHVEngine Capacity160ccNet Power Output2.51kW @ 

2800rpmTransmissionSingle Speed 3.6km/hFuel Tank Capacity0.9 litreCutting Width51cm /20"Cutting 

Heights25-90mm (5 positions)Cutting Height AdjustmentSingle LeverLawn Size50m x 50mCollapsible 

HandlesQuick ReleaseSafety 

FeaturesOperator Presence ControlWheelsFront 200mm Rear 280mm with BearingsWarranty2 YearsdB 

Rating98Weight35kg 

 

 

 

 

 

166. Mountfield Manor 95H 

 



 

An incredibly versatile multifunctional unit, with 4 stroke Honda GCV160 OHV engine and geared reverse 

drive it can be converted from a cultivator to twin-bladed mower, ridging plough to grassland mower, 

snowblade to sweeper by simply changing the implement and reversing the handlebars. Recently awarded 

18/20 by Amateur Gardening and their Best Buy award.This type of power unit is known as a two wheel 

tractor and is ideal for a variety of year round gardening chores. The powerful Honda engine drives two 

traction wheels and a power take off system; fitting an attachment to the tractor is easy and only takes a 

few minutes. From cutting grass to clearing snow this versatile system is a firm favourite with many 

gardeners. Recently awarded 18/20 by Amateur Gardening and their Best Buy award. 

 

Rear cultivator 

Fit a rear tine cultivator and the Manor 95H makes a tough job so easy. Simply engage the drive and follow 

the machine. On established vegetable plots you will produce a seed bed in one pass. On hard, unbroken 

ground you may need two or sometimes three passes to get the depth and tilth you require. What can be 

a back breaking job couldn@t be easier. 

 

Grassland Mower 

This rotary grass cutter is another excellent piece of kit. With a 53cm cutting width it will even tackle grass 

and nettles some two feet tall. The single bar blade cuts and scatters the grass so an even finish is 

achieved. It handles orchards, paths through wild flower areas, in fact any rough grass lawns with such 

ease it is a real favourite. 

 

Scythe 

This scythe or cutter bar mower can be fitted in minutes and is designed for cutting long grass, brambles, 

light scrub and similar materials. The 87cm blade cuts the grass once and lays it neatly aside for later 

clearance if required. 

 

Ridging Plough 

Earthing up potatoes can be hard work but this ridging plough makes it so quick and easy to do. Let the 

powerful tractor pull the plough through your soil and it@s no longer a back-breaking task. 

 

Brush @ Collector 



 

Keep your paths neat and tidy with this attachment. The 82cm wide brush sweeps debris into the collector 

for easy disposal. A 105cm brush without a collector is also available. 

 

Snow Blade 

We may not get much snow in the UK but when we do you@ll be glad of this accessory. With an 85cm 

working width the blade can be angled to direct cleared snow in the required 

directionChassisSteelDriveSelf PropelledEngine BrandHondaEngine TypeGCV160Engine 

Capacity160ccTransmissionForward @ ReverseTransmission TypeWorm in oil bath and gears plus belt 

driveDrive to WheelsHand Control LeverAccessory DriveHand Control LeverWheels13 x 5.00-6Safety 

FeaturesOperator Presence ControlWeight55 KgWarranty2 Years 

 

 

167. Mountfield Manor Compact 36 

 

A compact but powerful machine, this cultivator has a 100cc Mountfield RSCT 4 stroke engine, four 

245mm diameter rotors, a 36cm working width and adjustable handles to ensure a comfortable working 

position.A compact but powerful machine, this cultivator has a 100cc Mountfield RSCT 4 stroke engine, 

four 245mm diameter rotors, a 36cm working width and adjustable handles to ensure a comfortable 

working position. 

 



 

If you grow your own vegetables, preparing the plot can be hard work and time consuming. Equally 

efficient at turning soil for the first time or breaking it down to a fine tilth, a Manor cultivator helps you to 

complete any heavy digging easily and in a fraction of the time. This model is powered by a reliable, easy 

to start Mountfield RSCT engine and features adjustable handles, transport wheels and depth skids to 

control the level of cultivationChassisSteelWorking Width36cmEngine BrandMountfieldEngine 

TypeRSCTEngine Capacity100ccNet Power Output1.5kWTransmissionWorm screw @ beltSafety 

FeaturesDrive clutchWeight27 

KgWarranty1 Year 

 

 

 

 

168. Mountfield MB2801D Brushcutter 

 

Mountfield MB2801D trimmer with a 25.4cc 2-stroke engine which runs on@a petrol and oil mixture. 

Features include a 26mm@diameter straight @ jointed@shaft, loop handle and anti-vibration system. 

Supplied with a Tap N'go nylon line head, 3tooth metal blade and single strap harness as standard.@ 

Optional attachments are also available for this machine.Another@great value, versatile, petrol 

brushcutter from Mountfield, this@MB2801D is powered by@a 25.4cc 2-stroke engine@and has a 26mm 

diameter straight aluminium shaft which is jointed in the middle.@Not only can the shaft be split into two 



 

pieces for@compact storage, the lower section can be removed and replaced with optional pruner or 

hedgetrimmer attachments - you can strim grass, prune trees and trim hedges with just one machine.The 

MB2801D is supplied complete with a Tap N'go nylon line head which@allows you to renew the line as it 

wears merely@by tapping the auto-feed line head on the ground when the machine is in use.@ A 3-tooth 

metal blade is also supplied and is ideal for trimming rougher areas which may include weeds as well as 

grass.Lightweight and well balanced, this trimmer has@a@loop handle, single strap harness@and anti-

vibration system for comfortable extended use.SPECIFICATIONS@Engine BrandMountfieldEngine Type2 

StrokeEngine Capacity25.4ccNet Power Output0.7kWMetal Blade3 ToothHandleLoopHarness 

typeSingleWeight7.7kgWarranty1 YearCommercial WarrantyN/A 

 

 

 

169. Mountfield MB2802D Brushcutter 

 

Mountfield MB2802D brushcutter with a 25.4cc@2-stroke engine, 26mm diameter aluminium straight 

shaft, double handles and double harness, plus a full anti-vibration system for comfortable extended use. 

A Tap N'go nylon line head and@3-tooth metal blade are supplied as standard with this machine.All 

Mountfield brushcutters have an excellent power to weight ratio and this MB2802 model@is no 

exception.@Powered by a@25.4cc 2-stroke engine which runs on a petrol and oil mixture this machine 

has a@26mm diameter aluminium straight shaft, double handles and a double safety harness as well as 

a@full anti-vibration system for comfortable extended usage.A Tap N'go nylon line head and@3-tooth 

metal blade are supplied as standard.@ The@Tap N'go system allows you to renew the line as it wears by 

tapping the auto-feed line head on the ground when the machine is in use.@When trimming@areas which 

have nettles or other tough weeds among the grass change@over@to the metal blade and you'll achieve a 



 

neat finish in next to no time.SPECIFICATIONSEngine BrandMountfieldEngine Type2 StrokeEngine 

Capacity25.4ccNet Power Output0.7kWMetal Blade3 ToothHandleDoubleHarness typeDouble 

ComfortWeight8.1kgWarranty1 YearCommercial WarrantyN/A 

 

 

 

 

170. Mountfield MB3302D Brushcutter 

 

Mountfield MB3302 brushcutter with a 32.6cc 2-stroke engine, 26mm diameter aluminium straight shaft, 

double handles and a double harness, plus a full anti-vibration system for comfortable extended use. A Tap 

N'go nylon line head and 3-tooth metal blade are supplied as standard with this machine.All Mountfield 

brushcutters have an excellent power to weight ratio and the MB3302 is certainly no exception. The most 

powerful of our 2-stroke range this machine has a 32.6cc engine and, as with all 2stroke models, runs on a 

petrol and oil mixture. A robust, 26mm diameter, aluminium straight shaft has full anti-vibration 

mountings which combined with double handles and a double safety harness ensure operator comfort 

even during extended use. A Tap N'go nylon line head and 3-tooth metal blade are supplied as standard. 

The Tap N'go system allows you to renew the line as it wears by tapping the auto-feed line head on the 

ground when the machine is in use.When trimming areas which have nettles or other tough weeds among 

the grass change over to the metal blade and you'll achieve a neat finish in next to no time.Engine 

BrandMountfieldEngine Type2 StrokeEngine Capacity32.6ccNet Power Output0.9kWMetal Blade3 

ToothHandleDoubleHarness typeDouble ComfortWeight8.9kgWarranty1 YearCommercial WarrantyN/A 

 



 

 

 

171. Mountfield MB48Li brushcutter 

 

The Mountfield MB48Li 48V brushcutter is perfect for jobs around your garden. Versatile and easy to use, 

you@ll have no bother of a mains cable snagging in plants or garden furniture.Lightweight and ergonomic 

with a loop handle and harness for best possible control, this tool will suit all gardeners.Simple to start, 

you@ll get up to 40 minutes trimming time with the 4 amp-hour battery fitted @ more than enough for 

most gardens. The MB48Li comes with a Tap and Go bump feed head and a 4-tooth metal brushcutter 

blade with a 35cm working width. It has a Hi/Lo power switch to alter performance according to the 

conditions.The Mountfield MB48Li is part of the Freedom48 cordless range. One powerful 48V battery, 

multiple garden toolsMB48Li LithiumIon cordless brushcutter powered by either 2Ah or 4Ah 

battery.Efficient DigiTorq brushless motorTap and Go bump feed headHi/Lo power switch35cm (14") 

cutting widthComplete with harnessUp to 40 minutes typical run time (4Ah battery)***Battery and 

Charger not included*** 

 

 



 

 

 

172. Mountfield MBL260H 

 

Clear leaves, grass clippings or even light snow from paths and other areas quickly and easily with the 

Mountfield MBL 260H blower/vac.The MBL 260H is lightweight and well balanced 25.4cc 2-stroke petrol 

engine blower which runs on a 40:1 petrol/oil mixture.@ This machine will help keep your garden neat and 

tidy all year round.@With an average air flow rate of 7.8 cubic metres per minute and a maximum air 

speed of 28 metres per second it can clear leaves, grass clippings and even light snow from paths and 

other areas quickly and easily.@ Air speed control is infinitely variable so can be adjusted to match the 

working conditions.This blower is supplied complete with a handy vacuum kit so you can also collect the 

leaves if you wish.Warranty1 YearWeight4.6kg (blower) 5.6kg (vacuum)Power (KW)0.75kWCollector 

Capacity50 litresAverage Air Flow Rate7.8 cubic metres/minuteNoise Output91/109 dB(A) 

 



 

 

 

 

untfield MBT4820Li 

 

MBT4820Li 2Ah Lithion-Ion Battery Freedom48 range.At the heart of the Freedom48 range are our class-

leading 48V LithiumIon batteries. With lightweight, high performance cells delivering long running times, 

they have no memory effect - so the power doesn't fade in use - allowing you to work over long periods 

just as you would with a petrol powered tool.With an extremely long battery lifetime - delivering over 85% 

of it's original capacity after 1000 charges, and low running costs - typically less than 10% of the cost of 

using the equivalant petrol powered machine, the batteries are extremely efficient and cost effective. This 

is our 2.0Ah (86Wh) capacity battery. There is also a larger 4.0Ah (173Wh) battery available 

(MBT4840Li).2Ah battery in charges in 60 minutes. 

 

 



 

  



 

173. Mountfield MBT4840Li 

 

Mountfield@MBT4840Li 4Ah Lithion-Ion Battery Freedom48At the heart of the Freedom48 range are our 

class leading 48V Lithium-Ion batteries. With lightweight, high performance cells delivering long running 

times. They have no memory effect - so the power doesn't fade in use - allowing you to work over long 

periods just as you would with a petrol powered tool.With an extremely long battery lifetime - delivering 

over 85% of it's original capacity after 1000 charges, and low running costs - typically less than 10% of the 

cost of using the equivalant petrol powered machine, the batteries are extremely efficient and cost 

effective. This is our largest capacity 4.0Ah (173Wh) battery, delivering the longest running times. A lower 

capacity 2.0Ah (86Wh) battery is also available (MBT4820Li). 

The 4Ah battery in charges in 90 minutes. 

 

 

 

 

174. Mountfield MBV48Li Garden Blower 

 

The Mountfield MBV48Li Garden Blower is perfect for tidying away leaves and other lightweight garden 

debris.Powered by the class-leading Mountfield 48V lithium-ion battery, the DigiTorq brushless motor 

delivers a controllable jet of air of up to 174mph. You can switch from low to high power and vary the 

speed easily giving you energy savings and power when you need it most.When fitted with the 4 amp-hour 

battery, you@ll be able to blow or vacuum your garden tidy for up to 30 minutes.The Mountfield MBV48Li 

blower is part of the Mountfield 48 cordless range. One powerful 48V battery, multiple garden tools.Clear 



 

leaves, grass clippings or even light snow from paths and other areas quickly and easily with the 

Mountfield MBV48Li cordless blower/vacPowered either by 2Ah or 4Ah Lithium-Ion batteryHighly efficient 

DigiTorq brushless motorLightweight easy to use174mph (280km/h) maximum air speedVariable speed 

dial with Hi/Lo power switchEasy tool-less conversion between blower and vac modeUp to 30 minutes run 

time (4Ah battery) 

 

 

 

175. Mountfield MC48Li chainsaw 

 

This MC48Li chainsaw is powered by either a 2Ah or 4Ah Lithium-Ion BatteryHighly efficient DigiTorq 

Brushless Motor,40cm (16") Oregon bar @ chainKickback and electric chain brakeTool-less chain 

tensioningAutomatic chain lubrication system and cleat oil inspection windowUp to 150 cuts through 

10cm logs on one charge (4Ah Battery)The Mountfield MC48Li 48V batterypowered chainsaw is a 

revolution in home woodcutting. Powerful, lightweight and efficient, it makes easy work of jobs around 

the garden.Forget the hassle of mixing fuels, refilling the tank, fumes and starting problems of a petrol 

model @ this machine is simplicity itself.Its class leading MC48Li 48V Lithium-Ion battery powers a highly 

efficient DigiTorque brushless motor. You@ll get energy and cost savings from this intelligent power-

saving technology.Using the saw is as simple as pushing the start button and holding the drive trigger. 

With the 4 amp-hour battery, you@ll get up to an impressive 50 minutes run time, equal to 150 cuts 

through 4-inch logs.The Oregon chain and bar can be simply adjusted. The chain is automatically lubricated 

from the translucent oil reservoir, making it easy to check the level.The chainsaw has all the safety 

features you@d expect and at just 4kg when fitted with the 4 amp-hour battery it's lightweight too, 

making it ideal for all users.The reduced noise and fumes, incredible convenience, competitive purchase 

and operating costs and the market-leading rechargeable 48V battery pack single out this chainsaw as a 

leader in its field.The Mountfield MC48Li 48V battery-powered chainsaw is part of the Freedom48 cordless 

range. One powerful 48V battery, multiple garden tools.***Battery and Charger not included*** 



 

 

 

 

 

176. Mountfield MCG48Li 

 

Battery charger Freedom48 range, MBT4825Li 2Ah or MBT4850Li 4Ah Lithium-Ion battery.The Mountfield 

MCG48Li offers fast recharge times for the 2Ah and 4Ah batteries, keeping time to a minimum. The 2Ah 

battery can be fully recharged in just 60 minutes with the 4Ah taking only 90 minutes. 

 

 

 

177. Mountfield MH48Li 48V hedge trimmer 

 

The Mountfield MH48Li 48V hedge trimmer is the perfect match for garden hedges, shrubs and general 

untidy growth.Its 61cm dual action laser-cut blades will slice through foliage up to 20mm in diameter, 

making easy work of tough trimming jobs.For the optimum cutting angle and a comfortable grip, simply 

press a button and rotate the battery pack. 



 

Not only is the hedge trimmer much quieter, cleaner and easier to use than a petrol driven model, it@s 

also around half the weight. So with a cutting time of up to 70 minutes, you@ll be able to tackle even the 

biggest trimming jobs.The Mountfield MH48Li hedge trimmer, is part of the Mountfield Freedom48 range. 

One powerful 48V battery, multiple garden tools.48V Lithium-Ion Cordless Hedgetrimmer.61cm (24") dual 

action laser cut blades20mm cutting capacity3 position rotating rear handleLightweight and easy to useUp 

to 70 minutes run time (4Ah Battery)***Battery and Charger not included*** 

 

 

178. Mountfield MM48Li 

 

For gardens with difficult to reach bushes, trees and shrubs, the Mountfield MM48Li 48V pole pruner and 

hedgetrimmer is the answer.It@s clean and easy to start and comes with none of the hassle of petrol 

machines.It is a truly versatile product. Supplied with a 20cm chainsaw pruning head and a 50cm 

reciprocating hedge trimming head which will cut growth up to 20mm in diameter, the extension shaft 

makes it a must for anyone with high hedges or trees to prune.With a run time of up to 50 minutes from 

the 4 amp-hour battery, the Mountfield pole pruner is suitable for most difficult to reach pruning jobs, 

giving you the power of petrol with the convenience of cordless.The Mountfield MM48Li pole pruner and 

hedgetrimmer is part of the Mountfield Freedom48 range. One powerful 48V battery, multiple garden 

tools.Lightweight and easy to use MM48Li pole pruner @ hedge trimmer.20cm (8") blade with 7 position 

pivoting head for cutting growth up to 10cm diameterPruner head has tool-less chain tensioning and 

automatic oiling system with translucent tankHedgtrimmer with 51cm dual action laser cut blades with 

20mm cutting capacity3 Piece split shaft for working at various heights.Lightweight and easy to use with 

comfort gripComplete with harnessUp to 50 mins run time (4Ah battery)***Battery and Charger not 

included*** 

 



 

 

 

179. Mountfield MR48Li Cultivator 

 

Mountfield MR48Li cordless cultivator is ideal for smaller plots. It has four 21.5cm steel rotors, giving up to 

a 26cm working widthIdeal for preparing raised beds and seed beds and weeding between crop rowsCan 

be used as a mechanical hoe for general weeding21-26cm working widthUp to 20cm working depthUp to 

30 minutes typical run time (4Ah Battery)Turning the soil doesn@t get any easier than with the Mountfield 

MR48Li Cultivator, the perfect labour-saving tool for your garden.Ideal for weeding between crop rows, 

preparing seed beds or using in raised beds, it@s also a great mechanical hoe for general 

weeding.Mountfield's class-leading 48V Lithium-Ion battery provides all the power you@ll need.You'll 

have up to 30 minutes run time, enough to let the tough steel rotors deal with even the trickiest 

cultivating tasks. With a tilling width up to 26cm and a variable digging depth up to 20cm deep, the 

Mountfield Cultivator is an ideal product for any vegetable garden or allotment.The Mountfield MR48Li 

cordless cultivator is part of the Mountfield Freedom48 cordless range. One powerful 48V battery, 

multiple garden tools.***Battery and charger not included*** 

 



 

 

 

180. Mountfield MSR38 

 

Mountfield's MSR38 Scarifier/Lawn rake comes with a 20 blade scarifying cassette and 44 spring lawn rake 

cassette. Powered by a 1500 watt motor it has a 38cm working width and 50 litre collector.Ideal for 

maintaing smaller lawns, this dual function Electric Scarifier/ Lawn Rake comes with a 20 blade scarifying 

cassette and 44 spring lawn rake cassette. Powered by a 1500 watt motor it has a 38cm working width and 

50 litre collector.Scarifying improves the quality of your lawn in several ways. It will remove organic layers 

of thatch, moss and dead grass whilst breaking up the surface of compacted soil and retarding the growth 

of weeds. 

Removing thatch and weeds in this way allows water, air and nutrients to reach grass roots more easily 

resulting in lush growth 

 

 



 

 

 

181. Mountfield MT48Li grass trimmer 

 

The Mountfield MT48Li 48V grass trimmer and edger is perfect for jobs around your garden. It@s versatile 

and easy to use @ and you@ll have no bother of a mains cable snagging in plants or furniture.Lightweight 

and ergonomic with easily adjustable head angle and front handle position, this tool will suit all 

gardeners.Simple to start, you@ll get up to 40 minutes trimming time with the 4 amp-hour battery fitted 

@ more than enough for most gardens. The auto feed head and line knife keep the working width at a 

convenient 12 inches. Simply stop and restart the trimmer to automatically feed out more line.For 

trimming borders and lawn verges, simply press the button to rotate the head through 45 degrees. The 

guide wheel will help you achieve a clean cut and beautiful finish every time.The Mountfield MT48Li grass 

trimmer and edger, part of the Mountfield Freedom48 range. One powerful 48V battery, multiple garden 

tools.MT48Li cordless trimmer with either the 2Ah or 4Ah Lithium-Ion battery.Lightweight and ergonomic 

design for comfortable useEasy push button startRotating head with guide wheel for trimming 

edgesAutomatic line feed headUp to 40 minutes typical run time (4Ah Battery)***Battery and Charger not 

included*** 

 



 

 

 

182. Mountfield Princess 14 - 35.6cm hand propelled rear roller electric lawnmower 

 

Princess 35.6cm lightweight rear roller electric lawn mower with a virtually silent 1150 watt induction 

motor with safety brake. Cutting height is variable between 13mm and 50mm and wide front wheels and a 

full width rear roller makes cutting close to edges and along verges easy and gives a classic striped effect 

to the lawn.@ Suitable for moderate sized gardens up to 40m x 40m. 

 

 



 

 

  



 

183. Mountfield Princess 34 Electric 4 Wheel Rear Roller Lawnmower 

 

This 1400 watt mains electric lawnmower is lightweight and very easy to use. It has a single lever to adjust 

the height of cut and a 35 litre grass collector.The Princess 34 is a lightweight mower and very easy to 

operate. It comes complete with a 15 metre electric cable. The single point height adjuster makes 

changing the cutting height very simple. The mower has 6 preset cutting heights from 25mm to 75mm. A 

roller is fitted between the rear wheels and will leave a striped finish on lower cutting height settings.The 

mower can be used with the 35 litre collector if you wish to collect the clippings. It can also be used as a 

mulching mower using the plug supplied or clippings can be discharged onto the lawn, the grass deflector 

flap directs them down onto the turf.The Princess 34 also features a safety brake which means the blade 

stops rotating within 3 seconds of the operator releasing 

the switch.This mower has a full 12 month warranty.ChassisPolypropyleneDriveHand PropelledFinishLawn 

StripesCollectorPlastic 35 litresMulchingYesNet Power Output1400 wattsCutting Width34cmCutting 

Heights25-75mm (6 

Positions)Cutting Height AdjustmentSingle PointLawn Size15m x 15mSafety FeaturesMotor 

BrakeWheelsFront 140mm Rear 170mm + Rear RollerCable Length15 MetreCollector capacity35 

LitresHome Assembly RequiredYesWarranty1 YearWeight12 kgdB Rating89 

 

 

 



 

185. Mountfield Princess 34Li 

 

Cordless mowers are becoming extremely popular, the Princess 34Li is powered by a Lithium-Ion 48V 4Ah 

battery pack, providing enough power to cut a 250-400 square meter lawn with battery power to 

spare.This very modern Mountfield mower is packed with features and benefits, including the rear roller 

for that desirable striped finish to your lawn and a mulching plug to reduce cutting time.If you@re looking 

for a new electric lawnmower, consider the Mountfield 48V Princess 34Li. There's no mains electric cable 

to drag behind you or get snagged in plants and garden furniture or worse still, get cut by the blade. 

Simply click your battery into place and you@re ready to mow.With almost an hour@s mowing from just 

one charge of the 4 amp-hour battery @ a class-leading Lithium-Ion power pack that comes with charger 

as standard, it feeds a DigiTorq brushless motor, with intelligent energy-saving technology, to deliver 

guaranteed power every time.This cordless mower exudes quality and the integral rear roller gives that 

desirable striped finish when used on the lower cutting heights. The rear roller also aids control when 

cutting right up to the edge of the lawn. The underside of the cutting deck features an anti-scalp comb 

which improves the cutting finish and enhances collection. Cutting heights range from 25-75mm with 6 

settings and single point adjustment.The Princess 34Li is a 3 in 1 mower - it can collect the grass clippings 

in its 35L capacity collector, rear discharge the grass clippings with the grass deflector flap in position or 

mulch the clippings using the mulching plug supplied. The collector has a vision window so you can clearly 

see when your mower needs to be emptied. And the lever makes height adjustment simple. 

With no cable or fuel worries, the virtually silent, stylish and easy to use Princess 34Li is the natural choice, 

and a great introduction to a range of superb battery powered garden tools.The Princess34Li lawnmower 

is part of the Freedom48 cordless range. One powerful 48V battery, multiple garden tools.The Princess 

34Li also benefits from a 2 year warranty.Approved WEEE Appliance Scheme MemberRear roller for a 

classic striped finish to the lawn.3 in 1 cutting system: Collect, Mulch or Rear DischargeGrass clippings are 

recycled back into the soil, returning valuable nutrients and saving you time and money! 

 

 



 

 

 

186. Mountfield Princess 38 Electric 4 Wheel Rear Roller Lawnmower 

 

Launched for the 2012, season the Princess 38 is loaded with many modern features and benefits. 

Powered by a 1600 watt motor with a motor brake that stops the blade within 3 seconds of the operator 

releasing the switch. This very modern 3 in 1 mower has so many features and benefits.From the fully 

folding handles to the large diameter rear wheels and integrated rear roller, this is a premium quality 

mower. The underside of the cutting deck features an anti-scalp comb which improves the cutting finish 

and enhances collection. The rear roller between the wheels gives that desirable stripped effect when 

used on the lower cutting heights. The rear roller also helps when cutting right up to the edge of the 

lawn.The rear grass deflector flap has a vision window so the user can see when the collector is full.The 

Princess 38 is a 3 in 1 mower; it can collect the grass clippings in its 40 litre collector, rear discharge the 

grass clippings with the rear grass deflector or mulch the grass clippings using the mulching plug supplied 

with the mower.The Princess 38 also benefits from a 1 year warranty.ChassisPolypropyleneDriveHand 

PropelledFinishLawn StripesCollectorPlastic 40 litresMulchingYesNet Power Output1600 wattsCutting 

Width38cm / 15"Cutting 

Heights25-75mm (6 Positions)Cutting Height AdjustmentSingle PointLawn Size15m x 15mSafety 

FeaturesMotor 



 

BrakeWheelsFront 150mm Rear 250mm + Rear RollerCable Length15 MetreCollector capacity40 

LitresHome Assembly RequiredYesWarranty1 YearWeight13 kgdB Rating94 

 

 

 

 

187. Mountfield Princess 38Li 

 

If you@re looking for a new electric lawnmower, consider the Mountfield 48V Princess 38Li, with no mains 

electric cable to drag behind you or get snagged in plants and garden furniture or worse still, get cut by the 

blade. Simply click your battery into place and you@re ready to mow.You@ll get nearly an hour@s 

mowing from just one charge of the 4 amp-hour battery @ a classleading Lithium-Ion power pack that@s 

supplied with charger as standard. It feeds a DigiTorq brushless motor, with intelligent energy-saving 

technology, to deliver guaranteed power every time.The Princess 38Li has a vision window so you can see 

when the 40L capacity collector is full. And if you don@t want to collect your grass, clippings can be 

discharged via the rear deflector or insert the mulching plug supplied to blow cuttings deep into the turf 

and return valuable nutrients to the soil. Height of cut is also easy to adjust through a simple lever.From 

the fully folding handles to the large diameter rear wheels and integrated rear roller, this is a premium 

quality cordless mower. The underside of the cutting deck features an anti-scalp comb which improves the 

cutting finish and enhances collection. The rear roller between the wheels gives that desirable striped 

effect when used on the lower cutting heights. The rear roller also helps when cutting right up to the edge 

of the lawn.With no cable or fuel worries, the virtually silent, stylish and easy to use Princess 38Li is the 



 

natural choice, and a great introduction to a range of superb battery powered garden tools.The Princess 

38Li lawnmower is part of the Freedom48V cordless range. One powerful 48V battery, multiple garden 

tools.The Princess 38Li also benefits from a 2 year warranty.Approved WEEE Appliance Scheme 

MemberRear roller for a classic striped finish to the lawn.3 in 1 cutting system: Collect, Mulch or Rear 

DischargeGrass clippings are recycled back into the soil, returning valuable nutrients and saving you time 

and money!Cordless mowers are becoming increasingly popular, the Princess 38Li is powered by a 

Lithium-Ion 48V 4Ah battery pack, providing plenty of power to easily cut a medium sized lawn on a single 

charge.This very modern Mountfield mower is packed with features and benefits, including the rear roller 

for that desirable striped finish and mulching plug to reduce cutting time. 

 

 

 

 

188. Mountfield Princess 42 -  Electric 4 Wheel Rear Roller Lawnmower 

 

This is the largest mower in the Mountfield Princess range at 42cm cutting width, this 3 in 1 mower was 

launched for the 2012 season. Like the Princess 38, it is packed with so many features and benefits.From 

the fully folding handles to the large diameter rear wheels and integrated rear roller this is a premium 

quality mower. The underside of the cutting deck features an anti-scalp comb which improves the cutting 

finish and enhances collection. The rear roller between the wheels gives that desirable stripped effect 



 

when used on the lower cutting heights. The rear roller also helps when cutting right up to the edge of the 

lawn.The rear grass deflector flap has a vision window so the user can see when the collector is full.The 

Princess 42 is a 3 in 1 mower; it can collect the grass clippings in its 50 litre collector, rear discharge the 

grass clippings with the rear grass deflector or mulch the grass clippings using the mulching plug supplied 

with the mower.The Princess 42 also benefits from a 1 year warranty.ChassisPolypropyleneDriveHand 

PropelledFinishLawn StripesCollectorPlastic 50 litresMulchingYesNet Power Output1800 wattsCutting 

Width42cmCutting Heights25-75mm (6 Positions)Cutting Height AdjustmentSingle PointLawn Size15m x 

15mSafety FeaturesMotor BrakeWheelsFront 150mm Rear 250mm + Rear RollerCable Length15 

MetreCollector capacity50 LitresHome Assembly RequiredYesWarranty1 YearWeight14 kgdB Rating96 

 

 

 

 

189. Mountfield Pruner Attachment 

 

Pruner attachment for Mountfield MT2801J and MB2801J split shaft brushcutters - prune those tree 

branches safely and easily from the ground.This attachment will transform your split shaft Mountfield 

brushcutter into an excellent pole pruner. Simply unfasten the strimmer shaft section of the brushcutter 

and replace it with the pruner shaft and you're ready to go.Fitted with a 10"/25cm bar and chain the 

pruner head will slice through branches up to 6"/15cm in diameter with ease. To keep the unit in a peak 



 

working condition always use a dedicated anti-fling chain oil in the integral reservoir and ensure the chain 

is correctly tensioned, it's easy to adjust using the tension screw.The combined length of the attachment 

and the engine unit allows you to reach high into trees without having to resort to balancing on a ladder - 

pruning couldn't be easier! 

 

 

 

 

 

 untfield R25M - Lawn Rider 

 

 

 

190. Mountfield S38 38cm Lawn Scarifier 

 

Mountfield's S38 Scarifier is fitted with sixteen double tipped carbon steel blades. Powered by an easy 

start Briggs @ Stratton engine, this machine has a maximum scarifying depth of 20mm, 38cm/15" working 

width and 45 litre capacity collection bag. Remove thatch and aerate your lawn quickly and easily with this 

machine.Scarifying improves the quality of your lawn in several ways. It will remove organic layers of 

thatch, moss and dead grass whilst breaking up the surface of compacted soil and retarding the growth of 

weeds. Removing thatch and weeds in this way allows water, air and nutrients to reach grass roots more 

easily resulting in lush growth.Controlled by a clutch system, the rotor on Mountfield's S38 Scarifier is 

fitted with sixteen double tipped carbon steel blades. Scarifiying depth is fully adjustable to a maximum 

20mm to remove thatch and aerate roots gently, but effectively.Powered by an easy start Briggs @ 



 

Stratton engine, this machine has a 38cm/15" working width and 45 litre capacity collection bag, although 

it can be used safely without the bag as a deflector covers the discharge chute. This scarifier is a powerful, 

robust tool designed to take the hard work out of lawn care.ChassisSteelDriveHand PropelledWorking 

Width38cmNo of Blades16Engine BrandBriggs @ StrattonEngine Type550 SeriesEngine Capacity127ccNet 

Power Output2.18kW @ 3000rpmSafety FeaturesDrive clutchWeight32 KgCollector45 litresWarranty1 

Year 

 

 

 

191. Mountfield S421HP - 41cm hand propelled lawnmower 

 

The S421 HP is a general purpose hand propelled lawnmower with a 41cm/16" cutting width and a 

Mountfield 100cc engine. Also included is a mulching plug so there is no need to collect the grass - you can 

recycle the grass clippings back into the lawn, saving you time, money and effort.A 60 litre grass collector 

and 5 heights of cut from 25 to 80mm make this mower ideal for longer grass on small to medium sized 

lawns of 20m x 20m.Powered by a Mountfield 100cc 4 stroke engine, the S421 HP hand propelled 

lawnmower is ideal for small to medium sized lawns. The engine is very easy to start with a standard recoil 

rope system and will give many years of trouble-free mowing. 

 



 

Each wheel is fitted with a height adjuster offering 5 pre-set cutting positions from 25mm to 80mm, so 

adjusting the height of cut is quick and simple. 

 

The easy to remove collector holds 60 litres of grass and the mower can also be used without the collector 

if you wish to leave the cuttings. Also included is a mulching plug so there is no need to collect the grass - 

you can recycle the grass clippings back into the lawn, saving you time,money and effort.This great little 

mower is a joy to use and extremely economical to run. With a robust steel chassis powder coated in 

'Mountfield red', it will give you many years of service and have small to medium sized lawns looking lush, 

neat and tidy in no time.If your lawn is on a slope you might want to consider the S421 PD self propelled 

model.ChassisSteelDriveHand PropelledFinishStandardCollectingYesMulchingYesCollectorCanvas, Hard 

Top 60 litresStarting MethodRecoilEngine BrandMountfieldEngine TypeRSC100 OHVEngine 

Capacity100ccNet Power Output1.55kW @ 

2800rpmTransmissionN/AFuel Tank Capacity0.8 litreCutting Width41cm /16"Cutting Heights25-80mm (5 

Positions)Cutting 

Height Adjustment4 LeversLawn Size20m x 20mCollapsible HandlesHand WheelSafety FeaturesOperator 

Presence ControlIncluded AccessoriesMulching PlugWheelsFront 180mm Rear 180mm - Ball 

BearingsWarranty2 YearsdB Rating96Weight23kg 

 

 

 



 

193. Mountfield S421PD - 41cm self propelled lawnmower 

 

The S421 PD is a general purpose self propelled lawnmower with a 41cm/16" cutting width and a 

Mountfield 100cc 4 stroke engine. Also included is a mulching plug so there is no need to collect the grass - 

you can recycle the grass clippings back into the lawn, saving you time, money and effort.A 60 litre grass 

box and 5 cutting heights from 25 to 80mm make this mower ideal for longer grass on small to medium 

sized lawns up to 40m x 40m.The S421 PD has the same great features as the S421 HP with the addition of 

power driven rear wheels. This takes away the effort of pushing the mower; simply pull up the clutch lever 

and away you go. Release the lever and the wheels stop - it couldn't be easier. 

 

Power driven mowers have become very popular over the last few years and we now sell more of them 

than hand propelled models. 

 

Powered by a Mountfield 100cc 4 stroke engine and with a 41cm/16" cutting width, the S421 PD is ideal 

for small to medium sized lawns up to 40m x 40m. The engine is easy to start using a standard recoil rope 

system and will give many years of troublefree mowing. 

 

The 3-lever height adjustment offers 5 pre-set cutting positions from 25mm to 80mm, so adjusting the 

height of cut is quick and simple. The collector holds 60 litres of grass with a visual indicator to show when 

it is full. The mower can also be used without the collector if you wish to leave the cuttings. Also included 

is a mulching plug so there is no need to collect the grass - you can recycle the grass clippings back into the 

lawn, saving you time, money and effort.This great little mower is a joy to use and extremely economical 

to run. With a robust steel chassis powder coated in 'Mountfield red', it will give you many years of service 

and have small to medium sized lawns looking neat and tidy in no time.ChassisSteelDriveSelf 

PropelledFinishStandardCollectingYesMulchingYesCollectorCanvas, Hard Top 60 litresStarting 

MethodRecoilEngine 

BrandMountfieldEngine TypeRSC100 OHVEngine Capacity100ccNet Power Output1.55kW @ 

2800rpmTransmissionSingle 

Speed 3.6km/hFuel Tank Capacity0.8 litreCutting Width41cm /16"Cutting Heights25-80mm (5 

Positions)Cutting Height 



 

Adjustment3 LeversLawn Size40m x 40mCollapsible HandlesHand WheelSafety FeaturesOperator Presence 

ControlIncluded AccessoriesMulching PlugWheelsFront 180mm Rear 180mm - Ball BearingsWarranty2 

YearsdB Rating96Weight26kg 

 

 

 

194. Mountfield S421R HP 

 

The Mountfield S421R HP is a hand propelled rear roller rotary mower, ideal for those classic lawn 

stripes.The robust, powder coated steel chassis ensures this quality lawn mower will deliver a superb finish 

for many years.Powered by an easy start 100cc Mountfield RSC 100 OHV 4-stroke engine.5 heights of cut 

ranging from 20mm to 70mm selected using a single lever ensure you can pick the most suitable for the 

finish required. The 55 litre collector is easy to attach and has an indicator to show when it needs 

emptying.A 41cm/16" cutting width makes this mower suitable for Small sized lawns up to 20m x 

20m.Rear roller for a classic striped finish to the lawn.The washing link makes it easy to clean the cutting 

deckThe S421R HP 41cm hand propelled lawnmower with a rear roller to produce a classic striped effect. 

Features include a 100cc Mountfield RSC OHV 4-stroke engine, 55 litre collector, 5 heights of cut ranging 

from 20mm to 70mm selected using a single lever. Suitable for lawns up to 20m x 

20m.EngineEngine Brand  



 

 

 

195. Mountfield S421R PD 

 

The Mountfield S421R PD is a self propelled rear roller rotary mower, ideal for those classic lawn 

stripes.The robust, powder coated steel chassis ensures this quality lawn mower will deliver a superb finish 

for many years.Powered by an easy start 100cc Mountfield RSC 100 OHV 4-stroke engine and with forward 

drive coming from the powered rear roller, this mower is effortless to use and cuts right up to paths and 

border edges.5 heights of cut ranging from 20mm to 70mm selected using a single lever ensure you can 

pick the most suitable for the finish required. The 55 litre collector is easy to attach and has an indicator to 

show when it needs emptying.A 41cm/16" cutting width makes this mower suitable for Small sized lawns 

up to 20m x 20m.Rear roller for a classic striped finish to the lawn.Self propelled so no need to push!The 

washing link makes it easy to clean the cutting deckThe S421R PD 41cm self propelled lawnmower with a 

rear roller to produce a classic striped effect. Features include a 100cc Mountfield RSC OHV 4-stroke 

engine, 55 litre collector, 5 heights of cut ranging from 20mm to 70mm selected using a single lever. 

Suitable for lawns up to 20m x 20m.EngineEngine Brand  



 

 

 

196. Mountfield S461 PD/ES 

 

The S461 PD/ES is a popular 46cm self propelled lawnmower with electric key start system. Powered by a 

Mountfield 160cc OHV 4 stroke engine. Fitted with a 60 litre grass collector, quick release handles for easy 

storage and operator presence control for safety. Suitable for medium sized gardens up to 40m x 40m.The 

S461 PD/ES is a popular mower with the same specification as the S461 PD but with the added feature of 

an electric key start engine. Ideal for anyone who finds the pull-start systems difficult - simply turn the key 

and the mower starts! 

 

The S461 PD/ES has self propelled rear wheels, which take away the effort of pushing the mower. 

Simplicity itself to use, simply pull up the clutch lever and away you go. Let the lever go and the wheels 

stop - couldn't be easier! 

 

Self propelled mowers have become very popular over the last few years and we now sell more of them 

than hand propelled models. 

 



 

The S461 PD/ES is powered by a Mountfield 160cc OHV four stroke engine, which is very easy to start by 

the key or with the standard recoil rope system. This quiet, powerful engine will give many years of 

trouble-free mowing. 

 

Adjusting the height of cut is quick and easy to do using a centralized single height adjuster and 6 pre-set 

cutting positions from 25mm to 75mm will have your lawn looking neat and tidy in no time. 

 

The grass collector holds 60 litres of grass and can easily be lifted off the back of the mower for emptying 

and has an indicator to show when it is full. The mower can be used without the collector if you wish to 

leave the cuttings.These great little mowers are very easy to use and extremely economical to run. With a 

robust steel chassis powder coated in 'Mountfield red' and a wash link for easy cleaning, they will give you 

many years of service. 

 

The 46cm cutting width makes this mower suitable for lawns up to 40m x 40m.Self propelled so no need to 

push!Effortless engine starting thanks to this electronic system - just turn the key!The washing link makes 

it easy to clean the cutting 

deckSpecificationEngineEngine  

 

  



 

197. Mountfield S461HP - 46cm hand propelled lawnmower 

 

A general purpose mower, the S461 HP is a push machine with an easy start Mountfield over head valve 

engine and robust steel body. Centralized cutting height with 5 positions from 25 to 80mm and anti scalp 

plate. Includes a mulching plug so there is no need to collect the grass - you can recycle the grass clippings 

back into the lawn, saving you time, money and effort. A 46cm/18" cutting width makes this machine 

suitable for moderate sized gardens up to 40m x 40m.The S461 HP hand-propelled lawnmower is powered 

by a Mountfield 100cc overhead valve 4 stroke engine. With an easy to start recoil rope system, this quiet 

powerful mower will give many years of trouble-free mowing. 

 

Adjusting the height of cut is quick and easy using a centralized height adjuster with 5 preset cutting 

positions ranging from 25mm to 80mm. 

 

The 60 litre grass collector easily lifts off the back of the mower for emptying and has an indicator to show 

when it is full. The mower can be used without the collector if you wish to leave the cuttings. Also included 

is a mulching plug so there is no need to collect the grass - you can recycle the grass clippings back into the 

lawn, saving you time, money and effort. 

 

This great mower is very easy to use and extremely economical to run. With a robust steel chassis which is 

powder coated in 'Mountfield red', it will give you many years of service and have your lawn looking very 

neat and tidy in no time at all. 

 

The 46cm cutting width makes this mower ideal for moderate sized lawns up to 40m x 40m. 

 

ChassisSteelDriveHand PropelledFinishStandardCollectingYesMulchingYesCollectorCanvas 60 litresStarting 

MethodRecoilEngine BrandMountfieldEngine TypeRSC100 OHVEngine Capacity100ccNet Power 

Output1.55kW @ 

2800rpmFuel Tank Capacity0.8 litreCutting Width46cm /18"Cutting Heights25-80mm (5 Positions)Cutting 

Height 

AdjustmentSingle LeverLawn Size40m x 40mCollapsible HandlesQuick ReleaseSafety FeaturesOperator 

Presence 



 

ControlIncluded AccessoriesMulching PlugWheelsFront 180mm Rear 240mm Dryflex Ball 

BearingsWarranty2 YearsdB Rating96Weight26kg 

 

 

 

 

198. Mountfield S461PD - 46cm self propelled lawnmower 

 

The Mountfield S461 PD is a popular machine. It has a 46cm/18" cutting width and power driven rear 

wheels - no need to push! Features include a robust steel chassis powder coated for longevity, Mountfield 

140cc OHV 4 stroke engine, single lever height of cut adjustment, a 60 litre grass collector and a mulching 

plug supplied as standard. This easy start machine is a dream to use and gives a superb finish. Suitable for 

medium sized gardens up to 40m x 40m.The S461 PD mower has all the same great features as the S461 

HP with the addition of power driven rear wheels, which removes the effort of pushing the mower. 

Simplicity itself to use - simply pull up the clutch lever and away you go. Let the lever go and the wheels 

stop - couldn't be easier! 

 

Power driven mowers have increased in popularity over the last few years and we now sell more of them 

than hand propelled models. 

 



 

Powered by an easy to start Mountfield 140cc OHV four stroke engine with standard recoil rope starter 

system, this quiet powerful mower will give many years of trouble-free use. 

 

5 pre-set cutting positions ranging from 25mm to 80mm are easy to adjust using the single lever height 

adjuster. The grass collector holds 60 litres of cuttings and lifts off the back of the mower easily for 

emptying, an indicator shows when the collector is fiull. The mower can be used without the collector if 

you wish to leave the cuttings. Also supplied with a mulching plug so you can recycle the cuttings and save 

time, money and effort. 

 

These great little mowers are very easy to use and extremely economical to run. With a robust steel 

chassis powder coated in 'Mountfield red', they will give you many years of service and have your lawn 

looking neat and tidy in no time. 

 

The 46cm cutting width makes the S461 PD ideal for medium sized lawns up 40m x 40m. 

 

ChassisSteelDriveSelf PropelledFinishStandardCollectingYesMulchingYesCollectorCanvas 60 litresStarting 

MethodRecoilEngine BrandMountfieldEngine TypeRM45 OHVEngine Capacity140ccNet Power 

Output2.22kW @ 

2900rpmTransmissionSingle Speed 3.6km/hFuel Tank Capacity1.0 litreCutting Width46cm /18"Cutting 

Heights25-80mm (5 

Positions)Cutting Height AdjustmentSingle LeverLawn Size40m x 40mCollapsible HandlesQuick 

ReleaseSafety 

FeaturesOperator Presence ControlIncluded AccessoriesMulching PlugWheelsFront 180mm Rear 240mm - 

Dryflex Ball BearingsWarranty2 YearsdB Rating96Weight32kg 

 



 

 

 

199. Mountfield S461R PD - 46cm self propelled rear roller lawnmower 

 

The S461R PD 46cm self propelled lawnmower with a rear roller to produce a classic striped effect. 

Features include a 140cc Mountfield RM45 OHV 4-stroke engine, 55 litre collector, 5 heights of cut ranging 

from 20mm to 70mm selected using a single lever. Suitable for lawns up to 40m x 40m.The Mountfield 

S461R PD is a self propelled rear roller rotary mower, ideal for those classic lawn stripes.The robust, 

powder coated steel chassis ensures this quality lawn mower will deliver a superb finish for many years 

and has a deck wash link for easy cleaning after use.Powered by an easy start 140cc Mountfield RM45 OHV 

4-stroke engine and with forward drive coming from the powered rear roller, this mower is effortless to 

use and cuts right up to paths and border edges.5 heights of cut ranging from 20mm to 70mm selected 

using a single lever ensure you can pick the most suitable for the finish required. The 55 litre collector is 

easy to attach and has an indicator to show when it needs emptying.A 46cm/18" cutting width makes this 

mower suitable for medium sized lawns up to 40m x 40m.ChassisSteelDriveSelf PropelledFinishLawn 

StripesCollectingYesMulchingNoCollectorCanvas 55 litresStarting MethodRecoilEngine 

BrandMountfieldEngine TypeRM45 OHVEngine Capacity140ccNet Power Output2.22kW @ 

2900rpmTransmissionSingle Speed 3.9km/hFuel Tank Capacity1.0 litreCutting Width46cm /18"Cutting 

Heights20-70mm (5 Positions)Cutting Height AdjustmentSingle LeverLawn Size40m x 40mCollapsible 

HandlesHand WheelSafety FeaturesOperator Presence ControlWheelsFront 180mm Rear Roller - Ball 

BearingsWarranty2 YearsdB Rating96Weight32kg 



 

 

 

 

 

200. Mountfield S461R PD/ES 

 

The S461R PD/ES is a great upgrade from the S461R PD as this model has the added bonus of an electric 

key start 160cc 

Mountfield RM55ES OHV engine. There's no need to pull on a rope cord to start this mower, simply turn a 

key.The engine on this self propelled lawnmower provides drive to the rear roller as well as the cutting 

blade, so you don't have to push the mower forward, making it very easy to use especially on sloping 

ground.The wide rear roller cuts right up to the edge of borders and creates classic stripes so you'll achieve 

a beautiful finish to your lawn with ease.Height of cut varies from 20mm to 70mm with 5 positions 

selected using a single lever. Supplied with a large 55 litre grass collector which has an indicator to show 

when it requires emptying the S461R PD/ES also features ball bearings and a deck wash link to facilitate 

cleaning after use.A 46cm/18" cutting width makes this mower suitable for lawns up to 40m x 40m.Rear 

roller for a classic striped finish to the lawn.Self propelled so no need to push!Effortless engine starting 

thanks to this electronic system - just turn the key!The washing link makes it easy to clean the cutting 

deckThe S461R PD/ES is a popular 46cm self propelled rear roller lawnmower with electric key start 

system. Powered by a Mountfield 160cc OHV 4 stroke engine. Fitted with a 55 litre grass collector, quick 



 

release handles for easy storage and operator presence control for safety. Suitable for medium sized 

gardens up to 40m x 40m.EngineEngine Brand  

 

 

 

201. Mountfield SP414 - 39cm self propelled lawnmower 

 

The SP414 is a general purpose self propelled lawnmower, with a 39cm cutting width and a Mountfield 

100cc engine. A 40 litre grass collector and 5 heights of cut from 25 to 70mm, make this mower ideal for 

longer grass on small to medium sized lawns of 20m x 20m.Powered by a Mountfield 100cc 4 stroke 

engine, the SP414 self propelled lawnmower is ideal for small to medium sized lawns. The engine is very 

easy to start with a standard recoil rope system and will give many years of trouble-free mowing. 

 

There are 3 height adjusters offering 5 pre-set cutting positions from 25mm to 70mm, so adjusting the 

height of cut is quick and simple. 

 

The easy to remove collector holds 40 litres of grass and the mower can also be used without the collector 

if you wish to leave the cuttings. 

 

This great little mower is a joy to use and extremely economical to run. With a polypropylene chassis in 

'Mountfield red', it will give you many years of service and have small to medium sized lawns looking lush, 

neat and tidy in no time.ChassisPolypropyleneDriveSelf 

PropelledFinishStandardCollectingYesMulchingNoCollector40 litresStarting 



 

MethodRecoilEngine BrandMountfieldEngine TypeRS100 OHVEngine Capacity100ccNet Power 

Output1.55kW @ 

2800rpmTransmissionSingle Speed 3.6km/hCutting Width39cm /15"Cutting Heights25-70mm (5 

Positions)Cutting Height 

Adjustment3 LeversLawn Size20m x 20mCollapsible HandlesHand WheelSafety FeaturesOperator Presence 

ControlWheelsFront 175mm Rear 175mmWarranty1 YeardB Rating96Weight20kg 

 

 

 

 

202. Mountfield SP425 

 

The Mountfield SP425 self propelled lawnmower is powered by a Honda GCV160 OHC 4-stroke engine and 

has a 41cm/16" cutting width with a 60 litre grass collector. Also included is a mulching plug so there is no 

need to collect the grass - you can recycle the grass clippings back into the lawn, saving you time, money 

and effort. 5 heights of cut between 25mm and 80mm means a great finish on longer grass for small to 

medium sized gardens of around 20m x 20m.The SP425 has the same great features as the HP425 with the 

addition of power driven rear wheels. This takes away the effort of pushing the mower; simply pull up the 

clutch lever and away you go. Release the lever and the wheels stop - it couldn't be easier! 

 



 

The Mountfield SP425 is a general purpose self propelled lawnmower with a 41cm/16" cutting width and a 

Honda GCV160 OHC engine with a standard recoil rope starter system. 

 

The 3-lever height adjustment offers 5 pre-set cutting positions from 25mm to 80mm, so adjusting the 

height of cut is quick and simple. The easy to remove collector holds 60 litres of grass and has a bag full 

indicator. The mower can also be used without the collector if you wish to leave the cuttings. Also included 

is a mulching plug so there is no need to collect the grass - you can recycle the grass clippings back into the 

lawn, saving you time, money and effort. 

 

This great little mower is a joy to use and extremely economical to run. With a robust steel chassis powder 

coated in silver, it will give you many years of service. 

 

The smaller 41cm deck makes it very nimble between the flower beds on small to medium sized gardens of 

around 20m x 

20m.Powered by a high performance Honda engine.Self propelled so no need to push!3 in 1 cutting 

system: Collect, Mulch or 

Rear DischargeGrass clippings are recycled back into the soil, returning valuable nutrients and saving you  

 

 

  



 

203. Mountfield SP425R 

 

The Mountfield SP425R is a Self propelled rear roller rotary mower, ideal for those classic lawn stripes.The 

robust, powder coated steel chassis ensures this quality lawn mower will deliver a superb finish for many 

years and was recently awarded the prestigious Which? Best Buy Award confirming it's status as a great 

performer.Powered by an easy start 160cc Honda GVC160 4stroke engine and with forward drive coming 

from the powered rear roller, this mower is effortless to use and cuts right up to paths and border edges.5 

heights of cut ranging from 20mm to 70mm selected using a single lever ensure you can pick the most 

suitable for the finish required. The 55 litre collector is easy to attach and has an indicator to show when it 

needs emptying.A 41cm/16" cutting width makes this mower suitable for small sized lawns up to 20m x 

20m.Powered by a high performance Honda engine.Rear roller for a classic striped finish to the lawn.Self 

propelled so no need to push!The SP425R 41cm self propelled lawnmower with a rear roller to produce a 

classic striped effect. Features include a 160cc Honda GVC160 4-stroke engine, 55 litre collector, 5 heights 

of cut ranging from 20mm to 70mm selected using a single lever. Recently awarded the prestigious Which? 

Best Buy Award. Suitable for lawns up to 20m x 20m.EngineEngine Brand  

 

 

204. Mountfield SP465 - 46cm Self-Propelled Lawnmower 

 



 

The SP465 is a self propelled mower with a Honda GCV140 4-stroke engine. The robust steel body has a 

powder coated paint finish for longevity. Operated by a single lever, the cutting height has 6 positions 

from 25 to 75mm. Supplied with a 60 litre canvas grass collector, anti scalp plate, mulching plug and quick 

release handles for easy storage. A 46cm/18" cutting width makes the SP465 suitable for moderate sized 

gardens up to 40m x 40m.The SP465 self propelled lawnmower has power driven rear wheels which take 

the effort out of mowing the lawn. A self propelled mower is simplicity itself to use; simply pull up the 

clutch lever and away you go. Let the lever go and the wheels stop - couldn't be easier! 

 

Self propelled mowers have become very popular over the last few years, we now sell more of them than 

hand propelled models.Powered by a Honda GCV 140cc 4-stroke engine running on unleaded petrol, this 

mower is very smooth, quiet and easy to start. The reputation of the Honda engine is one of absolute 

reliability and combined with the lawn mowing experience of Mountfield we have a great machine.@ 

The chassis is powder coated steel with centralised height of cut adjustment and 6 cutting positions from 

25 to 75mm and has a wash link for easy cleaning. 

 

The grass collector holds 60 litres of grass. The collector lifts off the back of the mower easily for emptying 

and has a bag full indicator. This mower can be use used without the collector if you wish to leave the 

cuttings. Also included is a mulching plug so there is no need to collect the grass - you can recycle the grass 

clippings back into the lawn, saving you time, money and effort. 

 

This mower is sure to give a neat and tidy finish on medium sized lawns.ChassisSteelDriveSelf 

PropelledFinishStandardCollectingYesMulchingYesCollectorCanvas, Hard Top 60 litresStarting 

MethodRecoilEngine 

BrandHondaEngine TypeGCV140Engine Capacity140ccNet Power Output3.1kw @ 

3600rpmTransmissionSingle Speed 

3.6km/hFuel Tank Capacity0.9 litreCutting Width46cm /18"Cutting Heights25-75mm (6 Positions)Cutting 

Height 

AdjustmentSingle LeverLawn Size40m x 40mCollapsible HandlesQuick ReleaseSafety FeaturesOperator 

Presence 

ControlIncluded AccessoriesMulching PlugWheelsFront 200mm Rear 200mm - Dryflex Ball 

BearingsWarranty5 Years Terms @ Conditions ApplydB Rating96Weight33kg 

 



 

 

 

 

205. Mountfield SP465R 

 

The SP465R 46cm self propelled rear roller lawnmower, which gives a classic striped effect to the lawn. 

Fitted with a Honda GCV 160cc OHC engine and 55 litre grass collector. 5 heights of cut between 20mm 

and 70mm operated by a single lever. Suitable for gardens up to 40m x 40m.On this self propelled 

Mountfield SP465R lawnmower, the Honda engine provides drive to the rear roller as well as the cutting 

blade, so you don't have to push the mower to make it move forward. This machine is very easy to use and 

really comes into it's own if your garden has any slopes.The wide rear roller creates a classic striped finish 

and will cut right up to the edges of borders leaving you wondering how you achieved a beautiful lawn 

with such ease.With a cutting width 46cm/18" the Mountfield SP465R has 5 cutting heights ranging from 

20mm to 70mm which can be changed using a single lever.This versatile mower is fitted with a 160cc 

Honda GCV160 engine and supplied with a 55 litre grass collector for a clean neat finish - plus those 

desirable stripes. Other features of the SP465R include an indicator to show when the collector needs 

emptying and a wash link to facilitate cleaning the deck after use.EngineEngine  



 

 

 

206. Mountfield SP505R 

 

The SP505R high specification self propelled rear roller mower is ideal for maintaining a classic striped 

lawn. Featuring a fourspeed change-on-the-move transmission with power drive and an aluminium chassis 

with 20 year anti-corrosion warranty.Suitable for gardens up to 55m x 55mThe SP505R is a high 

specification rear roller mower ideal for maintaining a classic striped lawn. It is powered by a 160cc Honda 

GCV160 OHC recoil start engine and features a forged aluminium chassis which carries a 20 year anti-

corrosion warranty.A 4 speed change-on-the-move transmission allows the forward speed to be adjusted 

to suit working conditions, whilst the self propelled feature ensures ease of use. The engine powers the 

blade and the rear roller, so you don't have to push the mower.Over the past few years self propelled 

mowers have become increasingly popular and we now sell more than hand propelled models.The SP505R 

has 8 preset cutting heights ranging from 18 - 65mm operated by a single lever making it easy to select the 

appropriate finish for your lawn. It also comes supplied with a large 65 litre capacity grass collector.With a 

48cm/19" cutting width this great rear roller mower is suitable for larger gardens.Rear roller for a classic 

striped finish to the 

lawn.EngineEngine 

: 

 



 

 

 

207. Mountfield SP535 HW4S - 51cm self propelled four-speed lawnmower 

 

The SP535HW 4S is a very popular high specification self propelled mower with a Honda GCV160 engine, 4 

Speed transmission, 6 preset cutting heights ranging from 25-90mm adjusted by a single lever. Features 

include a 60 litre grass collector, 4-in-1 cutting options, mulching plug included, quick release handles and 

operator presence control. The 51cm cutting width and rugged 280mm rear wheels make this lawnmower 

suitable for longer grass and large gardens up to 50m x 50m.Our most popular large steel deck models are 

high wheeler lawnmowers. This model, the SP535HW, has some excellent features. With a Honda GCV 

160cc 4 stroke engine, this is an easy starting, economical and very quiet mower.The SP535HW 4S has the 

added benefit of a 4 speed transmission, so you can choose the speed you wish to work at.The SP535HW 

4S model is what we call a "high wheeler", as it features rugged looking 280mm diameter rear wheels 

which give the lawnmower a very purposeful look, as well as ensuring a smoother finish, even on more 

lumpy grass. With a metalic silver steel cutter deck which has a wash link for easy cleaning, this mower 

really looks the part. It is also fitted with a front anti scalp plate which ensures a great finish, even at the 

lowest cutting heights.The grass collector has a large 60 litre capacity with a bag full indicator and is easy 

to fit, remove and empty.Naturally, a mower of this specification is self propelled, so it is effortless to use; 

simply pull up the drive lever and away you go, release the lever and the mower comes to a stop, and with 

quick release folding handles it takes up little space when not in use.This mower comes complete with a 

mulching plug, so grass clippings can be recycled into your lawn, with the benefits of fertilising the grass 



 

and also saving you time. The 535HW 4S also has a side discharge facility, ideal when you want to quickly 

cut long grass. With a choice of 4 cutting options this is an extremely versatile 

machine.ChassisSteelDriveSelf 

PropelledFinishStandardCollectingYesMulchingYesCollectorCanvas, Hard Top 60 litresStarting 

MethodRecoilEngine 

BrandHondaEngine TypeGCV160Engine Capacity160ccNet Power Output2.76kW @ 2900rpmTransmission4 

Speed min 

2.8km/h - max 4.5km/hFuel Tank Capacity0.9 litreCutting Width51cm /20"Cutting Heights25-90mm (6 

Positions)Cutting Height 

AdjustmentSingle LeverLawn Size50m x 50mCollapsible HandlesQuick ReleaseSafety FeaturesOperator 

Presence 

ControlIncluded AccessoriesMulching PlugWheelsFront 200mm Rear 280mm with BearingsWarranty5 

Years Terms @ Conditions ApplydB Rating98Weight34kg 

 

 

 

208. Mountfield SP535HW - 51cm self propelled lawnmower 

 

The SP535HW is a very popular high specification self propelled mower with a Honda GCV140 engine. 6 

preset cutting heights ranging from 25-90mm adjusted by a single lever. Features include a 60 litre grass 



 

collector, quick release handles and operator presence control. The 51cm cutting width and rugged 

280mm rear wheels make this lawnmower suitable for use in longer grass and large gardens up to 50m x 

50m.Our most popular large steel deck models are high wheeler lawnmowers; this example, the SP535HW 

has some excellent features. With a Honda GVC 140cc 4-stroke engine, this is an easy starting, economical 

and very quiet machine.The SP535HW model is what we call a "high wheeler", as it features rugged 

looking 280mm diameter rear wheels which give the lawnmower a very purposeful look, as well as 

ensuring a smoother finish, even on more lumpy grass. With a metallic silver steel cutter deck which has a 

wash link for easy cleaning, this mower really looks the part. It is also fitted with a front anti-scalp plate 

which ensures a great finish, even at the lowest cutting heights.The grass collector has a large 60 litre 

capacity and is easy to fit, remove and empty.Naturally, a mower of this specification is self propelled, so it 

is effortless to use; simply pull up the drive lever and away you go, release the lever and the mower comes 

to a stop, and with quick release folding handles it takes up little space when not in 

use.ChassisSteelDriveSelf 

PropelledFinishStandardCollectingYesMulchingNoCollectorCanvas, Hard Top 60 litresStarting 

MethodRecoilEngine 

BrandHondaEngine TypeGCV140Engine Capacity140ccNet Power Output3.1kw @ 

3600rpmTransmissionSingle Speed 

3.6km/hFuel Tank Capacity0.9 litreCutting Width51cm /20"Cutting Heights25-90mm (6 Positions)Cutting 

Height 

AdjustmentSingle LeverLawn Size50m x 50mCollapsible HandlesQuick ReleaseSafety FeaturesOperator 

Presence 

ControlWheelsFront 200mm Rear 280mm with BearingsWarranty5 Years Terms @ Conditions ApplydB 

Rating98Weight34kg 

 

 



 

 

 

209. Mountfield SP555 - 53cm self propelled aluminium deck lawnmower 

 

The SP555 self propelled lawnmower features an aluminium chassis with a 20 year anti-corrosion warranty 

and is designed for arduous working conditions. Powered by a Honda GCV160 engine it has a 53cm/21" 

width of cut and a single lever height of cut adjustment providing 9 preset positions from 30mm to 80mm. 

The Mountfield 3-in-1 Combi System gives you the choice of grass collection, rear discharge or an excellent 

recycled (mulched) finish. Recently awarded a prestigious Best Buy Award from Which? Suitable for larger 

gardens up to 55m x 55m.This is a truly fabulous mower and probably the best value lawnmower available 

in the UK. Many SP555 mowers find themselves being used by professional contractors. Features include a 

forged aluminium chassis which carries a 20 year anti-corrosion warranty and the highly acclaimed Honda 

GVC160 OHC 4 stroke engine. This mower is capable of cutting any grass you are likely to find in a garden 

and was recently awarded a prestigious Best Buy Award from Which?The Mountfield 3-in-1 Combi System 

gives you the choice of grass collection, rear discharge or an excellent recycled (mulched) finish. A 

mulching plug is supplied as standard and simply clips onto the back of the mower to produce an 

unbelievable finish without collecting the cuttings.Mulching grass is a great feature, it saves so much time 

and can make mowing the lawn more than 30% quicker, as there is no need to keep going to the tip to 

empty clippings. You may well ask @Will I see the mulched grass?@ and the answer is @No!@ Mulched 

clippings are blown down into the turf and are not noticeable provided the grass is cut regularly and not 

on the lowest setting. Some owners prefer to collect grass cuttings on areas close to the house to be 



 

certain that children or pets don@t carry them inside and then use the mulching facility on all the other 

areas. To mulch just remove the collector, insert the mulching plug into the discharge chute and replace 

the collector. To return to collection simply reverse the procedure.Mulching the grass allows the clippings 

to be recycled improving the soil as they decompose forming a natural fertiliser high in potash and 

nitrogen. You will notice a marked improvement in your grass as this fertiliser takes effect over the course 

of the cutting season.The cutting width is a generous 53cm/21" with 9 pre-set height of cut positions 

between 30mm and 80mm selected by using a single lever. Other features include a large 70 litre grass 

collecting bag and a 1.1 litre fuel tank.@VideoThis is a truly fabulous mower and probably the best value 

lawnmower available in the UK. Many SP555 mowers find themselves being used by professional 

contractors. Features include a forged aluminium chassis which carries a 20 year anticorrosion warranty 

and the highly acclaimed Honda GVC160 OHC 4 stroke engine. This mower is capable of cutting any grass 

you are likely to find in a garden and was recently awarded a prestigious Best Buy Award from Which?The 

Mountfield 3-in-1 Combi System gives you the choice of grass collection, rear discharge or an excellent 

recycled (mulched) finish. A mulching plug is supplied as standard and simply clips onto the back of the 

mower to produce an unbelievable finish without collecting the cuttings.Mulching grass is a great feature, 

it saves so much time and can make mowing the lawn more than 30% quicker, as there is no need to keep 

going to the tip to empty clippings. You may well ask @Will I see the mulched grass?@ and the answer is 

@No!@ Mulched clippings are blown down into the turf and are not noticeable provided the grass is cut 

regularly and not on the lowest setting. Some owners prefer to collect grass cuttings on areas close to the 

house to be certain that children or pets don@t carry them inside and then use the mulching facility on all 

the other areas. To mulch just remove the collector, insert the mulching plug into the discharge chute and 

replace the collector. To return to collection simply reverse the procedure.Mulching the grass allows the 

clippings to be recycled improving the soil as they decompose forming a natural fertiliser high in potash 

and nitrogen. You will notice a marked improvement in your grass as this fertiliser takes effect over the 

course of the cutting season.The cutting width is a generous 53cm/21" with 9 pre-set height of cut 

positions between 30mm and 80mm selected by using a single lever. 

Other features include a large 70 litre grass collecting bag and a 1.1 litre fuel tank. 

ChassisAluminiumDriveSelf 

PropelledFinishStandardCollectingYesMulchingYesCollectorCanvas, Hard Top 70 litresStarting 

MethodRecoilEngine 

BrandHondaEngine TypeGCV160Engine Capacity160ccTransmissionSingle Speed 3.7km/hFuel Tank 

Capacity1.1 litreCutting 



 

Width53cm /21"Cutting Heights30-80mm (9 Positions)Cutting Height AdjustmentSingle LeverLawn 

Size55m x 55mCollapsible 

HandlesHand WheelSafety FeaturesOperator Presence ControlIncluded AccessoriesMulching 

PlugWheelsFront 170mm Rear 215mm - Ball BearingsWarranty5 Years Terms @ Conditions ApplyChassis 

Warranty20 YearsdB Rating98dBWeight36kg 

 

 

 

  



 

210. Mountfield SP555R 

 

SP555R is a 53cm self propelled rear roller mower for large areas of fine lawn. The rear roller gives a classic 

striped effect and up-to-the-edge cutting. With a 4-speed change-on-the-move transmission and an 

aluminium deck which carries a 20 year warranty, this premium mower is excellent value for money. 

Suitable for substantial gardens up to 55m x 55m.Designed to care for large areas of fine lawn, the SP555R 

has a 53cm/21" cutting width with a Honda GCV160 engine and 4-speed transmission. The wide rear roller 

not only gives a classic striped finish, it also provides stability and up-to-the-edge cutting. This premium 

self propelled mower features an aluminium chassis covered by a 20 year anti-corrosion warranty and 4-

speed change-on-the-move transmission making it excellent value for money.With 8 preset cutting heights 

between 18 - 65mm selected by a single lever choosing the ideal height for your lawn is easy. A large 65 

litre collector reduces time spent disposing of grass clippings. Both the wheels and rear roller run smoothly 

on ball bearings for great control and ease of use.The 53cm cutting width on this top of the range rear 

roller mower makes it suitable for more substantial gardens up to 55m x 55m.Rear roller for a classic  

 

 

 

211. Muck Truck Max 

 



 

Since 1993 the muck-truck@@has evolved to become the worlds most popular pedestrian micro-dumper. 

The secret behind the continued success of the muck-truck is constant research, development and 

listening to customer feedback. Success has evolved to 

now manufacturing the muck-truck@@power barrow on 4 continents around the world.The Muck Truck 

Max powered wheelbarrow works faster and easier than standard wheelbarrows, Four-wheel drive, This 

versatile Muck Truck powered wheelbarrow moves materials faster and easier than standard 

wheelbarrows and works in areas where you can't get a skid steer. Ideal for the construction, landscape 

and agriculture industries. Four-wheel drive unit transfers materials up grades as steep as 30&deg;, and 

narrow design allows it to fit through doors and around tight corners. Features a Honda GXV 5.5-hp 

(160cc) engine and accepts a variety of accessories for multi-purpose use. 

 

 

 

 

 

ilfisk C130.1-6Xtra 

 

The C 130.1-6 is a domestic pressure washer which offers good performance level, a high level of comfort, 

flexibility and userfriendliness. This is for all types of low to medium frequency cleaning tasks around the 

house.C 130.1-6 is a powerful, compact and ergonomic pressure washer with good storage facilities for the 

standard accessories. The upright design ensures good ergonomics. Click @ Clean concept@makes it quick 

and easy to change accessories. The well-known bayonet coupling from Nilfisk ensures compatibility with a 

wide range of -accessories. The cleaner is as standard equipped with a reliable and robust induction 

motor@for a @long working life. It can be stored on a wall bracket@or used directly from the wall mount 

as a stationary device.Reliable aluminium pump.Trolley for high mobility.Storage of gun, nozzle and foam 



 

sprayer.Integrated storage for hose and electric cable.Pressure regulation.Click@Clean nozzle system 

ensures quick and easy change of nozzle.Automatic start/stop.Sturdy and robust design.Noise reduction by 

rubber suspension of motor pump unit.Interactive CD included in the machine packaging. 

 

 

 

 

212. Nilfisk E140.3-9Xtra 

 

he E 140.3 X-TRA is a domestic pressure washer, which offers a good performance level, a high level of 

comfort, flexibility and user-friendliness. These pressure washers are super cleaning machines for all types 

of medium to high frequency outdoor cleaning tasks around the house. Perfect for cleaning 4x4 vehicles, 

caravans and of course the patio.The E 140.3 X-TRA is very mobile and user-friendly due to the upright and 

ergonomic design and the on-board hose reel. The built-in telescopic handle make these machines easy to 

store when not in use. The storage options also include storage of Click@Clean accessories, such as C@C 

auto brush or a rotary brush. The C@C nozzle system, which is a unique feature for Nilfisk pressure 

washers, makes it quick and easy to change the nozzles. The standard Nilfisk bayonet coupling ensures 

compatibility@with@the wide Nilfisk consumer accessory range.140 bar pressureReliable aluminium 

pumpTelescopic handle with sturdy and robust aluminium tubesTrolley ensures high mobility&bull; 

Storage of gun, nozzle and foam sprayerIntegrated storage for hose and electric cable Pressure 



 

regulationClick@Clean nozzle system ensures quick and easy change of nozzleThe height of the products 

ensures good ergonomicsAutomatic start/stopSturdy and robust design&bull;Noise reduction by rubber 

suspension of motor pump unitCan be used as stationary solution with a separate wall hook 

 

 

 

213. Nilfisk Maxxi II 35 WD 

 

Product Information@Wet @ Dry Commercial Vacuum Cleaner 230VA very simple and powerful wet @ dry 

vacuum cleaner.The MAXXI II 35 offers a innovative dual filter system allowing the machine to be used for 

both wet and dry applications without the need to change filters.Thanks to MulitFit connection the MAXXI 

II tools are compatible with all the Nilfisk ALTO ATTIX accessories.The MAXXI II wet and dry vacuum 

cleaner presents a number of innovative design features making every day operation and maintenance 

easy, ergonomic and more productive.The specially designed hinged motor head allows quick and easy 

filter inspection without lifting off the motor.The motor head allows the container to be emptied without 

moving any components, reducing the risk of damage or loss to critical parts.When lifting the container, 

MAXXI II balances the weight making emptying of even filled containers of fluid effortless.Intuitive single 

handed locking mechanisms.Wet sack filter protecting the motor from foam ingress.Flexible and handy 

mounting of tools and accessories.SpecificationsMake: NilfiskModel No.: 0107405175EAN: 

5711145123350Airflow: 2880ltr/minCable Length: 10mPower PMax: 1350WPower PIEC: 1250WMains: 



 

230V/50-60Hz/5.9APlug Fitting: 13AVacuum: 200MBar/20KPAWorking Sound Level: 81dB-AContainer 

Volume: 35ltrDust Bag Capacity: 18ltrWet Filter Area: 1051cm2Cartridge Filter Area: 2070cm2Hose Length: 

1.9mHose Diameter: 

&Oslash;32mmDimensions (L X W X H): 460mm x 420mm x 740mmWeight: 12.5KgStandard Delivery: 5 - 7 

daysIncluded 

Accessories0107407312 - 1 x &Oslash;32 Round Brush Nozzle0107407297 - 1 x 35ltr Cartridge 

Filter0107407334 - 1 x 

&Oslash;32 Crevice Nozzle0107407309 - 1 x &Oslash;32 Stainless Steel Extension Tube0107407311 - 1 x 

&Oslash;32 Dry Floor Nozzle Brush0107407310 - 1 x &Oslash;32 Wet Floor Nozzle c/w Rubber 

Strip0107407299 - 1 x 35ltr Wet Filter 

 



 

 

 

215. Nilfisk Maxxi II 55WD 

 

MAXXI II 55 offers a innovative dual filter system allowing the machine to be used for both wet and dry 

applications without the need to change filters. Thanks to MulitFit connection the MAXXI II tools are 

compatible with all ATTIX accessories.The MAXXI II wet and dry vacuum cleaner presents a number of 

innovative design features making every day operation and maintenance easy, ergonomic and more 

productive. The specially designed hinged motor head allows quick and easy filter inspection without 



 

lifting off the motor. Furthermore, the motor head allows the container to be emptied without moving any 

components, reducing the risk of damage or loss to critical parts. When emptying the container it is 

advised to lift the container with one hand and hold the machine firmly with the other hand on the steel 

push handle or by using the convenient transparent drain hose. MAXXI II 55 is equipped with a standalone 

trolley and is ideally suited for demanding jobs, especially in rough and wet environments such as building 

sites, light industry and for cleaning up after plumbers, electricians and other contractors.Dual filter 

system to handle both wet and dry applications without the need to change filters.Easy emptying (with 

motor head fitted).Stainless steel tubes.Intuitive single handed locking mechanism.Wet mesh sack filter 

protecting the motor from foam ingress.Flexible and handy mounting of tools and accessories.Fixed steel 

push handle.Tipping mechanism for easy emptying.Transparent drain hose for indication of water level in 

the container.The containers can be easily lifted off the trolley for cleaning or maintenance. 

 



 

 

 

216. Nilfisk Maxxi II 75WD 

 

Maxxi II 75 Wet and Dry Vacuum CleanerThe Maxxi 2 75 is the largest of the Maxxi 2 range of vacuum 

cleaners, it has a huge 75 litre capacity and is ideal for a multitude of applications from a variety of 

sectors.What Makes the Maxxi 2 Range of machines better than other @Wet and Dry@ Vacuums?The key 

feature of this machine is that it actually is suitable for 



 

@wet@AND@dry@ use. The specialist filter system featured on the vacuum means that you no longer 

have to change filter sets from wet to dry when changing jobs, it can deal with both types of waste@at the 

same time. This is unusual for a lot of vacuum cleaners as you often have to change the filter depending on 

the type of waste being collected making other machines more @wet or dry@.This not only makes the 

machine more practical when in use, it also safe guards the machine against accidental use with an 

incorrect filter in place. E.g. A wet filter fitted whilst collecting dry wasteChoose Twin or Single Motor 

OperationAnother feature unique to this wet and dry vacuum that really sets it apart from other similar 

machines is the ability to choose single or twin motor operation depending on the task in hand. This can 

assist in cleaning by allowing you to tune the performance of the vacuum to the task at hand.A Giant 75 

Litre Capacity Ensures you Can Clean for longerThe large drum on this machine makes working with it easy 

and ensures that breaks to empty the machine are as infrequent as possible. The large drum features a 

dump hose for emptying liquids, the machine can also be tipped on its chassis to pour the contents of the 

vacuum out should it be more convenient. The motor head acts as a counter balance when tipping the unit 

making the process very easy.What Accessories Come With The Maxxi II 75 ?The vacuum comes with all 

the kit needed to carry out almost all common tasks such as cleaning spills, sucking up general dust and 

dirt, and even cleaning out car interiors.The accessory kit includes;1 x Wet Floor Tool1 x Dry Floor Tool1 x 

Crevice Tool1 x Extension Tube1 x 2.5M Vacuum hose1 x Cartridge FilterAll of the accessories can also be 

neatly stored on the machine including the floor wand which can be neatly docked on the side of the 

vacuum claener.There are also plenty of other accessories for this machine available separately, these 

include items such as an auto pump bolt on for pumping out pools or flooding, as well as vacuum bags if 

you are dealing with large volumes of particularly fine dust. 

 



 

 
  



 

217. Nilfisk MC 3C 

 

MC 3C is designed for light, general cleaning tasks and is the ideal choice for tradesmen, small building 

companies, small garages and farms. This range is equipped with a professional 2800 rpm motor pump 

unit with stainless steel pistons for light cleaning tasks, developed for low to medium intensity use.The MC 

3C is equipped with two new and very user-friendly features to make the products more easy to use and 

understand:Special holder for spray gun. Our studies also showed that one of the elements most broken 

during transport of the pressure washer is the spray gun. Simply because it is not always stored correctly 

and thus is left unprotected. The MC line includes an innovative spray gun holder that will keep this 

equipment out of harm@s way.Turnable electrical cable hook. A simple feature, but already greatly 

appreciated by customers of other products in our range. The turnable hook makes it simpler to wind and 

unwind the electrical cable, reducing the hassle linked to preparation or storage of the machine.This range 

of machines brings a clear reduction in the total cost of ownership for our customers, which has been a 

key element in our strategy. The MC range of pressure washers increase cleaning efficiency on average by 

15%. Thanks to the external detergent injector system, the real working pressure at the nozzle is increased 

and the cleaning time can be reduced by up to 15% - and this saves labor, water and electricity costs! Also 

part of our efforts to reduce total cost of ownership, the serviceability of the MC line has been improved 

by an optimal level of accessibility to motor and pump. On board pump oil tank and fill/empty system 

make basic maintenance tasks such as oil checking simple for the user and the easy to access concept will 

reduce maintenance time and cost.Powered by a 2800 rpm high-quality motor pumpBrass pump head and 

three stainless steel pistonsPressure activated unloader systemPump oil tank with oil level sight and 

fill/empty functionEasy opening and removing of cabinet for access to the pumpInnovative holder protects 

Spray Gun from damage during storage and transportTurnable cable hook for easier removal and wind-up 

of power cableRobust design with larger 250 mm wheels improve manoeuvrability over rough surfaces 

and stepsAluminum lifting bar 

 

 



 

 

 

218. Nilfisk MC-4M 

 

MC 4M is designed for light, general cleaning tasks and is the ideal choice for tradesmen, small building 

companies, small garages and farms. This range is equipped with a professional 1450 rpm motor pump 

unit with ceramic coated for slightly heavier applications, developed for low to medium intensity use.The 

MC 4M is equipped with two new and very user-friendly features to make the products more easy to use 

and understand.Special holder for spray gun. Our studies also showed that one of the elements most 

broken during transport of the pressure washer is the spray gun. Simply because it is not always stored 

correctly and thus is left unprotected. The MC line includes an innovative spray gun holder that will keep 

this equipment out of harm@s way.Turnable electrical cable hook. A simple feature, but already greatly 

appreciated by customers of other products in our range. The turnable hook makes it simpler to wind and 

unwind the electrical cable, reducing the hassle linked to preparation or storage of the machine.This range 

of machines brings a clear reduction in the total cost of ownership for our customers, which has been a 

key element in our strategy. The MC range of pressure washers increase cleaning efficiency on average by 

15%. Thanks to the external detergent injector system, the real working pressure at the nozzle is increased 

and the cleaning time can be reduced by up to 15% - and this saves labour, water and electricity costs! 

Also part of our efforts to reduce total cost of ownership, the serviceability of the MC line has been 

improved by an optimal level of accessibility to motor and pump. On board pump oil tank and fill/empty 

system make basic maintenance tasks such as oil checking simple for the user and the easy to access 



 

concept will reduce maintenance time and cost.Powered by a 1450 rpm high-quality motor pumpBrass 

pump head and three ceramic coated pistonsPressure activated unloader systemPump oil tank with oil 

level sight and fill/empty functionEasy opening and removing of cabinet for access to the pumpInnovative 

holder protects Spray Gun from damage during storage and transportTurnable cable hook for easier 

removal and wind-up of power cableRobust design with larger 250 mm wheels improve manoeuvrability 

over rough surfaces and stepsAluminum lifting bar 

 

 

 
  

219. Nilfisk P150.2-10 X-tra Pressure Washer 



 

 

The Most Powerful Machine in the Nilfisk Domestic Range for 2013, High Pressure - Semi Professional 

Perfomance 

The Nilfisk@P150.2-10 X-tra Pressure Washer is the most powerful pressure washer in Nilfisk's@domestic 

range for 

2013.Specification:Hose length 10mPump pressure bar max. 150Pump pressure MPA max. 15.0Water 

flow, min-max l/h 540- 

610Max inlet temperature &deg;C 60Power consumption A 12.6Voltage V 230Electric motor rated input 

kW 2,9Weight 26.8kgThis robust pro-range unit is ideal for large sized domestic environments as well as 

semi professional cleaning jobs. Offering a high level of comfort, flexibility and user friendliness this 

ergonmic pressure washer can cope with a whole range of domestic cleaning tasks including: Path, Patio 

and Decking, Walls and Garage doors, plus Vehicle Washing; as well as larger@cleaning challenges such as 

Horse Trailers, Caravans, Boats and Swimming Pools.@The unit also comes complete with the Pro Brass 

Powerspeed nozzle, a specialist cleaning head attachment from Nilfisk ideal for removing stubborn dirt 

and mould, a Pro Brass Tornado PR nozzle for Pressure Control and general washing and rinsing, a 10 

metre SuperFlex steel armoured high pressure hose as well as a 2.5 litre on-board detergent tank.The 

Nilfisk P150.2-10 X-tra features an impressive 2900 Watt induction motor with a reliable brass cylinder 

head ensuring the unit can cope with the@most demanding@of cleaning challenges.As with all Nilfisk 

domestic pressure washers, the Nilfisk@P150.2-10 X-tra is covered by a comprehensive 2 year 

warranty@Over &pound;60 of Accessories Included with this UnitFeatures @ Benefits2900W induction 

motor with brass cylinder headOn-board hose reel and electric cable storageIntegrated accessory 

storagePressure regulationTelescopic handleOnboard 2.5 litre@detergent tankAutomatic start/stop 

functionSturdy, robust designWater filter preventing dirt particles from damaging the pumpSuperFlex 

steel armoured high pressure hoseInteractive CD included 

 



 

 
  



 

220. Nilfisk Steamtec 520 

 

The Steamtec 520 is ideal for numerous indoor @ outdoor domestic cleaning tasks. Supplied with a great 

range of accessories, it uses steam, delivered under moderate pressure, to efficiently clean carpets @ 

upholstery, windows @ work surfaces, ceramic tiles, floors, ovens @ grills etc. Steam is not only effective, 

it's environmentally friendly too because no chemicals or detergents are required.@Accessories supplied - 

gun @ hose, detail nozzle / brush, extension tubes, floor brush, window nozzle @ floor cloth 

 

 

 

221. Nilfisk-Alto 443 

 

Ease of use and reliability at a competitive price. The SPINTEC series is made to stand a wide range of 

applications: ideal performance and affordable price. There is improved ergonomics in use and 

transportability thanks to new features.With SPINTEC 433 we have improved ergonomy in handling, 

balance and transportation, adding special features like: cable hook, longer cable, common accessories 

andimproved serviceability. The offset deck is just 12 cm tall in order to clean under furnitur and radiators. 

SPINTEC 443 is also very silent and can be used in hospitals or other noise sensitive areas. Safety button, 

dead switch, high visibility cable, IPX4 and automatic click on/off put the SPINTEC 443 at the edge of 

safety. Metal frame, big wheels and bumpers, all merged together in a modern design give evidence to the 



 

robustness, durability and easy cleaning of the machine.Cable hookBig wheelsEasy cable 

replacementErgonomic handleOffset motor for great stabilityRugged tube and frame resistant to knocks 

and bumps without breakingLong life with a minimum of service costsCable hook, where the cable can be 

easily wound up on the machineExtruded vinyl bumper protects obstacles and machine from 

damagesQuiet operation and long lifeEasy to operate 

 

 

 

222. Nilfisk-Alto Alpha Booster 3-26 

 

ALPHA BOOSTER is a range of professional 1 pump stationary models for use in agriculture, car cleaning, 

small food industry areas including the food departments of supermarkets, or even around industrial 

kitchens or public swimming pools.ALPHA BOOSTER line is an ideal, ready-to-use stationary line for 

everyday use in most segments due to 1450 rpm motors, equipped with lance, hose and gun. Available in 

single and three phase models.Single and three phase versionsQuiet, slow running 1450 rpm 

motorsCeramic pistons for longer working lifeSimple and easy to useEquipped with hose, lance and spray 

gunErgo accessory concept for reduced tiredness and strainOptional remote controls, coin boxes, 

detergent kits 

 

 



 

 

  



 

223. Nilfisk-Alto Alpha Booster 5-49 

 

ALPHA BOOSTER is a range of professional 1 pump stationary models for use in agriculture, car cleaning, 

small food industry areas including the food departments of supermarkets, or even around industrial 

kitchens or public swimming pools.ALPHA BOOSTER line is an ideal, ready-to-use stationary line for 

everyday use in most segments due to 1450 rpm motors, equipped with lance, hose and gun. Available in 

single and three phase models.Single and three phase versionsQuiet, slow running 1450 rpm 

motorsCeramic pistons for longer working lifeSimple and easy to useEquipped with hose, lance and spray 

gunErgo accessory concept for reduced tiredness and strainOptional remote controls, coin boxes, 

detergent kits 

 

 

 

 

224. Nilfisk-Alto Auto Booster 

 

The AUTO BOOSTER 5 M is a range of stationary self service wash units equipped with innovative 

frequency modulated motor technology. Ideal solutions for equipping service stations or car dealerships 

with a self service wash site with quick payback on investment.The innovative frequency modulator 

technology leads to a more simple machine with lower wear parts and downtime due to maintenance. The 

machine will thus be in operation for longer periods and will also cost less in service. This in turn decreases 



 

investment payback time.Simultaneously, the AUTO BOOSTER 5 M is more comfortable and easier to use, 

with lower noise levels - creating greater user satisfation and loyalty to the cleaning site, leading to more 

repeat business.Low fuel, water and electricity consumption also reduce daily operating costs.@Low wear 

and tear and service requirements reduce maintenance costsInovative frequency modulated 

technologyLow daily run costs through reduced fuel, water and electrical consumptionAvailable with steel 

and stainless steel coils in diesel fired models for areas with hard or soft waterAvailable with electrical 

heating for pollution free cleaningErgonomical and pressure relieved accessories for extra comfort in 

useLow noise levels 

 

 

 

225. Nilfisk-Alto BK900 M 

 

Manually operated robust sweeper for small areas. Adjustable main and side broom. Robust large hopper 

with carrying handle. Perfect for sweeping leaves, small amounts of dry dirt, bottle tops and cigarettes 

etc.Very rugged steel frame makes this manual sweeper very robust.Adjustable side broom to compensate 

for wear.Sturdy construction ensures long life.Light and strong hopper with carrying handle for easy 

emptying.Folding handle for easy storage and transport. 

 



 

 

  



 

226. Nilfisk-Alto Duo Booster 

 

2-pump stationary cold water unit for medium and heavy cleaning applications for use by 1 or 2 people 

simultaneously in agriculture, milking sheds, industry, food industry and shipping.The stainless steel design 

ensures that hygiene is optimal, with no risk of corrosion. The product is thus suited also for food industry. 

The DUO BOOSTER can be equipped with a PCB - extended electronics allowing the use of factory 

mounted options such as remote control, coin boxes, frost protection. The DUO BOOSTER can thus be 

adapted to most customer specific requirements.2 pump system for use by 1 or 2 people at the same 

timeStainless steel design for added hygiene and protection against corrosionHigh level of serviceability 

for reduced maintenance downtime70&deg;C inlet water temperature for use with pre-heated water and 

added cleaning efficiencyWater break tankHeavy duty C3 pump for long working lifePLC for use of factory 

mounted optionsIntelligent start stop function for motor pump units 

 

 

 

227. Nilfisk-Alto Floortec 350 

 

FLOORTEC 350 sweeper is the ideal solution for small to medium sized cleaning jobs like service stations, 

small car parks, school yards, small factories and small warehouses.The machines are also suitable for the 

cleaning of large carpeted areas.FLOORTEC 350 sweeper is the most effective solution for dust-free 



 

sweeping in small and narrow areas. Rugged design, low noise level and dust-free sweeping for both in and 

outdoor use. The filters can be replaced and the brooms can be adjusted/changed in no timewithout any 

use of tools.Adjustable ergonomic handle.Control panel with battery level 

indicator.Handle can be folded for easy transport.Traction transmitted via the back wheels.Adjustable 

main and side broom.The brooms can be changed without the use of any tools.The large polyester filter 

can be inspected/changed without tools.Manual filter shaker. 

 

 

 

 

228. Nilfisk-Alto Floortec 480M 

 

Manually-operated sweeper for small areas. Adjustable main and side broom, foldable handle. Robust 

large hopper with carrying handle. Perfect for light duty or consumer use.Perfect for sweeping small 

amounts of dry dirt, sand, gravel, small cans and cigarettes, etc. Non corrosive frame makes this manual 

sweeper robust and suitable for private consumer use. The two main and side brooms makes these 

compact manual sweepers extremely efficient, 5 times faster than a traditional broom.Folding handle for 

easy storage and transport.Light and strong hopper with carrying handle makes it easy to empty.Large 

hopper minimises the time spent on emptying the hopper.Adjustable side and main broom to compensate 

for brush wear.Sturdy construction ensures long life. 



 

 

 

 

229. Nilfisk-Alto Floortec 760 

 

FLOORTEC 760 is a walk-behind sweeper which will let you take on your cleaning tasks with ease and 

efficiency, cleaning up dry debris, and providing dust free removal of even the smallest particles in less 

time. Available in a battery version for in- and outdoor sweeping, as well as in a petrol version for outdoor 

use. FLOORTEC 760 is the attractive choice for gas stations, car dealers, industry, warehouses and farmers. 

FLOORTEC 760 introduces hands-on benefits which will save valuable time, improve the quality of your 

cleaning, and increase productivity.The Nilfisk-ALTO FLOORTEC 760 is an effective dust free sweeper that 

will make a significant impact on how productive and efficient sweeping of dry debris can be performed, 

providing cleaning personnel with time-saving, easy-to-use benefits.All actions needed to control and 

maneuver this new walk-behind sweeper can be overviewed and carried out from operator position. This 

includes side broom control on the ergonomic handlebar. Disposal of the debris has also been made 

quicker and more comfortable for the user with the transportable hopper on wheels.FLOORTEC 760 lets 

the user handle the daily cleaning tasks with ease and remove even the smallest particles in less time.One 

touch sweeping controlAll functions start automatically when brooms are lowered and the machine is 

activated. Means less need for operator training.No tools needed for main or side broom and filter 

removal and easy access to all components makes for fast and easy maintenance and service.Robust 

ergonomic and foldable handle.Main broom can easily be adjusted just by turning a nob.Equipped with an 



 

integrated onboard charger as standard.Efficient filter shaker system reduces the need for additional 

cleaning of the filter. 

 

 

 

 

 

230. Nilfisk-Alto Floortec R360 

 

With a compact design the R360 sweeper combines a wide 1000 mm sweeping path, 360&deg; 

manoeuvrability and enough power for a ramp climbing capacity of up to 16%.Driving the Nilfisk-ALTO 

FLOORTEC R 360 you get the job done quickly, effectively and with maximum driver comfort.You can cover 

large areas of floors or carpets as well as fit into tight spaces such as an elevator or narrow aisle. The 

FLOORTEC R 360 is also a robust sweeper designed to withstand tough working conditions indoors or out. 

Perfect ergonomics, user-friendly operation and low maintenance costs are among other significant 

advantages.FLOORTEC R 360 means dust-free and trouble-free sweeping 365 days a year.Powerful vacuum 

motor and large filter, for continuous dust free sweeping.Two side brooms for wide sweeping path.Quick 

and easy change of filters, main, and side brooms without the use of tools.Adjustable seat to 

accommodate all drivers ensuring maximum driver safety and comfort.Steering column adjustable to fit 

the operator.The user friendly control panel is clear and easy to read.Low noise sweeping, pleasant 



 

working conditions.Foot pedal for speed and forward/reverse control on the panel improves ergonomics 

and safety. 

 

 

 

231. Nilfisk-Alto Floortec R670 

 

The FLOORTEC R 670 is a robust sweeper designed to withstand tough working conditions indoors or 

outside. Perfect ergonomics, user-friendly operation and low maintenance costs are among other 

significant advantages. FLOORTEC R 670 means dust-free and trouble-free sweeping 365 days a year.The 

FLOORTEC R670 combines a wide sweeping path, excellent manoeuvrability and enough power for a ramp 

climbing capacity of up to 20%. Riding the new FLOORTEC R 670 you can cover large areas of floors and get 

the job done quickly, effectively and with maximum driver comfort.Two side brooms sweep a wide 

pathEasy to inspect/change filters and brooms without toolsForward/reverse control on the panel 

improves ergonomics and safetyPowerful vacuum motor and large filter for continuous dust free 

sweepingCorrosion proof metal frame and polyethylene bodywork protects your investmentThermal fuses 

on the drive and broom motors for protection and reduced maintenance costFlap lifting device for picking 

up large debrisOperator entry from both sidesAdjustable steering wheel for operator comfort and safety 

 



 

 

 

232. Nilfisk-Alto Floortec R680 

 

The Nilfisk-ALTO FLOORTEC R680 is indeed a high capacity dust-free sweeper. With a large, powerful 

vacuum system and a hopper size of 130 litres you can sweep large areas of floor before emptying is 

required. Plus emptying is easier than ever with the hydraulic high lift system.A variable lift mechanism 

empties the sweeper hopper into containers of various heights. The lifting height is 1.8 m and the 

emptying height is up to 1.5 m.The FLOORTEC R680 excels not only in productivity but also in ramp 

climbing power for grades up to 20%.Large horizontal filter captures dust effectivelyFlap lifting device for 

picking up large debrisElectric filter shaker for continuous sweeping without manual filter cleaningNo tools 

required to inspect or change filters or brooms so you can work efficientlyThe vacuum system runs 

automatically when the main broom is lowered saving battery power in transitAdjustable steering wheel 

and seat for maximum operator comfort and safetyRugged metal frame with corner rollers, protects both 

sweeper and inventory 

 

 



 

 

 

233. Nilfisk-Alto Floortec R870 

 

FLOORTEC R 870 combines performance, price, ergonomics and low total costs of ownership. It is a 

versatile, heavy duty, dust free sweeper for both outdoor and indoor applications. It is suitable for 

sweeping in both light and very dusty environments with debris up to 60 mm.FLOORTEC R 870 has 

outstanding sweeping performance and is achieved with one touch sweeping. Brooms and dust control 

start and stop automatically when you drive the machine, which saves power, broom wear and makes 

operation easier. The dust free sweeping can be enhanced by an optional misting system for dust control 

on side brooms. The side brooms have no wear prone belts to reduce maintenance costs. No tools are 

needed for all daily maintenance and checks including main brooms, side brooms and filters. The 

retractable hopper with high hydraulic dump can be closed from the operator compartment allowing the 

operator todrive the machine away after dumping into a container. The inclined operator foot panel 

improves comfort and the low two step panel makes it safe and easy to access the machine. FLOORTEC R 

870 is suitedto a wide range of use from industry and manufacturing, warehouses, distribution centres, car 

dealers, agriculture, multi-story car parks and building and construction.One touch sweeping and control 

saves power and broom wearRetractable hopper with high hydraulic dump can be closed from operator 

compartmentLow noise levelOptional misting system for dust control on side broomsAll systems 

automatically start/stop by pressing the accelerator pedalEasy access to all components for simple 

maintenance and service @ No tool daily maintenanceTwo step operator accessInclined operator foot 

panel for increased ergonomics 



 

 

 

 

 

 

234. Nilfisk-Alto Neptune £100 Cash Back NOW EXTENDED UNTIL DECEMBER 31ST 2015 

 

NOW EXTENDED UNTIL DECEMBER 2015 

 

 

 

235. Nilfisk-Alto Neptune 2-25X 

 

The NEPTUNE 2 model is ideal for everyday, low frequency cleaning tasks in the automotive segment, for 

tradesmen or around small farms. NEPTUNE 2 combines a unique, highly mobile design with great 

performance levels and ground breaking features from the larger NEPTUNE lines.NEPTUNE 2 ensures low 

cost of cleaning with reduced running costs, low storage requirements due to the compact design, and yet 

a high level of reliability thanks to the many safety functions and professional materials used. It is an 

unbeatable addition to the hot water range.EcoPower boiler with @92% efficiency and reduced fuel 

costRobust steel frameCompact, vertical design reducing storage footprintEasy to use control panel... all 



 

controls in one placeErgo accessory system for additional user comfortMachine protection through low 

fuel sensor, exhaust gas sensor, flame sensor.Duo Motor systemHigh pressure detergent with removable 

detergent tank 

 

 

 

236. Nilfisk-Alto Neptune 4-28X 

 

90 bar pressure at 770 litres per hourUniversal lance and Ergo concept quick release pistol for easy lance 

changesReduced running costs thanks to the Eco boiler concept1450 rpm heavy duty motor pump unit 

with ceramic pistons for reliability and reduced operating noiseHose reel with 15m high pressure hoseUp 

to 140&deg;C hot water with steam capabilityDimensions (LxWxH) 1053 x 685 x 760mm. Weight 

140kg.The NEPTUNE 4 series delivers high performance, ease of use, low noise and high cleaning 

efficiency... as well as low running and maintenance costs, robustness, durability and high cleaning 

efficiency. Heating costs are reduced with the award-winning EcoPower boiler ( @ 92% efficiency).Sound 

level is reduced thanks to the 1450 RPM motor.EcoPower boiler with @ 92% efficiency. 

Full ceramic piston pump. 

Reduced running costs. 

1450 rpm motor with low noise level. 

Easy to use control panel: all controls on one place. 



 

ERGO accessory system for additional user comfort 

 

: 

 

 

 

237. Nilfisk-Alto Neptune 4-54x 

 

The NEPTUNE 4 series delivers high performance, ease of use, low noise and high cleaning efficiency... as 

well as low running and maintenance costs, robustness, durability and high cleaning efficiency. Heating 

costs are reduced with the award-winning EcoPower boiler ( @ 92% efficiency).200 Bar1050 Litres per 

hour400Volt150Deg CSound level is reduced thanks to the 1450 RPM motor.EcoPower boiler with @ 92% 

efficiency.Full ceramic piston pump.Reduced running costs.1450 rpm motor with low noise level.Easy to 

use control panel: all controls on one place.ERGO accessory system for additional user comfort 

 

 



 

 

 

238. Nilfisk-Alto Neptune 5-28X2 

 

The versatile NEPTUNE 5 series combines low running costs, ease of use, low noise and high cleaning 

efficiency. The most effective tool for daily hot water cleaning in any sector.The NEPTUNE 5 series features 

low running and maintenance costs, robustness, durability and high cleaning efficiency. Heating costs are 

reduced with the award-winning EcoPower boiler system with @ 92% heating efficiency. Sound level is 

reduced thanks to the 1450 rpm motor. On board break tank with type AA airgap.EcoPower boiler with @ 

92% efficiencyFull ceramic piston pumpReduced running costs1450 rpm motor with low noise levelQuick 

Service concept reduces maintenance costsEasy to use control panel, all controls on one placeERGO quick 

change accessory system for additional user comfort 

 

 



 

 
239. Nilfisk-Alto Neptune 5-57X 

 

The versatile NEPTUNE 5 series combines low running costs, ease of use, low noise and high cleaning 

efficiency. The most effective tool for daily hot water cleaning in any sector.200Bar1080 Litres per hour150 

Deg C.400VThe NEPTUNE 5 series features low running and maintenance costs, robustness, durability and 

high cleaning efficiency. Heating costs are reduced with the award-winning EcoPower boiler system with 

@ 92% heating efficiency. Sound level is reduced thanks to the 1450 rpm motor. On board break tank with 

type AA airgap.EcoPower boiler with @ 92% efficiencyFull ceramic piston pumpReduced running 

costs1450 rpm motor with low noise levelQuick Service concept reduces maintenance costsEasy to use 

control panel, all controls on one placeERGO quick change accessory system for additional user comfort 

 

 



 

 
240. Nilfisk-Alto Neptune 7-63 

 

The tough and robust NEPTUNE 7 series combines low running costs, ease of use, low noise and high 

cleaning efficiency. The most effective tool for heavy duty, industrial hot water cleaning in any sector.175 

Bar1260 Litres Per hour150Deg C.400VThe NEPTUNE 7 series features low running and maintenance costs, 

robustness, durability and high cleaning efficiency. Heating costs are reduced with the award-winning 

EcoPower boiler system with @ 92% heating efficiency. Sound level is reduced and lifetime extended with 

the famous C3 pump and 1450 rpm motorEcoPower boiler with @ 92% efficiencyC3 pump with 4 ceramic 

pistonsReduced running costs1450 rpm motor with low noise levelQuick Service concept reduces 

maintenance costsEasy to use control panel, all controls on one placeERGO accessory system for additional 

user comfort 

 

 



 

 
241. Nilfisk-Alto Neptune 8-103 

 

The high power NEPTUNE 8 combines high pressure and high water flow for routine cleaning of large 

amounts of dirt in the agriculture, construction, transport or industrial segments. The NEPTUNE 8 

combines high cleaning effect with high rinsing and flushing effect180Bar2000 Litres per hour150Deg 

C.400VThe NEPTUNE 8 series features low running and maintenance costs, robustness, durability and high 

cleaning efficiency. Heating costs are reduced with the award-winning EcoPower boiler system with @ 

92% heating efficiency. The new pump offers high water flow for the toughest applications in industry and 

construction.EcoPower boiler with @ 92% efficiency for reduced fuel costFlow-activated control system for 

additional comfort in use1450 RPM motorHigh flow pumpEasy to use control panelErgo accessory 

conceptSteel frame and chassisQuick service concept reduces maintenance costsOptimal machine 

protection against low fuel, low pump oil. Includes flame sensor and exhaust gas temperature 

sensor.Diagnostics system2 way chemical dosing system with automatic flush system 

 



 

 

 

242. Nilfisk-Alto Poseidon 2-25xt 

 

The POSEIDON 2 range is destined for low intensity use and routine cleaning tasks. They offer excellent 

cleaning performance, professional spray equipment, good storage facilities and handling.140 bar 

pressure, 610 l/hr water flowInduction motor with brass cylinder pump headWater flow regulation dialOn 

board detergent tankOn board high pressure hose reel with 15m hoseTornado @ Powerspeed 

lanceOverall, the POSEIDON 2 mobile units associates a high level of ergonomics with cleaning power. The 

POSEIDON 2 line comprises of 

models designed for routine semi-professional use mainly by tradesmen, on small construction sites or for 

rentals. The mobile unit associates a high level of ergonomics with cleaning power. The compact cold 

water line that combines high performance level for increased cleaning efficiency, ergonomics and 

durability for superior everyday cleaning.Automatic Start/stopErgo 2000 gunErgo plus accessory 

conceptBrass cylinder head, Axial pumpSteel reinforced High Pressure Hose (standard 10 m, XT 15 

m)Detergent injector hose and doserRemovable integrated detergent tank (2 l)Water flow regulation on 

all modelsFlexoPower Plus Lance with HP nozzle and improved low pressure spray pattern 

 

 



 

 

 

243. Nilfisk-Alto Poseidon 4-31 

 

Nilfisk Alto Poseidon 4-31 Cold Water Pressure WasherMedium-size mobile cold water high pressure 

washers, efficient 1450 rpm motor. 

 



 

The new POSEIDON 4 is a robust and durable addition to our low mid range line of cold water pressure 

washers. Ideal for small and medium sized agricultural sites or craftsmen and trade. The machine is 

powered by a tough and efficient 1450 rpm motor giving long lifetime and high reliability. 

 

Sound level is reduced thanks to the 1450 rpm motor. 

 

PRODUCT FACTS 

&bull; 1450 rpm pump. 

&bull; 3 ceramic pistons. 

&bull; 4l detergent tank (Optional for POSEIDON 4-28). 

&bull; Ergonomic design. 

 

SPECIFICATION@ 

CABLE LENGTH: 5 M 

POWER CONSUMPTION: 3.3 KW@ 

VOLTAGE/PHASE/FREQUENCY/CURRENT:230/1/50/13@ 

(V/~/HZ/A)@ 

CLEANING IMPACT (KG/FORCE) 3.0@ 

WATER FLOW QMAX/QIEC (L/H) 780/720@ 

PUMP PRESSURE (BAR/MPA) 100/10@ 

PUMP (RPM) 1450 

DETERGENT TANK :4 Litre 

NOZZLE SIZE 0600 

MAX INLET TEMPERATURE: 60 C 

NUMBER OF PISTONS:3 

CERAMIC PISTONS Yes@ 

DIMENSIONS LXWXH (MM) 400 x 400 x 1030@ 

SUCTION HEIGHT DRY (M) 0.5@ 

WEIGHT (KG) 38 

 



 

 

 

  



 

244. Nilfisk-Alto Poseidon 5-32 PAXT 

 

Motor: 230V, 1 Phase, 50Hz - 2.6kW Power2.6kg Cleaning Force - Water Flow QMAX/QIEC (L/H): 770/640 - 

Pump Pressure (BAR/MPA): 100/101450rpm Pump Operating SpeedPowerspeed turbo and tornado 

lances15m high pressure hose on integral reelAuto Start/StopCeramic Pistons and PumpSteel chassis @ 

frame with adjustable handle - Parking Brake - Large WheelsDimensions (LxWxH): 735x570x1020mm - 

Weight: 68kgThe POSEIDON 5 PA-FA mid range are the most versatile partners for demanding customers 

in agriculture, industry, construction and automotive.The POSEIDON 5 range succeeds in combining an 

unmatched level of mobility and ease of use with unbeatable robustness, optimal service and great 

storage features.The benefits of the POSEIDON 5 come in the small touches brought to ensure a high ease 

of storage of accessories, cables and@hoses. Storage space requirements are further reduced through a 

robust yet foldable transport handle. The optimal service concept is aimed at ensuring that any 

maintenance tasks can be done quickly and cheaply.Tough and sturdy design with 30mm steel 

frameOptimal storage and transport with foldable handle and easy lifting pointsHigh mobility with large 

rear wheels and front castor wheelEasy accessibility to pump, optimal service conceptErgonomic accessory 

concept 

 

 

 

245. Nilfisk-Alto Poseidon 5-56 PAXT 



 

 

The POSEIDON 5 PA-FA mid range are the most versatile partners for demanding customers in agriculture, 

industry, construction and automotive.The POSEIDON 5 range succeeds in combining an unmatched level 

of mobility and ease of use with unbeatable robustness, optimal service and great storage 

features.200Bar1050 Litres per hour400VThe benefits of the POSEIDON 5 come in the small touches 

brought to ensure a high ease of storage of accessories, cables andhoses. Storage space requirements are 

further reduced through a robust yet foldable transport handle. The optimal service concept is aimed at 

ensuring that any maintenance tasks can be done quickly and cheaply.Tough and sturdy design with 30mm 

steel frameOptimal storage and transport with foldable handle and easy lifting pointsHigh mobility with 

large rear wheels and front castor wheelEasy accessibility to pump, optimal service conceptErgonomic 

accessory concept 

 

 

 
246. Nilfisk-Alto Scrubtec 233 

 

Small mains powered, 230 volt walk-behind scrubber dryer with a 2 tank system, very easy to operate and 

transport, perfect for small areas. Cleans both forwards and backwards.Compact machine with foldable 

and adjustable handle makes it very easy to transport. With additional accessories this multipurpose 

machine can also be used as a carpet extractor.Clear lid on recovery tank makes it easy to see the cleaning 

result.Compact design with large wheels for easy transport and storage.Two tank solution @ recovery 



 

design.Cleaning agent added with precise dosing pump.Quick connection for accessories.The machine is 

equipped with two disc brushes/ pads giving 18 kg of down pressure.Dual squeegees means the machine 

cleans forwards or backward.Ergonomic height adjustable and foldable handle. 

 

 

 
247. Nilfisk-Alto Scrubtec 234C 

 

The SCRUBTEC 234 C for faster and more efficient cleaning compared to a mop. There is no slippery 

residue and no aching back. It is perfect for maintenance of hard floors in small areas.SCRUBTEC 234 C is 

the smart alternative to mopping. A cableoperated scrubber dryer leaving the floors spotless.The cable-

operated SCRUBTEC 234 C is light and portable and it cleans both forward and reverse. Thanks to the 

spring loaded cylindrical brush deck, it can clean up to a wall and leaving the floor 100% dry. It is equipped 

with separate solution and recovery tanks for easy filling and emptying.4 times faster than mopping, 

removes the dirt instead of evening it out.Unique design permits cleaning under furniture and right to the 

edge of the floor.Scrubbing and vacuuming in forward and reverse.Easily transported. 

 



 

 
248. Nilfisk-Alto Scrubtec 337.2 

 

SCRUBTEC 337.2 is designed for increasing productivity, optimising manoeuvrability and saving time and 

costs. Its unique features not least the ability to clean in all directions, make it the ideal scrubber dryer for 

smaller to midsize businesses, showrooms, etc.SCRUBTEC 337.2 is equipped with a rotating deck and 

integrated squeegee enabling it to scrub and dry in all directions both forward and backward with the 

water kept inside while working. This feature saves time and effort making it easy to scrub and dry even 

the most inaccessible places such as behind shelves and between tables. SCRUBTEC 337.2 is ideally suited 

for businesses such as car dealerships, gas stations, small shops, garages, etc. The low noise level makes it 

possible to clean in daytime even in noise-sensitive areas. Besides the unique manoeuvrability, SCRUBTEC 

337.2 also increases productivity by being extremely easy to operate and maintain. The compact design 

and foldable handle make SCRUBTEC 337.2 easy to transport and store, even where space is 

limited.Outstanding brush pressure for excellent scrubbing effectivenessEasily adjustable deck for a 

perfect traction controlAdjustable water flowFast and simple maintenance since all components are easily 

accessibleClear recovery lidErgonomic, adjustable and foldable handleLarge non marking wheels for easy 

transportAutomatic brush and solution on off in neutralLarge carrying handle on the tanksPatent Elastic 

Strap System for easy installation and removal of squeegee bladesOn board chargerReal two tank 

systemUnique rotating deck allows to clean both backwards and forwards 

 

 



 

 

 

249. Nilfisk-Alto Scrubtec 343.2 

 

The new SCRUBTEC 343.2 has built on the successes of the popular SCRUBTEC 343 with improvements in 

the squeegee system, solution flow, safety and performance. A reliable and productive machine with 

excellent performance and low service costs. It is ideal for light to medium floor cleaning tasks.This 

upgraded SCRUBTEC 343.2 has improved operator comfort with a new squeegee lifting system operated 

by a convenient foot pedal. The machine delivers higher pressure and increased suction leading to cleaner 

floors and higher productivity. The new no-tool deck adjustment provides better traction and 

performance. The polypropylene deck is more shock resistant resulting in less service costs and further 

reliability. The cable-less design and updated brush and vacuum motor cover protects electrical 

components, reducing maintenance. SCRUBTEC 343.2 is a scrubber dryer for light to medium floor 

cleaning tasks in garages,showrooms, small warehouses, factories and the food industry. The SCRUBTEC 

343.2 offers the functionality and capabilities of a larger machine but remains easy to use and highly 

manoeuvrable. It offers high pressure and great suction resulting cleaner floors. It enables you to clean 

quickly and efficiently due to its compact design, even in hard to reach places. SCRUBTEC 343.2 is available 

as a combi-model with On-Board Charger, battery and brush included; a battery version with On-Board 

Charger, and a cable version including brush. It is equipped with a 31 litre solution tank.Robust design with 

less risk of damage, saves service costs.New easy to use, ecofriendly electronic water flow control.Double 

scrubbing without wasting water reduces the total cost of ownership and helps the environment.No tool 



 

deck adjustment makes it simple to customise brush pressure and traction dependent on the 

conditions.Quick and easy to check the water level through the transparent hose.Squeegee lifts with 

convenient foot pedal. 

 

 

 

250. Nilfisk-Alto Scrubtec 453 

 

The SCRUBTEC 453 has been designed to scrub @ dry without any fuss. This is pure cleaning efficiency 

packed into a simple machine focusing 100% on helping you to get the job done. Being a robust, scrubber 

@ dryer @ so easy to use and maintain @ the SCRUBTEC 453 is a very basic machine, simple, easy and 

intuitive to operate and use, without any training. A machine ready to be used - great productivity that 

simply works for you!Priced at a very attractive level, the SCRUBTEC 453 is the obvious value-for-money 

choice when it comes to indoor cleaning of warehouses, shops, car showrooms, car garages, gas stations 

and similar facilities.High suction power ensures dry and clean floors - even on tile floors Curved squeegee 

for 100% water pick-up on all types of floors Front filling port to fill solution tank in a fast way Standard on 

board charger Brush and squeegee blades easy to install and remove without any tools Just 2 buttons to 

engage brush and vac motors and safety switches on the handle to start the cleaning job Eco-solution: Low 

consumption of water, adjustable water flow will allow no waste of water Simple, quick and hygienic 

maintenance: Full access to recovery tank @ easy to clean and empty 



 

 

 

 

 

251. Nilfisk-Alto Scrubtec 553/Boost 5 

 

This exciting SCRUBTEC 5 range offers fast, effective and inexpensive cleaning. Highly productive, these 

units produce a fast return on investment and represent the best value for money in walk-behind 

scrubber/dryers.Suitable for easy, efficient floor cleaning in hospitals, retail outlets, manufacturing plants, 

car dealers, garages, warehouses,restaurants, hotels, and other locations where it is vital that floors are 

kept clean.All battery versions qualify for up to 28% government Cashback under the new ECA Water 

Technology Product List. For more information visit the news section on nilfisk-alto.co.ukInterchangeable 

brush decks42 litres solution and recovery tanks.Large access to recovery tank speeds up cleaning 

time.Adjustable scrubbing pressure provides the best results under all conditions.Available with 510 mm 

BOOST deck for even cleaning results with minimal water and chemical consumptions. 

 



 

 

 

252. Nilfisk-Alto Scrubtec 651/653/661 

 

Named the SCRUBTEC 6 series, this range of machines offers a choice of scrubbing widths. Apart from the 

interchangeable brush deck, other features include an exceptionally low noise level, adjustable scrubbing 

pressure and dashboard that is designed to reduce typical operator errors.Suitable for easy, efficient floor 

cleaning in hospitals, retail outlets, manufacturing plants, car dealers, garages, warehouses, restaurants, 

hotels, and other locations where it is important that floors are kept clean.653BL @ 661BL and their combi 

versions qualify for up to 28% government Cashback under the new ECA Water Technology Product List. 

For more information visit the news section on nilfisk-alto.co.ukInterchangeable brush decks with 2 disc 

sizes (53 and 61 cm) or 51 cm cylindrical55 litres solution and recovery tanksLarge access to recovery tank 

speeds up cleaning timeAdjustable scrubbing pressure provides the best results under all conditions 

 



 

 

 

253. Nilfisk-Alto Scrubtec 8 

 

TheNilfisk-ALTO SCRUBTEC 8 series of scrubber dryers are suitable for large area cleaning. They offer more 

versatility, greater productivity, better reliability, advanced ergonomics and are extremely silent.This series 

of walk-behind units is truly state-of-theart in scrubber dryer efficiency. Gimbal-mounted brushes provide 

adjustable pressure to ensure effective cleaning, even on heavily soiled surfaces. The parabolic 

AccuTrackTM squeegee leaves the floor dry and ready for re-use and brush decks are interchangeable. The 

one-touch controls reduce operator errors and improve cleaning results and the ergonomics are such that 

operator fatigue is minimised. The superb performance of the SCRUBTEC 8 machines brings a new 

dimension to large area floor cleaning. When scrubbing and drying is this efficient, costs are optimised and 

the benefits become obvious. Reliable and easy to use, this latest innovation from Nilfisk-ALTO provides 

added value to professional cleaning.Excellent ergonomic designEasy to understand control panel with 

@One Touch@ Scrub ControlLarge 85 litre solution and recovery tanks provides longer run time between 

dump and fills.Patented electronic pulse solution delivery system delivers precise and consistent solution 

without use of mechanical valves.The Scrubtec 8 Boost qualifies for up to 28% government Cashback 

under the new ECA Water Technology Product List. For more information visit the news section on nilfisk-

alto.co.uk 

 



 

 

 

254. Nilfisk-Alto Scrubtec R4 

 

The SCRUBTEC R 4 is one of the most versatile platforms in our range, suitable for a range of different 

kinds of surfaces and applications. This range is our smallest ride on scrubber dryer, the units are compact 

and superbly manoeuvrable and meet the demand for providing productive and efficient cleaning.The 

SCRUBTEC R 4 ride-on scrubber dryers bridge the gap between walk-behind machines and bigger ride-on's. 

With all the flexibility of smaller walk behind machines , yet having all the speed and convenience of a ride-

on, these units offer the practical means of handling lighter-duty cleaning applications. SCRUBTEC R 4 is 

very competitive, thanks to price, ergonomics, performance, innovation, features and reliability. The noise 

level is very low, and the ergonomic and compact design allows cleaning almost anywhere. Above all, the 

new patented @Magic@ deck system (linked to the steering wheel) means that the deck orientation 

follows the steering wheel to guarantee best cleaning performance leaving a dry floor with maximum 

comfort and minimum effort. Typical applications are supermarkets, hospitals, office buildings, health care 

facilities, sport centres and educational buildings.The inboard parabolic squeegee perfectly covers the 

scrubbing track without leaving traces.Ergonomic seat and steering wheel.Patented automatic speed 

control that significantly increases operator safety.Super compact design makes cleaning of restricted 

space areas fast and easy.Low noise mode makes daytime cleaning and cleaning of noise-sensitive areas 

viable.Robust and extremely versatile machine suitable for many different application areas.Ergonomic 

inclined foot platform: easy driver access from both sides of the machine. 

 



 

 

 

255. Nilfisk-Alto Scrubtec R6 

 

The SCRUBTEC R 6 is a new generation of scrubber-dryer, delivering cost-effective, sustainable 

performance while meeting the highest of cleaning expectations.The SCRUBTEC R 6 platform focuses on 

performance, ergonomics and reliability. Available in 3 disc version (up to 1m scrubbing width) and 1 

cylindrical version (71 cm), the SCRUBTEC R 6 is suitable for a wide range of cleaning applications 

including: Industry, Warehouses, Repair Shops, Schools and Universities and Transport Centres.Large 120 

litre solution and recovery tanks allow more than 1 1/2 hours of continuous scrubbing without a dump and 

refill, combined with high down pressure (up to 96 kg on disc versions)this allows for efficient one pass 

cleaning. Solution sight tube indicates how much clean water remains in the tank. Featuring an open 

machine design, the operator can access the SCRUBTEC R 6 driver compartment from either the left or 

right and quickly modify seat position with simple no-tool adjustment. Offering best-in-class 

manoeuvrability and water pick-up, the SCRUBTEC R 6's turning radius is ideal for cleaning in tight spaces, 

while its heavy-duty, fully adjustable, steel side skirts provide enhanced water containment. A large 

opening to the recovery tank allows for easy cleaning and tank access, plus the debris tray prevents large 

materials from entering the recovery tank.24 Volt battery ride on scrubber dryer equipped with large 

battery compartmentExceptional water pick up and containment in turns thanks to its powerful vacuum 

motor and adjustable side skirtsScrubbing width of 71 /86 /100 cm disc deck and 71 cm cylindrical deckA 

120 litre tank capacity provides great productivityRobust and extremely versatile machine suitable for 



 

many different application areasUser friendly, easy to operate and highly productiveEasy to access the 

machine from both sidesHigh traction and non marking polyurethane wheels 

 

 

 

 

256. Nilfisk-Alto Spintec 443 DS 

 

Ease of use and reliability at a competitive price. The SPINTEC series is made to stand a wide range of 

applications: ideal performance and affordable price. There is improved ergonomics in use and transport 

thanks to new features.With SPINTEC 443 we have improved ergonomics in handling, balance and 

transportation, adding special features like: cable hook, longer cable, common accessories and improved 

serviceability. The offset deck is just 12 cm tall in order to clean under furniture and radiators. SPINTEC 443 

is also very silent and can be used in hospitals and other noise sensetive areas. Safety button, dead switch, 

high visibility cable, IPX4 andautomatic click on/off put the SPINTEC 443 at the edge of safety. Metal 

frame, big wheels and bumpers, all merged together in modern design gives evidence to the robustness, 

durability and easy cleaning of the machineCable hookBig wheelsEasy cable replacementErgonomic 

handleOffset motor for great stabilityRugged tube and frame resistant to knocks and bumps without 

breakingLong life with a minimum of service costsCable hook, where the cable can be easily wound up on 



 

the machineExtruded vinyl bumper protects obstacles and machine from damagesQuiet operation and 

long lifeEasy to operate 

 

 

 

 

257. Nilfisk-Alto Truck Booster 5-30D 

 

Hot water stationary unit for permanent placement outside for use in fleet, haulage sectors or in 

slaughterhouse delivery 

OF 

PISTONS@ 3CERAMIC PISTONSDIMENSIONS LXWXH (MM) 1025X715X1670The TRUCK BOOSTER is a 

simple, robust 

and corrosion proof hot water stationary unit designed for permanent external placement in a forecourt. 

This enables constant cleaning of trucks, vans, commercial and construction vehicles and equipment. 

Simple to use, access to internal components can be locked.Stainless steel robust design against 

corrosionEcoPower boiler for reduced fuel consumption costsSilent Power, low noise level with 1450 rpm 

motor pump unitsSimple control panel with only 4 buttonsERGO 3000 accessories for added user 

friendlinessInternal frost protection down to minus 20&deg;CCompact designAvailable in both single 

phase and three phase formats 



 

 
  



 

258. Nilfisk-Alto Truck Booster 5-49D 

 

Hot water stationary unit for permanent placement outside for use in fleet, haulage sectors or in 

slaughterhouse delivery yards.The TRUCK BOOSTER is a simple, robust and corrosion proof hot water 

stationary unit designed for permanent external placement in a forecourt. This enables constant cleaning 

of trucks, vans, commercial and construction vehicles and equipment. Simple to use, access to internal 

components can be locked.Stainless steel robust design against corrosionEcoPower boiler for reduced fuel 

consumption costsSilent Power, low noise level with 1450 rpm motor pump unitsSimple control panel with 

only 4 buttonsERGO accessories for added user friendlinessInternal frost protection down to minus 

20&deg;CCompact designAvailable in both single phase and three phase formats 

 

 

 
259. Nilfisk-Alto Truck Booster 7-63D 

 

Hot water stationary unit for permanent placement outside for use in fleet, haulage sectors or in 

slaughterhouse delivery yards.The TRUCK BOOSTER is a simple, robust and corrosion proof hot water 

stationary unit designed for permanent external placement in a forecourt. This enables constant cleaning 

of trucks, vans, commercial and construction vehicles and equipment. Simple to use, access to internal 

components can be locked.Stainless steel robust design against corrosionEcoPower boiler for reduced fuel 



 

consumption costsSilent Power, low noise level with 1450 rpm motor pump unitsSimple control panel with 

only 4 buttonsERGO accessories for added user friendlinessInternal frost protection down to minus 

20&deg;CCompact designAvailable in both single phase and three phase formats 

 

 

 
260. Nilfisk-Alto Uno Booster 

 

The UNO BOOSTER is a flexible model for heavy cleaning applications. It is a 1 pump stationary cold water 

unit for medium and heavy cleaning applications in agriculture, milking sheds, industry, food industry and 

shipping.The design with stainless steel cabinet and frame ensure that hygiene is optimal, with no risk of 

corrosion. The product is thus suited also for food industry. The UNO BOOSTER can be equipped with a 

PCB - extended electronics allowing the use of factory mounted options such as remote control, coin 

boxes, frost protection. The UNO BOOSTER can thus be adapted to most customer specific 

requirements.Stainless steel design for added hygiene and protection against corrosionHigh level of 

serviceability reduces downtime for maintenance70&deg;C inlet water temperature for use with hot water 

for additional cleaning efficiencyWater break tankHeavy duty C3 pump for long working lifePCB for use of 

factory mounted options (Uno Booster Extended) 

 



 

 
261. NPT 1512 Honda Petrol 

 

150 Bar2175 Psi12 Litres per MinuteHonda GX 160 EngineInterpump10M High pressure hosesuction @ 

Chemical Kit 

 

 

 

262. Numatic NMD 1000M Second Hand 



 

 

Numatic NMD 1000M Floor Scrubber BufferC/W scrub BrushExcellent condition (see Photos) 

 

 

 

 

 

263. Pro Chainsaw 

 

 

264. PTO  4000/23 

 

Hawk PTO Pressure WashersH700 PumpOur tractor washer is one of the most popular in the market. The 

Hawk pump has 

established itself as one of the most reliable and robust machines to operate from the PTO.4000psi @ @ 

23 Litres perminuteStandard Equipment30ft high quality braided hosePTO shaftQuick release 

couplingChemical injectorSuction hoses and filter 

 



 

 

 

265. PTO 4000/23 REEL 

 

100ft high quality braided hose on reelPTO shaftQuick release couplingChemical injectorSuction hoses and 

filter4000PSI23Litres per minute 

 

 



 

  



 

266. Retractable hose reel 

 

400 BAR WALL MOUNTED RETRACTABLE HOSE REEL@400bar Hose and Wall Mounted Retractable Hose 

Reel 

Hose reel suitable for high pressure hose on pressure washers, Steam Cleaners and Jet Washers 

 

Max Pressure 400barMax Temperature 150c3/8 male inlet 3/8 male outletretractableOn many sites 

nowaday health and safety is very important and hose left laying around can be a potential health and 

safety problem, getting the hoses wound up on a hose reel can eliminaate this problem and leave it safer 

for all working in the area.Hose reels can come as fllor mounted, wall mounted and various others and 

most hose reels come with the brackets and ability to attach them to many different things. Hose reels 

come in wind up and retractable forms to suit applications, please be aware that retractable hose reel can 

be very powerful in strenght and larger ones are not advised for smaller framed people.Please be sure to 

chech when ordering our hose reels that you choose the correct one as to wether you require a low 

pressure or high pressure reel, low pressure been used on the intake to the pressure washer and high 

pressure been used on the outlet of the pressure washers. Also to check wether the hose reel you have 

decided on comes with hose or wether you will need to purchase hose seperatly. 

 

 

 

268. Sarp VS270S Strimmer/brushcutter 

 



 

The Sarp VS270S 26cc Kawasaki powered Brushcutter is simply a must for all medium garden and estate 

owners, easy start, reliable and tough on grass and@weeds. Comes with a Sarp 2 Year Commercial 

warranty.@Engine: @26cc Kawasaki TJ27 2 

Stroke@Weight: @5kg@Features:Shaft Drive, Anti Vibration, Loop Handle @ Safety Bar@ Complete With 

2 Line Head, Blades @ Harness 

 

 

 

269. Shed 10x6STD - Apex Shed 

 

Quality wooden shed from our well respected manufacturer.Size - 10x618mm Side Cladding5' 10" 

DoorPlease Ring For Bearers @ Installation. 

 

 



 



 

hed 10x6STDPENT - Pent Shed 

 

Quality wooden shed from our well respected manufacturer.Size - 10 x 618mm Side Cladding5' 10" 

DoorPlease Ring For Bearers @ Installation. 

 

 

 

270. Shed 10x8SUPW/SHOP - Apex Shed 

 

Quality wooden shed from our well respected manufacturer.Size - 10 x 818mm Side Cladding6' 2" 

DoorPlease Ring For Bearers @ Installation. 

 



 

  



 

271. Shed 12x8SUPW/SHOP - Apex Shed 

 

Quality wooden shed from our well respected manufacturer.Size - 12 x 818mm Side Cladding6' 2" 

DoorPlease Ring For Bearers @ Installation. 

 

 
272. Shed 6x4STD - Apex Shed 

 

Quality wooden shed from our well respected manufacturer.Size - 6x4STD12mm Side Cladding5' 10" 

DoorPlease Ring For Bearers @ Installation. 

 

 



 

  



 

273. Shed 7x5SUP - Apex Shed 

 

Quality wooden shed from our well respected manufacturer.Size - 7x512mm Side Cladding6' 2" DoorPlease 

Ring For Bearers @ Installation. 

 

 

 
274. Shed 7x5SUPPENT - Pent Shed 

 

Quality wooden shed from our well respected manufacturer.Size - 7 x 512mm Side Cladding6' 2" 

DoorPlease Ring For Bearers @ Installation. 

 

 



 

 

  



 

275. Shed 8x6STD - Apex Shed 

 

Quality wooden shed from our well respected manufacturer.Size - 8x618mm Side Cladding5' 10" 

DoorPlease Ring For Bearers @ Installation. 

 

 

 

276. Shed 8x6STDPENT - Pent Shed 

 

Quality wooden shed from our well respected manufacturer.Size - 8 x 618mm Side Cladding5' 10" 

DoorPlease Ring For Bearers @ Installation. 

 

 



 

 

  



 

277. Siromer 164E - EU Approved 16HP 4WD Tractor 

 

The Siromer 164E is Siromers most economical compact tractor. Fitted with a high torque 16Hp engine, 

this compact tractor features selectable 4WD, 2 speed PTO and power steering.Please ring for price 

including delivery and build. 

 

 

 

278. Siromer 204E - EU Approved 20HP 4WD Tractor 

 

Siromer 204E - 20hp Chinese manufactured 4WD tractor with full EU type approval (allowing for road 

registration etc.).Excellent value for money 4WD tractor supplied flatpacked or ready built by our 

engineers, benefitting from a full 12 months parts and labour warranty. 3 cylinder diesel engined tractor 

with shuttle gearbox, giving six forward and six reverse gears. Sitting on agricultural or turf@tyres.With all 

the quality features you would expect frrom Siromer, the EU tractors have high torque tier III diesel 

engines, separate power steering pump, semi flat deck floor, side hand throttle, quick release ratchet 

handbrake, fully electronic dash and free choice of tyres for either field or grassland work.Standard 

features throughout the range include sprung comfort seat, folding roll bar for ease of storage, a 

maintenance free battery as well as hi lift hydraulics, a two speed PTO, category 1 three point linkage, and 

selectable four wheel drive.The tractors are highly manoeuvrable with power assisted steering and less 

than 2.8m turning circle. In addition there is selectable 4wd for extra traction when required and a diff lock 

for those wet patches.SPECIFICATIONS 

 

 



 

 

 

279. Siromer 204S  - 4 Wheel Drive, 20 HP Tractor 

 

The Siromer 204s comes with all of the following power steering, selectable 4wd, dual stage clutch, 

category 1 three point linkage, 2 speed pto (540/1000rpm), a choice of ag or turf tyres and also choice of 

shuttle or creeper gearbox. Making this an ideal tractor for all small holders looking for a tractor for on the 

farm only.SPECIFICATIONS 

 

 

 

280. Siromer 244E - EU Approved 24HP 4WD Tractor 

 



 

Siromer 244E - 24hp Chinese manufactured 4WD tractor with full EU type approval (allowing for road 

registration etc.).Excellent value for money 4WD tractor supplied flatpacked or ready built by our 

engineers, benefitting from a full 12 months parts and labour warranty. 3 cylinder diesel engined tractor 

with shuttle gearbox, giving six forward and six reverse gears. Sitting on agricultural or turf@tyres.With all 

the quality features you would expect frrom Siromer, the EU tractors have high torque tier III diesel 

engines, separate power steering pump, semi flat deck floor, side hand throttle, quick release ratchet 

handbrake, fully electronic dash and free choice of tyres for either field or grassland work.Standard 

features throughout the range include sprung comfort seat, folding roll bar for ease of storage, a 

maintenance free battery as well as hi lift hydraulics, a two speed PTO, category 1 three point linkage, and 

selectable four wheel drive.The tractors are highly manoeuvrable with power assisted steering and less 

than 2.8m turning circle. In addition there is selectable 4wd for extra traction when required and a diff lock 

for those wet patches.SPECIFICATIONS 

 

 

 

281. Siromer 304s - 4 Wheel Drive, 30 HP Tractor 

 

Siromer 304 - 30hp 3 cylinder Chinese manufactured 4WD tractor.Supplied either as a flatpack or ready 

built by our engineers with a full twelve month guarantee.Tractor is complete with selectable four wheel 

drive, power steering, dual stage clutch, category 1 three point linkage, split brakes, 2-speed PTO 

(540/1000rpm), differential lock, folding roll bar, road legal lighting kit, sprung seat, UK HSE and OECD 



 

approval.Choice of agricultural or turf tyres, shuttle or creeper gearbox.The tractors are highly 

manoeuvrable with power assisted steering and less than 2.8m turning circle. In addition there is 

selectable 4wd for extra traction when required and a diff lock for those wet patches.SPECIFICATIONS 

 

 

 

 

282. Siromer 354E - EU Approved 35HP 4WD Tractor 

Siromer 354E - 35hp Chinese manufactured 4WD tractor with full EU type approval (allowing for road 

registration etc.).Excellent value for money 4WD tractor supplied flatpacked or ready built by  urengineers, 

benefitting from a full 12 months parts and labour warranty. 3 cylinder diesel engined tractor with shuttle 

gearbox, giving six forward and six reverse gears. Sitting on agricultural or turf tyres.With all the quality 

features you would expect frrom Siromer, the EU tractors have high torque tier III diesel engines, separate 

power steering pump, semi flat deck floor, side hand throttle, quick release ratchet handbrake, fully 

electronic dash and free choice of tyres for either field or grassland work.Standard features throughout 

the range include sprung comfort seat, folding roll bar for ease of storage, a maintenance free battery as 

well as hi lift hydraulics, a two speed PTO, category 1 three point linkage, and selectable four wheel 

drive.The tractors are highly manoeuvrable with power assisted steering and less than 2.8m turning circle. 

In addition there is selectable 4wd for extra traction when required and a diff  for  



 

those wet patches.Free delivery to South and West Wales, please call for cost to other areas

 

283. Siromer 404CH - 40HP, 4 wheel drive 

 

arduous ground and lifting heavy loads on the rear linkage or front loader when fitted. These high torque 

direct injection diesel tractors are ideal for maintaining large areas of land, working arduous ground and 

lifting heavy weights on the rear linkage.All models in the CH range are physically the same size. Heavy 

duty front and rear axles provide solid support for high capacity front loader and rear linkage lifts, as well 

as hefty link arm drags. An ergonomic, high back seat, open driver station and easy reach controls makes 

the ride comfortable, even after the longest of days. An improved, responsive, wet brake system uses 

transmission fluid to cool brake components during operation, reducing excessive wear. All models are 

fitted with a shuttle gearbox featuring a deck mounted forward/reverse lever. The shuttle gear system 

gives 12 forward and 12 reverse gears, resulting in a high speed of 25mph, in both directions. 

 



 

 
284. Siromer 454CH - 45HP, 4 wheel drive 

arduous ground and lifting heavy loads on the rear linkage or front loader when fitted. These high torque 

direct injection diesel tractors are ideal for maintaining large areas of land, working arduous ground and 

lifting heavy weights on the rear linkage.All models in the CH range are physically the same size. Heavy 

duty front and rear axles provide solid support for high capacity front loader and rear linkage lifts, as well 

as hefty link arm drags. An ergonomic, high back seat, open driver station and easy reach controls makes 

the ride comfortable, even after the longest of days. An improved, responsive, wet brake system uses 

transmission fluid to cool brake components during operation, reducing excessive wear. All models are 

fitted with a shuttle gearbox featuring a deck mounted forward/reverse lever. The shuttle gear system 

gives 12 forward and 12 reverse gears, resulting in a high speed of 25mph, in both directions. 

 

 



 

285. Siromer 504CH - 50HP, 4 wheel drive 

rduous ground and lifting heavy loads on the rear linkage or front loader when fitted. These high torque 

direct injection diesel tractors are ideal for maintaining large areas of land, working arduous ground and 

lifting heavy weights on the rear linkage.All models in the CH range are physically the same size. Heavy 

duty front and rear axles provide solid support for high capacity front loader and rear linkage lifts, as well 

as hefty link arm drags. An ergonomic, high back seat, open driver station and easy reach controls makes 

the ride comfortable, even after the longest of days. An improved, responsive, wet brake system uses 

transmission fluid to cool brake components during operation, reducing excessive wear. All models are 

fitted with a shuttle gearbox featuring a deck mounted forward/reverse lever. The shuttle gear system 

gives 12 forward and 12 reverse gears, resulting in a high speed of 25mph, in both directions. 

 

 
286. Siromer B01 - Wheel Set 

 

Extra set of Wheels and tyres for your Siromer Tractor 

 

  



 

287. Siromer B10 - Full Build of Tractor 

 

Tooby @ Williams Ltd build your tractor and deliver to your house.Warranty Terms as follows;Tooby @ 

Williams build your tractor for you = 12 months parts @ labour warrantyYou build your tractor at your 

leasure = 12 months parts only *labour not included*From this:To this: 

 

 

 

288. Siromer B20 - Sun canopy 

 

Add this Siromer sun canopy to stop the suns rays and awkward rain. 

 

 

 

289. Siromer B801 - Front end loader bucket 

 

The Siromer Loader is available with either a standard or 4-in-1 quick 

release 0.2 cu m bucket, with dual action rams on bucket and lift. 



 

This self levelling loader is ready to install with bucket, hydraulic 

fittings and controls, plus mounting hardware. 

By using the float position on the spool valve these loaders are great 

tools for levelling. 

The 4-in-1 configuration models B821 and B841 can be used as a normal 

pick-up bucket or as a dozer blade, a leveller or a picker. 

Pallet fork and bale spike attachments are also available for these loaders. 

 

 

 

 

291. Siromer B811 - front loader forks 

 

The@pallet forks have adjustable tine width and are ideal for carrying pallets up to a maximum 

weight of 400kg with the parallel lift Siromer Loaders.The Siromer Loader Attachment is intended for 

use with small bales and weights within the capabilities of the tractor and with due consideration of the 

terrain and operating conditions. When operating within the limits of the tractor it is advisable to use 

rear ballast, either water ballast the wheels or additional weight on the 3 point linkage. 

 

 



 

 

 

292. Siromer B821 - Front Loader Parallel Lift 

 

SIROMER FRONT END LOADER (for up to 35Hp tractors)@Lift Capacity - 500 kg 

Maximum Lift Height (Bucket Pivot) - 2200 mm 

Dump Height - 1650 mm 

Digging Depth - 140 mm 

Bucket capacity - 0.2 cu m 

Bucket Width - 1520 mmThe Siromer Loader weighs 440kg and is available with either a standard or 4-in-1 

quick 

release 0.2 cu m bucket, with dual action rams on bucket and lift. This self 

levelling loader is ready to install with bucket, hydraulic fittings and 

controls, plus mounting hardware. By using the float position on the spool 

valve these loaders are great tools for levelling. The 4-in-1 configuration 

can be used as a normal pick-up bucket or as a dozer blade, a leveller or a 

picker. 

Pallet fork and bale spike attachments are also available for these loaders 

 



 

 

 

 

293. Siromer C16 - Grader Blade 

 

The C15/C16 Siromer Grader blade is a rear mounted and has 360 

degree rotation.It comes with all these great features; 

All metal, reversible blade.Can be used to push or pull.Ideal for clearing snow from@driveways and 

roads.Replaceable wear stripAvailable in 5ft (C15) and 6ft (C16). 

 

 

294. Siromer H16 - Trailed grass harrow 

 

This Heavy duty grassland chain harrow is available in sections for easy 

storage and handling. The harrow can be turned for use as a plain chain 

harrow.Specifications 

12mm (0.5@) High quality steel with 95mm (3.75@) length of tine.Cold formed tubular steel 

drawbar.16mm (5/8@) Dia Centre draft hitch.Painted blackFramed Chain HarrowsMade from the highest 

quality steel.No parts to oil, grease or adjust, maintenancefree Drawbars available for 3' to 24' 

widths.Mounted Frames available for 6@6' to 16' widths. 



 

 

295. Siromer M650 - Topper 1.5M 

 

FEATURES  

Galvanized. 

Complete with shear bolt PTO shaft. 

Can be used inline or semi-offset. 

Height adjustable skids giving 4 cutting heights. 

With chain guard. 

Heavy duty swinging blades 

Primarily used for cutting scrub and topping fields.Model  

 

 

296. Siromer M660 - Topper 1.8M 

 

FEATURES  

Galvanized. 

Complete with shear bolt PTO shaft. 

Can be used inline or semi-offset. 

Height adjustable skids giving 4 cutting heights. 

With chain guard. 

Heavy duty swinging blades 



 

 

 

 

297. Siromer M750 - Finishing Mower 1.5M 

 

FEATURES 

Galvanised. 

Quick Couple PTO driveline shaft 

included.  4 caster wheels c/w solid 

rubber floatation tyres @ @ and 

greasable wheel bearings. 

3 belt-driven blades. 

Adjustable cutting height. 

With chain guard. 

Primarily used for mowing lawns. 

Unique easy greasing system, no need to remove  

 

 



 

 

 

298. Siromer M760 - Finishing Mower 1.8M 

 

FEATURES 

Galvanised. 

Quick Couple PTO driveline shaft 

included.  4 caster wheels c/w solid 

rubber floatation tyres and greasable 

wheel bearings. 

3 belt-driven blades. 

Adjustable cutting height. 

With chain guard. 

Primarily used for mowing lawns. 

Unique easy greasing system, no need to remove guardsModel  

 

 



 

 

 

299. Siromer M84 - Flail Mower 

 

The Siromer Flail Mower is designed for grass cutting in fields, parks 

or orchards. Available as fixed semi offset or with hydraulic offset. 

(Double acting spool required for operation of hydraulic side shift.) 

All flail mowers are fitted with high power 50hp gearbox and robust 

drive line to give hassle free mowing. Complete with a support leg 

for storage. 

The arrangement of hinged cutters revolving horizontally on pivots 

with rear roller to maintain height above the ground allows the flail 

mower to be used on both a smooth lawn and uneven grass verge. 

The cutting height is controlled by adjustable skids. Compact size 

allows good manoeuvrability making the flail 

mower ideal for orchards and restricted access.Model  

 

 



 

 

300. Siromer M85 - Flail Mower 1.5M 

 

The Siromer Flail Mower is designed for grass cutting in fields, parks 

or orchards. Available as fixed semi offset or with hydraulic offset. 

(Double acting spool required for operation of hydraulic side shift.) 

All flail mowers are fitted with high power 50hp gearbox and robust 

drive line to give hassle free mowing. Complete with a support leg 

for storage. 

The arrangement of hinged cutters revolving horizontally on pivots 

with rear roller to maintain height above the ground allows the flail 

mower to be used on both a smooth lawn and uneven grass verge. 

The cutting height is controlled by adjustable skids. Compact size 

allows good manoeuvrability making the flail 

mower ideal for orchards and restricted access.Model  

 

 

 

301. Siromer M96 - Flail Mower 1.65M 

 

The Siromer Flail Mower is designed for grass cutting in fields, parks or orchards.@Available as fixed 

semi offset or with hydraulic offset. (Double acting spool required for operation of hydraulic side 

shift.) All flail mowers are fitted with high power 50hp gearbox and robust drive line to give hassle 

free mowing. Complete with a support leg for storage. 

The arrangement of hinged cutters revolving horizontally on pivots 

with rear roller to maintain height above the ground allows the flail 



 

mower to be used on both a smooth lawn and uneven grass verge. 

The cutting height is controlled by adjustable skids. Compact size 

allows good manoeuvrability making the flail 

mower ideal for orchards and restricted access.  

 

 

302. Siromer P10 - Mini Baler 

 

This mini round baler is a very high quality, tough yet affordable design. Its 

rugged made, reliable components are ideal for the baling of all kinds of material 

bales, from hay and straw, haylage and silage, right through to vine cuttings. The 

baler requires 25-50hp it is easy to use with full instructions and labeling, 

especially to assist first time users. The baler has its own hydraulic pump for 

superior bale handling and ejection. An audible signal indicates bale ready. Bale 

weights can easily be set to the weight preferred by the user from approximately 

20 kilos up to 50 kilos each, depending on material and moisture content being 

baled. Even fairly wet bales can be baled with a moisture content of beyond 

60%. Makes a 70cm bale, 60cm wide automatic string tying, fully contained 

hydraulics so no need for spool valves. 

 



 

 

 

303. Siromer P12 - Drum Mower 1.35M 

 

Primarily used for cutting grass 

for hay making. Provides a fast, 

efficient and clean cut. Access to 

all parts of the machine is easy, 

making the replacement of 

knives, discs and other wearing 

parts quick and simple.FEATURES  

Twin drum mower. 

Folds neatly behind the 

tractor for easy 

transportation.  Protective 

apron ensuring safe working 

operation of the machine. 

540 PTO. 

Three point linkage mounted CAT I. 

 

 



 

 

 

304. Siromer P20 - Wrapper 

 

Haylage round bale wrapper to fit mini round baler. 

Starts wrapping automatically to the pre-set number of layers per bale 

then stops after completion of wrap cycle. 

Fully automatic wrap layer counting @ adjustment for extra covering protection. 

Available with its own petrol engine or electric 

motor.  Uses 250mm wide per stretched film for 

air tight bale. 

 

305. Siromer P30 - Hay Rake 

 

Ideal for rowing up before bailing fully will also spread fresh mown grass to aid 

with fast drying As a tedder: 



 

1). Spread, swath or windrow so crops dry down faster, 

2). Tailor your tedding operations to a variety of crops and conditions by varying PTO 

speed or tine position, 

3). Fixed-tine position provides aggressive tedding and is ideal for use in fresh-cut 

material or crops where leaf and shatter losses are not a concern 

4).Cam-operated tine position allows the tine bar rollers to follow the cam track 

to lift and release crop gently and save valuable leaves As a rake: 

1). Precise raking action produces fluffy, uniform windrows that dry evenly 

2). Self-centring wheels provide extra manoeuvrability by allowing you to make sharp 

turns and back up easily without lifting the machine. 

Strong, rugged frame provides years of dependable 

performance. Three wheel-height position let you adjust 

for different crops, conditions and operations. 

Vertical tines pick up fewer stones and less debris than 

horizontal tines for cleaner tedding and raking. 

Convenient jack simplifies three-point hitch arrangements.Tedding width - 250cmWeight - 160kgTines per 

rotor - 4Numbers of rotors - 6Working speed - 4-8km/hPower required - 18-50hp 

 

 

 

306. Siromer R15 - Ballast Roller 

 

R15 - 5' x 23 x 1/4 Roller fitted with draw bar @ 3pt linkage for unladen transportThis roller has a strong 

robust construction with 



 

600mm diameter roller and 6mm wall 

thickness, robust bearings and 80mm box 

section frame. 

The drum is air tested and can be filled for extra weight. 

Ideal for hobby farming, parkland, sports pitches, horse m&eacute;nages, horticultural use etc. 

 

 

 

 

307. Siromer R16 - Ballast Roller 

 

R16 @ 6@ x 24 x 1/4 Roller fitted with draw bar @ 3pt linkage for unladen transportThis roller has a strong 

robust construction with 600mm diameter roller and 6mm wallthickness, robust bearings and 80mm box 

section frame. 

The drum is air tested and can be filled for extra weight. 

Ideal for hobby farming, parkland, sports pitches, horse m&eacute;nages, horticultural use etc. 

 

: 

 



 

308. Siromer S11 - Single furrow plough 

 

horsepower tractors. Ideal for use by local authorities, landscapers and nurserymen. Three point linkage 

mounted CAT I.S11 Single Furrow Conventional PloughScrew displacementInclination control with depth 

control wheel.12@ furrowweight 45kg 

 

 

 

Siromer S12 - two furrow plough 

 

horsepower tractors. Ideal for use by local authorities, landscapers and nurserymen. Three 

point linkage mounted CAT I.S12 Two furrow conventional plough160mm depth12@ 

furrowweight 90kg 

 

 

  



 

309. Siromer S21 - Single furrow reversible plough 

 

horsepower tractors. Ideal for use by local authorities, landscapers and nurserymen. Three 

point linkage mounted CAT I.S21 Single furrow reversible ploughComplete with land wheel and 

skim culter.Single hand lever mechanism.Complete with adjustable depth wheel.200mm 

depth360mm width 

 

 

310. Siromer S41 - Rotary Cultivator 1.35M 

 

Designed to prepare a seed bed from previously worked soil. 

Dig depth is adjusted by use of skids. Semi offset to cover wheel tracks. 

Gear Driven, Three point linkage mounted CAT I. 

A useful prop stand keeps the machine steady whilst not mounted.DIMENSIONS(L*W*H) @ @STRUCTURE 

WEIGHT @ 

@TILLING WIDTH @ TILLING DEPTH @ @PTO TURNNING SPEED  

 

  



 

312. Siromer S65 - Stone Burier 1.5M 

 

The Siromer stone burier cultivates, buries stones and levels to prepare the perfect bed. The stones, clods, 

old turf and debris are centrifugally separated out and thrown to the bottom of the soil profile. A screen 

at the back of the machine gradually releases the renovated material with the finest soil at the top, this 

then passes under the mesh roller which gently levels off the soil leaving a bed perfect for seeding.Model  

 

 

  



 

313. Siromer T15 - Transport box 

 

The T14/T15 (4ft/5ft)(manual) rear mounted tipping transport box is a solid construction of reinforced 

steel plate with heavy duty tipping independent hitch mechanism. It is great for carrying anything 

anywhere.@The T14/T15 (4ft/5ft)(manual) rear mounted tipping transport box has these beneficial 

features;5ft - Large 21 cu ft capacityWith removable rear door for easy loading 

/unloadingThree point linkage mounted 

CAT IIndependent hitch mechanism.4ft 

max load 150kg5ft max load 200kg@ 

 

: 

 

 

 

314. Siromer T32 - Tipping Trailer 

 

FEATURES 2 ton capacity, 2.5m (8ft)long by 1.25m (4ft) wide 

Drop down sides and 

rear (leaving very useful 

flat deck) 

Level adjusting jockey 

stand. 

Tandem Axle 

Four 10@ floatation turf tyres 

to preserve your pasture 

or lawn 

Rotating eye to prevent the 

trailer turning the tractor 

over 

2 stage ram 

Optional road lighting 

(max road speed 15mph) 



 

Fully Galvanized 

Bed length 250cm 

Bed height (from ground) 

66cm 

Height of sides 40cm 

Overall length 350cm 

Overall width 125cm 

 

 

 

315. Siromer U15 - Land Landleveller/Grader 

 

U15 Land Leveller / Grader (1.5m) 

Manufactured to the highest standard, with a robust and durable steel construction. 

Highly effective machine, ideal for land reclamation leaving a level surface. 

Three point linkage mounted CAT I. 

Easily converted into transport position, no maintenance is required as 

there are no moving parts. 

Flexible and easy reversible this grader has 3 forward cutting blades and 1 

reversed for smooth finish and levelling of sand m&eacute;nage, horse 

arenas etc. 

 

: 

 

 

  



 

316. Siromer U19 - Menage leveller 

 

The Siromer leveller will loosen and level the most crusted horse paddocks and riding arenas in@one pass 

to leave a firm level surface with an even depth. Suitable for sand, PVC, and most fluid@arena surfaces. 

The horse riding arena conditioner is fitted on to the three point linkage and drawn@on solid wheels. The 

spring steel tines, crumbler, levelling rake and wheels each have their own@independent depth control for 

bespoke levelling so that no damage is done to the underlying@membrane. Complete with strong single 

opening perimeter plate and high impact wheel protecting@kick boards which can be fitted to either side 

of the leveller. Moves surplus surface from kickboards@back into the track, even levels corners. At 1.8m 

wide the Siromer leveller is a quick and@easy way to level your equestrian riding arena whilst controlling 

the depth and firmness. 

 

 

 

  



 

317. Siromer U44 - Hedgetrimmer 

 

The Siromer Hedge Trimmer is designed to be mounted onto the tractors three point linkage. 

Powered hydraulically from its own integral pump driven from the tractor PTO. 

2.5m Reach and 0.6m Head 

 

 

 

318. Siromer U50 - Post Hole Borer 

 

Available with 6, 9 @ 12 inch augers. 

Twin flights @ replaceable tips. 

Shear bolt protected PTO shaft. 

540 PTO. 

Three point linkage mounted CAT I. 

Create fences with ease to keep wanted things in and unwanted things out 

For use in many soil types 

Ideally suited for fence building and tree planting around any type of property. 

Easy to use, the angle of the auger is controlled by a hand lever. The auger drills into 

ground as the 3pl is lowered and pulled out of ground as the 3pl is raised. 

 

 



 

 

 

319. Siromer U51/52/53 - Auger For U50 

 

Available with 6, 9 @ 12 inch augers. 

Twin flights @ replaceable tips. 

Shear bolt protected PTO shaft. 

540 PTO. 

Three point linkage mounted CAT I. 

Create fences with ease to keep wanted things in and unwanted things out 

For use in many soil types 

Ideally suited for fence building and tree planting around any type of property. 

Easy to use, the angle of the auger is controlled by a hand lever. The auger drills into 

ground as the 3pl is lowered and pulled out of ground as the 3pl is raised. 

 

 

 

320. Siromer U56 - Mini Post Driver 

 

Suitable for compact tractors of 20hp or more. 



 

 

Features include: 

 

Low centre of gravity for stability. 

200kg hammer. 

3m high mast. 

Easy to use post clamp. 

Three point linkage mounted CAT I. 

Single acting spool required on tractor 

 

321. Siromer U62 - Rear mounted Pallet forks 

 

This range of Pallet Forks has been designed and robustly manufactured for use with@compact and larger 

horsepower tractors. The pallet forks are ideal for use by@landscapers and farmers where the 

transportation of pallets, etc. These do not 

require@stacking and do not justify the use of a forklift. Manufactured from good quality@steel with 

adjustable tines which fold up for easy of transportation and storage.Rear Mounted 

Heavy Duty (max 1000kgs) 

Adjustable tines 

Rear mounted 

 

 

 

322. Siromer U71 - Muckspreader 

 

Fits to drawbar with pick up eye and separate PTO drive to tractor.Rotary dung spreader with 3mm 

reinforced drum with large easy to use wash-out 

bung.Heavy duty rotor fitted with 10mm flails and spreader plates. Heavy duty 2 bolt flange bearings 

mounted away from the body for longer life.Reinforced loading edge and 1 inch simplex drive 

chainManual cantilever reinforced lid on 4 cu m.The U72 is available also, Please call for more details. 

 



 

 

 

 

323. Siromer U85 - Fertilizer Spreader 

 

High quality finish, anti-rust and anti-corrosive paint, fitted with stainless steel spreading 

disc and 4 stainless steel adjustable fins for longer life. Mechanism designed to spread 

left or right if required. 

 

 

 

 

  



 

324. Siromer U94 - Crop Sprayer 

 

All models fitted with PTO driven twin diaphragm pump max . output 230l/m 150 psi Polyethylene tank 

with moulded in sight gauge markings. Each boom section has separate controls, the outer sections of 

boom are sprung loaded and fold for transport.200 litre tractor mounted sprayer. 6m coverage, 3 section 

folding boom, folds to approx. 4ft wide, Category 1 pins.300 litre tractor mounted sprayer. 8m coverage, 5 

section folding boom, , folds to approx. 6ft wide, Category 2 pins. 

 

325. Siromer/Fleming M14 - Heavy Duty Topper 1.3M 

 

Fleming Heavy Duty Topper 1.3M semi offset c/w skids.A heavy duty topper supplied by 

Siromer.Model M14 - M15 Designed to deal with even the most heavy duty scrub topping. 

Can be used either in line or semi offset. 

Only 20hp pto power requirement. 

Front and read guards.Cat 1 3PL.Complete with shear bolt pto shaft. 

 

 

 

 

326. Siromer/Fleming M15 - 1.5M Topper 

 

Fleming Heavy Duty Topper 1.5M Semi offset c/w SkidsModel 

M14 - M15 FDesigned to deal with even the most heavy duty 

scrub topping. 

Can be used either in line or semi offset. 

Only 20hp pto power requirement. 

Front and read guards.Cat 1 3PL.Complete with shear bolt pto shaft 

 

 



 

 

327. Stiga Collector 43 

 

The Stiga Collector 43 hand-propelled petrol mower is powered by the Stiga RS100 OHV 100cc engine and 

has a robust steel chassis and ball bearing wheels. This collecting machine offers great performance at an 

affordable price. A 41cm cut makes this machine suitable for larger gardens up to 50m x 50m.The Stiga 

Collector 43 hand-propelled mulching lawnmower is powered by the Stiga RS100 OHV 100cc engine and 

has a robust steel chassis with a powder coated finish and ball bearing wheels for smoother running.The 

Stiga Collector 43 has all the features of a high performing 4-wheel petrol mower: with it's 41cm cutting 

deck and choice of 5 cutting positions (27-80mm) this machine has great versatility. The plastic 60 litre 

capacity grass collector means minimal time is spend emptying clippings allowing you to get the job done 

quicker.The Collector 43 comes with a 5 year manufacturer's warranty and is suitable for larger sized 

gardens up to 50m x 50m. 

 

 

 

328. Stiga Combi 48B 

 

The Combi 48B hand-propelled lawnmower with a steel deck, and the 158cc Briggs @ Stratton 550 E Series 

engine. Optional collector, rear discharge or mulching system. A 46cm/18" cutting width makes this mower 

suitable for moderate sized gardens up to 40m x 40m.The Combi 48B is a versatile hand-propelled 

lawnmower with a 158cc Briggs @ Stratton recoil start engine and a robust steel body with a powder 

coated paint finish for longevity. You can collect clippings into the 60 litre capacity grass collector, or if the 

grass is longer remove the collector and rear discharge or simply insert the mulching plug and drive in 

multiclip mode.Easily operated by a single lever, the 46cm/18" deck has a choice of 5 cutting height 

positions ranging from 27 to 80mm and will produce a great finish on your lawn whatever the 

conditions.Mulching is by far the easiest way to cut your grass and the innovative blade and deck design 

also makes the lawnmower quieter. The Stiga multiclip system cuts and recuts the grass into tiny pieces 

that simply wilt away, returning valuable nutrients to the soil to encourage beautiful green growth. You 

don@t need to rake up the clippings or empty a collector, which means you can cut the grass about 30% 

faster compared to a collecting mower.The Combi 48B comes complete with a mulching kit and is 

supported by a 2 year manufacturer's warranty. The 46cm/18" cutting width makes this great little combi 

mower suitable for moderate size gardens up 40m x 40m.If your lawn is on a slope you might want 

consider the Combi 48SB self-propelled model.3 in 1 cutting system: Collect, Mulch or Rear DischargeGrass 



 

clippings are recycled back into the soil, returning valuable nutrients and saving you time and 

money!EngineEngine Brand @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ Briggs @ 

StrattonEngine Type @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @550E SeriesEngine 

Capacity @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ 140ccNet Power Output @ @ 

@ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ 2.13kW @ 2900rpmStarting Method  

 
 

329. Stiga Combi 53SQ 

 

The Stiga Combi 53SQ B is a versatile self-propelled lawnmower with a 190cc Briggs @ Stratton 675 EX 

Series XVS recoil start engine and a robust steel body with a powder coated paint finish for longevity.The 

Combi 53SQ B self-propelled lawnmower with a steel deck, and the 190cc Briggs @ Stratton 675 EX Series 

XVS engine. Optional collector, rear discharge, side discharge or mulching system. A 51cm/20in cutting 

width makes this mower suitable for moderate sized gardens up to 50m x 50m.Easily operated by a single 

lever, the 51cm/20in deck has a choice of 6 cutting height positions ranging from 25 to 90mm and will 

produce a great finish on your lawn whatever the conditions.Mulching is by far the easiest way to cut your 

grass and the innovative blade and deck design also makes the lawnmower quieter. The Stiga multiclip 

system cuts and recuts the grass into tiny pieces that simply wilt away, returning valuable nutrients to the 

soil to encourage beautiful green growth. You don@t need to rake up the clippings or empty a collector, 

which means you can cut the grass about 30% faster compared to a collecting mower.The Combi 53SQ B 

comes complete with a mulching kit, side discharge facility and is supported by a 5 year manufacturer's 

warranty. The 51cm/20in cutting width makes this great combi mower suitable for moderate size gardens 

up 50m 

x 50m.3 in 1 cutting system: Collect, Mulch or Rear DischargeGrass clippings are recycled back into the soil, 

returning valuable nutrients and saving you time and money!EngineEngine  

 



 

 

 

330. Stiga Multiclip 47 

 

The Stiga Multiclip 47 Blue hand-propelled mulching mower powered by the Stiga RS100 OHV 100cc 

engine. Robust steel chassis and ball bearing wheels. Mulching the clippings instead of collecting will get 

the job done around 30% quicker than a conventional mower. A 45cm cut makes this machine suitable for 

larger gardens up to 50m x 50m.The Stiga Multiclip 47 Blue hand-propelled mulching lawnmower is 

powered by the Stiga RS100 OHV 100cc engine and has a robust steel chassis with a powder coated finish 

and ball bearing wheels for smoother running.Mulching is the easiest way to cut your grass and the 

innovative blade and deck design also makes the lawnmower quieter. The Stiga multiclip system cuts and 

recuts the grass into tiny pieces that simply wilt away, returning valuable nutrients to the soil to encourage 

beautiful green growth. You don@t need to rake up the clippings or empty a collector, which means you 

can cut the grass about 30% faster compared to a collecting mower.A large 45cm cutting deck with a 

choice of 5 heights of cut ranging from 31-80mm operated by 4 levers, ensures an excellent finish on your 

lawn.The Multiclip 47 comes with a 5 year manufacturer's warranty and is suitable for larger sized gardens 

up to 50m x 50m.If your lawn is on a slope you might want to consider the Multiclip 47 S self propelled 

model.Grass clippings are recycled back into the soil, returning valuable nutrients and saving you time and 

money!EngineEngine Brand @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @Stiga..Engine Type @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @  

 

 

 



 

331. Stiga Multiclip 47 SQB 

 

The Stiga Multiclip 47 SQB self-propelled mulching lawnmower is powered by the Briggs @ Stratton 450E 

OHV 125cc engine and has a robust steel chassis with a powder coated finish and ball bearing wheels for 

smoother running.The Multiclip 47 SQB self-propelled mulching mower is powered by the Briggs @ 

Stratton 450E OHV 125cc engine. Robust steel chassis and ball bearing wheels. Mulching the clippings 

instead of collecting will get the job done around 30% quicker than a conventional mower. A 45cm cut 

makes this machine suitable for larger gardens up to 50m x 50m.Mulching is the easiest way to cut your 

grass and the innovative blade and deck design also makes the lawnmower quieter. The Stiga multiclip 

system cuts and recuts the grass into tiny pieces that simply wilt away, returning valuable nutrients to the 

soil to encourage beautiful green growth. You don@t need to rake up the clippings or empty a collector, 

which means you can cut the grass about 30% faster compared to a collecting mower.A large 45cm cutting 

deck with a choice of 5 heights of cut ranging from 31-80mm operated by a single lever, ensures an 

excellent finish for your lawn.The Multiclip 47 SQB comes with a 5 year manufacturer's warranty and is 

suitable for larger sized gardens up to 50m x 50m.Grass clippings are recycled back into the soil, returning 

valuable nutrients and saving you time and 

money!EngineEngine  

 

 

 

332. Stiga Multiclip 47S Blue 

 

The Stiga Multiclip 47S Blue self-propelled mulching mower is powered by the Stiga RS100 OHV 100cc 

engine. Robust steel chassis and ball bearing wheels. Mulching the clippings instead of collecting will get 

the job done around 30% quicker than a conventional mower. A 45cm cut makes this machine suitable for 

larger gardens up to 50m x 50m.The Stiga Multiclip 47S Blue self-propelled mulching lawnmower is 

powered by the Stiga RS100 OHV 100cc engine and has a robust steel chassis with a powder coated finish 

and ball bearing wheels for smoother running.Mulching is the easiest way to cut your grass and the 

innovative blade and deck design also makes the lawnmower quieter. The Stiga multiclip system cuts and 

recuts the grass into tiny pieces that simply wilt away, returning valuable nutrients to the soil to encourage 

beautiful green growth. You don@t need to rake up the clippings or empty a collector, which means you 

can cut the grass about 30% faster compared to a collecting mower.A large 45cm cutting deck with a 

choice of 5 heights of cut ranging from 31-80mm operated by 3 levers, ensures an excellent finish on your 



 

lawn.The Multiclip 47S Blue comes with a 5 year manufacturer's warranty and is suitable for larger sized 

gardens up to 

50m x 50m.Grass clippings are recycled back into the soil, returning valuable nutrients and saving you time 

and 

money!EngineEngine  

 

 

 

333. Stiga Multiclip 50s - 48cm Self-Propelled Mulcher 

 

The Stiga Multiclip 50S self-propelled mulching lawnmower with a 48cm/19" cut and an easy start Stiga 

engine. Robust steel chassis, ball bearing wheels and an adjustable handle for easy manoeuvrability. A 

48cm cutting width makes this mower suitable for larger gardens up to 50m x 50m.The Stiga Multiclip 50S 

is a self-propelled mulching lawnmower with a 48cm/19" cut and an easy start Stiga SA45 OHV 140cc 

engine. This model features a robust steel body with a powder coated paint finish for longevity, ball 

bearing wheels for smoother running and an adjustable handle enabling you to cut right into those 

awkward spots, alongside walls and around obstacles.Mulching is the easiest way to cut your grass and the 

innovative blade and deck design also makes the lawnmower quieter. The Stiga multiclip system cuts and 

recuts the grass into tiny pieces that simply wilt away, returning valuable nutrients to the soil to encourage 

beautiful green growth. No need to rake up the clippings or empty a collector means you can cut the grass 

about 30% faster compared to a collecting mower and reduce the use of artificial fertilisers, all while 

maintaining a high standard of finish. A 48cm/19" cutting deck with 5 heights of cut ranging from 31-75mm 

adjusted by 2 front and 1 rear levers, the Multiclip 50S will make cutting your lawn effortless. Covered by a 

2 year manufacturer's warranty this sturdy self-propelled mower is suitable for larger gardens up to 50m x 

50m.ChassisSteelDriveSelf 

PropelledFinishStandardCollectingNoMulchingYesStarting MethodRecoilEngine BrandStiga..Engine 

TypeSA45 OHVEngine 

Capacity140ccNet Power Output2.22kW @ 2900rpmTransmissionSingle Speed 3.6km/hCutting Width48cm 

/19"Cutting 

Heights31-75mm (5 Positions)Cutting Height Adjustment3 LeversLawn Size50m x 50mCollapsible 

HandlesHand WheelSafety FeaturesOperator Presence ControlWheelsFront 210mm Rear 210mm - Dryflex 

Ball BearingsWarranty2 YearsdB Rating94dBWeight31kg 

 



 

 

 

 

334. Stiga Multiclip Plus 50S 

 

The Stiga Multiclip Plus 50S self-propelled mulching lawnmower has an easy start Stiga ST45 OHV 140cc 

engine with AVS, adjustable handle, robust galvanised steel chassis and ball bearings wheels. A 48cm/19" 

cut makes this mulching lawnmower suitable for larger gardens up to 50m x 50m.The Stiga Multiclip Plus 

50S self-propelled lawnmower is equipped with an easy start Stiga ST45 OHV 140cc engine and features 

the unique Stiga anti-vibration system, which reduces the risk of White Finger or HAVS at the end of a full 

days work. This model has an adjustable handle enabling you to reach into those awkward spots, cut 

alongside walls or around obstacles. The robust galvanised steel body has a powder-coated paint finish for 

longevity and the wheels are fitted with ball bearings for smoother running. 

There is no need for a collector, because the clippings are finely cut and return valuable nutrients to the 

lawn. Mulching is the easiest way to cut your grass and the innovative blade and deck design also makes 

the lawnmower quieter. The Stiga multiclip system cuts and recuts the grass into tiny pieces that simply 

wilt away, returning valuable nutrients to the soil to encourage beautiful green growth. With no need to 

rake or empty a collector, you can cut the grass about 30% faster compared to a collecting mower and 

reduce the use of artificial fertilisers, all while maintaining a high standard of finish.The Multiclip Plus 50S is 

equipped with a 48cm/19" deck and with 5 heights of cut ranging from 31-75mm easily adjusted by a 

single lever, you'll be assured of a smart professional finish to your lawn.This self-propelled mulching 

lawnmower is coverered by a 5 year domestic manufacturer's warranty and is suitable for larger gardens 

up to 50m x 50m.Grass clippings are recycled back into the soil, returning valuable nutrients and saving 

you time and money!  



 

 

 

 

 

 335. Stiga Multiclip Pro 50 SVAN 

 

The Multiclip Pro 50 SVAN mulching lawnmower is designed for professionals or gardeners who simply 

want the best. Professional features include AVS, aluminium wheels, adjustable handle for cutting close to 

walls, 1 lever cutting height adjustment and a friction blade holder. An environmentally friendly Honda 

GCV160 OHC engine and a cutting width of 48cm/19" make this mulching lawnmower suitable for larger 

gardens up to 50m x 50m.The Multiclip Pro 50 SVAN lawnmower is a semi-professional mulching mower 

for those who simply want the best. Professional features include an environmentally friendly Honda 

GCV160 OHC engine and the unique Stiga anti-vibration system (AVS), which reduces the risk of White 

Finger or HAVS at the end of a full day's work. Other features include a sturdy galvanised steel chassis, ball 

bearing wheels and a friction blade holder to protect the engine from damage caused by striking solid 

objects with the blade. An adjustable handle makes it easy to cut into those awkward spots, close to walls 

and around objects.Mulching is the easiest way to cut your grass and the innovative blade and deck design 

also makes the lawnmower quieter. The Stiga Multiclip system cuts and recuts the grass into tiny pieces 

that simply wilt away, returning valuable nutrients to the soil to encourage beautiful green growth. You 

don@t need to rake up the clippings or empty a collector, which means you cut the grass about 30% faster 

compared to a collecting mower. The mulching design of this model reduces the noise effect to a very low 

91dB and a reduction of 3dB reduces the noise by half. Certified with the environment friendly SVAN label. 

A 48cm/19" deck with 5 heights of cut ranging from 31-75mm adjusted by a central single lever, ensures 

an excellent professional finish to your lawn. This mulching mower is coverered by a 5 year manufacturer's 

warranty for domestic use and 1 year commercial use. The large 48cm deck makes it suitable for large 

gardens up to 50m x 50m.Grass clippings are recycled back into the soil, returning valuable nutrients and 

saving you time and 

money! 

 



 

 

 

336. Stiga Multiclip Pro 53S SVAN  - 51cm Self-Propelled Mulcher 

 

Multiclip Pro 53S SVAN professional self-propelled mulching lawnmower with robust aluminium chassis 

and wheels. Features include AVS, a Honda GCV160 OHC autochoke engine and friction blade holder. The 

chassis is laterally offset, which makes cutting along walls and around obstacles very easy. With a cutting 

width of 51cm/20" this professional mulching lawnmower is suitable for larger gardens up to 50m x 

50mThe Multclip Pro 53S SVAN self-propelled mulching lawnmower is designed for professionals and 

gardeners who simply want the best. Professional features include a robust aluminium chassis with a 20 

year warranty*, aluminium wheels with ball bearings for smoother running and a friction blade holder that 

protects the engine against damage caused by accidentally striking solid objects with the blade. An 

adjustable offset handle makes cutting close to walls and around obstacles very easy, while the unique 

Stiga anti-vibration system (AVS) means you can work a full day without the risk of White Finger or HAVS. 

This model is equipped with an environment friendly SVAN certified recoil start Honda GCV160 OHC 

autochoke engine with single speed transmission.Mulching is the easiest way to cut your grass and the 

innovative blade and deck design also makes the lawnmower quieter. The Stiga multiclip system cuts and 

recuts the grass into tiny pieces that simply wilt away, returning valuable nutrients to the soil to encourage 

beautiful green growth. You don@t need to rake up the clippings or empty a collector, which means you 

can cut the grass about 30% faster compared to a collecting mower. The noise effect is a very low, 93 

dB(A). A reduction of 3 dB(A) reduces the noise by half. With a 51cm/20" deck and 5 heights of cut ranging 

from 3065mm adjusted by a single lever, this professional mulching lawnmower from Stiga will give a great 

finish to your lawns.Covered by a 2 year manufacturer's warranty for domestic use and 1 year for 

commercial, this model is suitable for larger gardens up to 50m x 50m.ChassisAluminiumDriveSelf 

PropelledFinishStandardCollectingNoMulchingYesStarting MethodRecoilEngine 

BrandHondaEngine TypeGCV160Engine Capacity160ccNet Power Output2.10kW @ 

2900rpmTransmissionSingle Speed 

3.6km/hCutting Width51cm /20"Cutting Heights30-65mm (5 Positions)Cutting Height AdjustmentSingle 

LeverLawn Size50m x 

50mSafety FeaturesOperator Presence ControlWheelsFront 205mm Rear 205mm - Dryflex Ball 

BearingsWarranty2 YearsChassis Warranty20 YearsdB Rating93dBWeight39kg 

 

 



 

 

 

337. Stiga Park Compact 14 HST Ride On Lawnmower 

 

If you want@the ultimate mowing experience look no further.@ Genuine articulated steering combined 

with front mounted cutter decks means there are few places you won't be able to reach with a Stiga Park 

ride-on mower.Powered by a reliable single cylinder@Briggs @ Stratton@engine, the Compact 14 HST is a 

highly durable and competent introduction to the range.When Stiga produced the first Park in 1974 it was 

a revolutionary product as it had truly articulated steering - in other words the machine bent in the 

middle.@ The cutter deck, instead of being underneath, was mounted at the front allowing the user all 

round visibility.@ The principles of this design still exist in the Park range today.Manoeuvring into corners 

or around trees and under bushes is simplicity itself with a Park thanks to the articulated steering 

system.@ Another major advantage is that wherever you go the rear wheels will always follow precisely in 

the track of the front wheels.@ If you've navigated around an obstacle with the front of the machine you 

can be sure the rear will clear it too.The Compact 14 HST is available with a choice of 95cm,@or 105cm 

Multiclip Combi cutter decks.@ Should conditions dictate, for example in@heavy, rough grass areas, you 

can easily convert from mulching to rear discharge in seconds, and with ten different heights of cut to 

choose from you can be assured of a@smart finish every time.All Stiga Park mowers are designed with 

functionality, reliability, comfort, quality and the environment in mind. 

@Built today for tomorrow, all models are backed by@a 3 year warranty on the mower and a 10 year 

warranty on the chassis. 

 

 

 



 

338. Stiga Park Compact 16 HST Ride On Lawnmower 

 

Like all Stiga Parks,@this Compact 16 HST is simplicity itself to use and you@ll finish the job in record time 

@ much faster than with a conventional tractor.Powered by a single cylinder Briggs @ Stratton engine this 

machine features@articulated steering, a front mounted cutter deck and hydrostatic drive for fantastic 

control.When Stiga produced their first Park in 1974 it was a revolutionary product.@ Genuine articulated 

steering allowed the@machine to@bend in the middle and the cutter deck was mounted at the front 

instead of being underneath.@ The principles of this design still exist in the Park range today - 

functionality, reliability, comfort, quality and care of the environment.Articulated steering not only 

provides an enviably tight turning circle it also ensures that the rear wheels follow precisely in the track of 

the front wheels -@you don't have to worry what's happening behind you as you mow.@Front mounted 

Multiclip Combi cutter decks give the operator unrivalled visibility and leave a fantastic finish.@ With the 

Compact 16 HST you have a choice of 95cm,or 105cm working widths -@these decks@can handle the 

rougher end of things too@as they easily convert from mulching to rear discharge working 

modes.A@hydrostatic drive makes life even easier@@ push the foot pedal down to go forward or 

backward to go into reverse.@ Working in tight corners, over@edges@or under bushes has never been 

easier, and there are no grass clippings to dispose of either!@ If you want to add four wheel drive to this 

specification take a look at our Park Compact 16 HST 4WD.Built today for tomorrow, all Park ride-on 

mowers come with a 3 year warranty on the machine and a 10 year warranty on the chassis. 

 

 

 

 

339. Stiga Park Plus HST Ride On Lawnmower 

 

This@Park@Plus@has@all the@features you would associate with@a Stiga Park; articulated steering, 

front mounted cutter deck, hydrostatic drive,@a comfortable adjustable seat, adjustable steering wheel 

and ergonomic controls. It also features mechanical servo assisted steering, another innovation from Stiga 

which provides extra light steering control so@working around obstacles is even easier.With the@Park 

Plus@you have a powerful, smooth Briggs @ Strattonengine, excellent all round visibility and it gives a top 

class finish!Mowing around@trees,@in and out of corners or under bushes are a breeze as the unique 

articulated steering system means the rear wheels will always follow the front wheels.@ There's no need 

to worry about the back of the machine catching on anything.The hydrostatic drive gives you full control of 

your ground speed, simply press the foot pedal forward to move forward@or backwards to go into 

reverse.@ The more pressure you apply, the faster@your@speed -@take your foot off the pedal@when 

you want to stop.@Choose either a 95cm, 100cm,105cm@or 110cm working width Multiclip Combi cutter 

deck.@ With@ten preset heights of cut and@recycling or rear discharge modes you can be sure of getting 



 

the ideal finish in all types of grass and working conditions.Stiga produced their@first Stiga Park in 1974.@ 

It was a@revolutionary product with genuine articulated steering which allowed the machine to bend in 

the middle and a front mounted cutter deck.@ This afforded it amazing manoeuvrability and visibility.@ 

The principles of this design still exist in the Park range today@- functionality, reliability, comfort, quality 

and care of the environment.Built today for tomorrow, all models come with a 3 year warranty on the 

mower and a 10 year warranty on the chassis. 

 

 

 

340. Stiga Park Ranger HST SVAN Ride On Lawnmower 

 

If environmental issues are important to you then consider a Park Ranger HST SVAN - it meets stringent 

Nordic standards and has been granted@SVAN certification.This machine embodies the ideals of the very 

first Park@that Stiga built in 1974@functionality, reliability, comfort, quality and care@of the 

environment.@Super smooth power@is delivered@by a twin cylinder Honda GCV530 engine producing 

10.9kW.@ This power combined with@hydraulic servo assisted articulated steering@ensures the@Ranger 

HST SVAN is light and easy to manouevre - you'll find cutting into corners, around trees or under bushes 

has never been easier.@ Hydraulic drive adds to the driving experience by providing infinitely variable 

ground speed control - push the pedal forward to move forward or press it backwards to go into reverse; 

the more pressure you apply the faster you will travel.Multiclip Combi cutter decks have two working 

modes.@ Designed@primarily@for mulching they@can also rear discharge when conditions demand.@ In 

Multiclip mode grass is cut into fine particles and deposited deep into the base of the turf where micro 

organisms speed decomposition returning valuable nutrients to the soil.@ Recycling clippings in this way 

saves time, money and effort compared to traditional cut and collect systems.@ In long,@rough grass 

choose the rear discharge option, grass will be cut and discharged neatly behind the mower to wilt 

naturally.Deck options for the Ranger HST SVAN@range@from 95cm to 110cm working widths with either 

manual or electronic height of cut@adjustment.@ Electronic@adjustment@allows you to change cutting 

height from the driving seat; simply press the switch and@release@it once@the indicator reaches your 

optimum cutting position @ it's that easy!But Parks don't just cut grass -@Stiga offer a wide range of 

accessories to increase their versatility all year round.Built today for tomorrow, all Park ride-on mowers 

have@a 3 year warranty on the mower and a 10 year warranty on the chassis. 

 

 



 

 

 

341. Stiga Park Residence 4WD Ride On Lawnmower 

 

The Park Residence 4WD benefits from hydraulic power steering making it effortless to steer around your 

garden.@ The 95cm, 100cm, 105cm or 110@manual electric @height of cut@ decks with infinite height 

adjustment can be fitted to this machine@and the adjustment@can be made without leaving the 

seat.The@Park Residence 4WD is powered by a 500cc single cylinder Briggs @ Stratton AVS1 engine with 

hydrostatic 4WD transmission@giving you infinite speed control in either direction from a single foot pedal 

and a maximum speed of@10 KM/H.@ The fuel tank capacity is@12 litres and the machine is fitted with 

an adjustable comfort seat and manual servo steering.The Park Residence@model has all the features 

required to make maintaining and improving your lawn a @Drive in the Park@.@This model is covered by 

a 3 year manufacturer's warranty with 10 years cover on the chassis 

 

 

 

 

342. Stiga SBK27 Brushcutter 

 

Powered by a 26.3cc@Kawasaki@2 stroke@engine producing 0.77kW and@featuring@a 26mm straight 

shaft and vibrationdamped loop handle. @Runs on unleaded petrol / 2 stroke oil mix.The SBK 27@is an 

environmentally friendly 

trimmer/brushcutter for all types of garden jobs.@ Powered by a modern 26.3cc@Kawasaki@2 

stroke@engine producing 

0.77kW@running on unleaded petrol, this model features a 26mm straight shaft, vibration-damped loop 

handle and a single safety harness.Supplied with a@Tap N'go nylon line head* with double 2.4mm lines, 3-



 

tooth metal grass blade and goggles.*The Tap N'go system allows the operator to renew the line as it 

wears by tapping the auto-feed line head on the ground when the machine 

is in use.SPECIFICATIONSEngine BrandKawasakiEngine Type2 StrokeMetal Blade3 

ToothHandleLoopHarness typeSingleWeight6.3kgWarranty5 Years Terms @ Conditions ApplyCommercial 

Warranty2 Year 

 

 

 

Stiga SBK27D Brushcutter 

 

 

 

 

343. Stiga SBK35 Brushcutter 

 

Powered by a 34.4cc@Kawasaki@2 stroke@engine producing 1.03kW and@featuring@a 26mm straight 

shaft and vibrationdamped double handle. @Runs on unleaded petrol / 2 stroke oil mix.The SBK 35D is an 

environmentally friendly trimmer/brushcutter for all types of garden jobs.@ Powered by a modern 

34.4cc@Kawasaki@2 stroke@engine producing 1.03kW@running on unleaded petrol, this model features 

a 26mm straight shaft, vibration-damped double handle and a double safety harness.Supplied with a@Tap 

N'go nylon line head* with double 2.4mm lines and a 3-tooth metal grass blade.*The Tap N'go system 

allows the operator to renew the line as it wears by tapping the auto-feed line head on the ground when 

the machine is in use.SPECIFICATIONSEngine BrandKawasakiEngine Type2 StrokeMetal Blade3 

ToothHandleDoubleHarness typeDouble ComfortWeight7.9kgWarranty5 Years Terms @ Conditions 

ApplyCommercial Warranty2 Year 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

iga SBK45 Brushcutter 

 

Powered by a 45.4cc@Kawasaki@2 stroke@engine producing 1.4kW and@featuring@a 26mm straight 

shaft and vibrationdamped double handle. @Runs on unleaded petrol / 2 stroke oil mix.The SBK 45D is an 

environmentally friendly trimmer/brushcutter for all types of garden jobs.@ Powered by a modern 

45.4cc@Kawasaki@2 stroke@engine producing 1.4kW@running on unleaded petrol, this model features a 

28mm straight shaft, vibration-damped double handle and a double safety harness.Supplied with a easy 

feed nylon line head with double 2.4mm lines and a 4-tooth metal grass blade.SPECIFICATIONSEngine 

BrandKawasakiEngine Type2 StrokeMetal Blade4 ToothHandleDoubleHarness typeDouble 

ComfortWeight9.3kgWarranty5 Years Terms @ Conditions ApplyCommercial Warranty2 Years 

 

  



 

344. Stiga SBK53 Brushcutter 

 

Powered by a 53.2cc@Kawasaki@2 stroke@engine producing 2.0kW and@featuring@a 28mm straight 

shaft and vibrationdamped double handle. @Runs on unleaded petrol / 2 stroke oil mix.The SBK 53D is an 

environmentally friendly trimmer/brushcutter for all types of garden jobs.@ Powered by a modern 

53.2cc@Kawasaki@2 stroke@engine producing a massive 2.0kW@running on unleaded petrol, this model 

features a 28mm straight shaft, vibration-damped double handle and a double safety harness.Supplied 

with an 8 wire spool and Tap N'Go easy feed nylon line head.SPECIFICATIONSEngine 

BrandKawasakiEngine Type2 StrokeNet Power Output2.0kWHandleDoubleHarness typeDouble 

ComfortWeight9.9kgWarranty5 Years Terms @ Conditions ApplyCommercial Warranty2 Years 

 

 

 
345. Stiga Silex 95H 

 

Multifunctional unit, with a 4 stroke engine, geared reverse drive. It can be converted from motor 

cultivator to twin-bladed mower or 50 cm multifunctional mower by simply changing the implement and 

turning the handlebar.This type of power unit is known as a two wheel tractor and is ideal for a variety of 

year round gardening chores. The powerful Honda engine drives two traction wheels and a power take off 

system; fitting an attachment to the tractor is easy and only takes a few minutes. From cutting grass to 

clearing snow this versatile system is a firm favourite with many gardeners.Rear cultivatorFit a rear tine 

cultivator and the Silex 95H makes a tough job so easy. Simply engage the drive and follow the machine. 

On established vegetable plots you will produce a seed bed in one pass. On hard, unbroken ground you 

may need two or sometimes three passes to get the depth and tilth you require. What can be a back 

breaking job couldn@t be easier.Grassland MowerThis rotary grass cutter is another excellent piece of kit. 

With a 53cm cutting width it will even tackle grass and nettles some two feet tall. The single bar blade cuts 

and scatters the grass so an even finish is achieved. It handles orchards, paths through wild flower areas, in 

fact any rough grass lawns with such ease it is a real favourite.Scythe 

This scythe or cutter bar mower can be fitted in minutes and is designed for cutting long grass, brambles, 

light scrub and similar materials. The 87cm blade cuts the grass once and lays it neatly aside for later 

clearance if required.Ridging PloughEarthing up potatoes can be hard work but this ridging plough makes it 

so quick and easy to do. Let the powerful tractor pull the plough through your soil and it@s no longer a 

back-breaking task.Brush @ CollectorKeep your paths neat and tidy with this attachment. The 82cm wide 

brush sweeps debris into the collector for easy disposal. A 105cm brush without a collector is also 

available.Snow BladeWe may not get much snow in the UK but when we do you@ll be glad of this 

accessory. With an 85cm working width the blade can be angled to direct cleared snow in the required 

direction.ChassisSteelEngine BrandHondaEngine TypeGCV160Engine 



 

Capacity160ccTransmissionForward @ ReverseTransmission TypeOil bath worm and gears plus belt 

driveDrive to WheelsHand Control LeverAccessory DriveHand Control LeverWheels13 x 5.00-6Safety 

FeaturesOperator Presence ControlWeight55kgWarranty2 Years 

 

 

 

 

348. Stiga Turbo Excel 50 SQ B -  48cm Self-Propelled Lawnmower 

 

The Excel 50 SQ B self-propelled 4-in-1 combi lawnmower features a galvanised steel deck, Briggs @ 

Stratton 190cc engine with single speed transmission, 75 litre collector, mulching plug and side discharge 

shute. The 48cm cutting width makes this mower suitable for larger gardens up to 50m x 50m.The Stiga 

Excel 50 SQ B was new on the market in 2012 . The Excel 50 SQ B selfpropelled 4-in-1 combi lawnmower 

also provides other functions; for really high grass simply remove the collector and rear discharge, or 

simply insert the mulching plug and drive in multiclip mode. This lawnmower also has the additional 

benefit of a side discharge option.This model is equipped with a powerful easy start Briggs @ Stratton 

190cc engine. Other features include a durable rubber coated foldable handle, collector full indicator on 

grass bag with ball bearings wheels. Supplied with a large 75 litre grass collector, optional mulching plug 

and side disharge shute.Mulching is the easiest way to cut your grass and the innovative blade and deck 

design also makes the lawnmower quieter. The Stiga multiclip system cuts and recuts the grass into tiny 

pieces that simply wilt away, returning valuable nutrients to the soil to encourage beautiful green growth. 

You don@t need to rake up the clippings or empty a collector, which means you can cut the grass about 

30% faster compared to a collecting mower.The 48cm/19" deck with 6 cutting heights ranging from 22-

95mm operated by a single lever, makes this lawnmower suitable for larger gardens up to 50m x 

50m.ReviewThe Stiga Excel 50 SQ B was new on the market in 2012 . The Excel 50 SQ B self-propelled 4-in-

1 combi lawnmower also provides other functions; for really high grass simply remove the collector and 

rear discharge, or simply insert the mulching plug and drive in multiclip mode. This lawnmower also has 

the additional benefit of a side discharge option.This model is equipped with a powerful easy start Briggs 

@ Stratton 190cc engine. Other features include a durable rubber coated foldable handle, collector full 

indicator on grass bag with ball bearings wheels. Supplied with a large 75 litre grass collector, optional 

mulching plug and side disharge shute.Mulching is the easiest way to cut your grass and the innovative 

blade and deck design also makes the lawnmower quieter. The Stiga multiclip system cuts and recuts the 

grass into tiny pieces that simply wilt away, returning valuable nutrients to the soil to encourage beautiful 

green growth. You don@t need to rake up the clippings or empty a collector, which means you can cut the 



 

grass about 30% faster compared to a collecting mower.The 48cm/19" deck with 6 cutting heights ranging 

from 22-95mm operated by a single lever, makes this lawnmower suitable for larger gardens up to 50m x 

50m.ChassisGalvanised SteelDriveSelf 

PropelledFinishStandardCollectingYesMulchingYesCollectorCanvas 75 litresStarting MethodRecoilEngine 

BrandBriggs @ 

StrattonEngine Type675 XVSEngine Capacity190ccNet Power Output2.33kW @ 2800 

rpmTransmissionSingle Speed 

3.6km/hCutting Width48cm /19"Cutting Heights22-95mm (6 Positions)Cutting Height AdjustmentSingle 

LeverLawn Size50m x 

50mCollapsible HandlesQuick ReleaseSafety FeaturesOperator Presence ControlIncluded 

AccessoriesMulching Plug @ Side 

Discharge ShuteWheelsFront 210mm Rear 300mm - Ball BearingsWarranty2 YearsWeight50kg 

 

 

 

349. Stiga Turbo Excel 55 SQ H BBC 53cm Self-Propelled Lawnmower 

 

The Excel 55 SQ H BBC self-propelled 4-in-1 combi lawnmower features a galvanised steel deck, Honda 

190cc engine with single speed transmission, 75 litre collector, mulching plug and side discharge shute. The 

53cm cutting width makes this mower suitable for larger gardens up to 50m x 50m.The Stiga Excel 55 SQ H 

BBC was new on the market in 2012 . The Excel 55 SQ H BBC self-propelled 4-in-1 combi lawnmower also 

provides other functions; for really high grass simply remove the collector and rear discharge, or simply 

insert the mulching plug and drive in multiclip mode. This lawnmower also has the additional benefit of a 

side discharge option.This model is equipped with a powerful easy start Honda 190cc engine. Other 

features include a durable rubber coated foldable handle, collector full indicator on grass bag with ball 

bearings wheels. Supplied with a large 75 litre grass collector, optional mulching plug and side disharge 

shute.This model has the Blade Brake Clutch sytem, which enables you to start the engine with out the 

blade turning.Mulching is the easiest way to cut your grass and the innovative blade and deck design also 

makes the lawnmower quieter. The Stiga multiclip system cuts and recuts the grass into tiny pieces that 

simply wilt away, returning valuable nutrients to the soil to encourage beautiful green growth. You don@t 

need to rake up the clippings or empty a collector, which means you can cut the grass about 30% faster 

compared to a collecting mower.@ChassisGalvanised 



 

SteelDriveSelf PropelledFinishStandardCollectingYesMulchingYesCollectorCanvas 75 litresStarting 

MethodRecoilEngine 

BrandHondaEngine TypeGCV190 OHCEngine Capacity190ccNet Power Output3.32kW@ 

2900rpmTransmissionSingle Speed 

3.6km/hCutting Width53cm /21"Cutting Heights22-95mm (6 Positions)Cutting Height AdjustmentSingle 

LeverLawn Size50m x 

50mCollapsible HandlesQuick ReleaseSafety FeaturesOperator Presence ControlIncluded 

AccessoriesMulching Plug @ Side 

Discharge ShuteWheelsFront 210mm Rear 300mm - Ball BearingsWarranty2 YearsWeight56kg 

 

 

 

 

350. Stiga Turbo Power 50SB 

 

The Turbo Power 50SB self-propelled 3-in-1 combi lawnmower features an aluminium deck, Briggs @ 

Stratton 625 E Series engine with single speed transmission, 70 litre collector and mulching plug. The 48cm 

cutting width makes this mower suitable for larger gardens up to 50m x 50m.Stiga Turbo mowers have 

long been regarded as one of the best collecting lawnmowers on the market. The Turbo Power 50 SB self-

propelled 3-in-1 combi lawnmower also provides other functions; for really high grass remove the collector 

and rear discharge, or simply insert the mulching plug and drive in Multiclip mode.This model is equipped 

with a powerful easy-start Briggs @ Stratton 625 E Series engine, with a cast iron cylinder sleeve built for 

tougher tasks and a sturdy aluminium chassis. Other features include a durable rubber coated foldable 

handle for low vibrations and aluminium wheels with ball bearings. The Turbo Power 50 SB is also supplied 

with a large 70 litre capacity grass collector and mulching plug.Mulching is the easiest way to cut your 

grass and the innovative blade and deck design also makes the lawnmower quieter. The Stiga Multiclip 

system cuts and recuts the grass into tiny pieces that simply wilt away, returning valuable nutrients to the 

soil to encourage beautiful green growth. You don@t need to rake up the clippings or empty a collector, 

which means you can cut the grass about 30% faster compared to a collecting mower.The 48cm deck with 

6 cutting heights ranging from 30-80mm operated by a single lever, makes this lawnmower suitable for 

larger gardens up to 50m x 50m. The Turbo Power 50 SB is covered by a 5 year domestic manufacturer's 

warranty (20 years on the deck).3 in 1 cutting system: Collect, Mulch or Rear Discharge Aluminium deck 



 

with 20 year anti-corrosion warrantyGrass clippings are recycled back into the soil, returning valuable 

nutrients and saving you time and money!EngineEngine  

 

 

 

 

 

351. Stiga Turbo Pro 55 S4B 

 

Turbo Pro 55 S4B self-propelled combi mower is able to collect, rear discharge or mulch. Fitted with a 

Briggs and Stratton 850 E Series Ready Start engine with 4 speed transmission, unique Stiga anti-vibration 

system (AVS) and an aluminium deck with a 20 year warranty*. With a large 53cm cutting width, this top of 

the range mower is suitable for larger gardens up to 50m x 50m.The Turbo Pro 55 S4B self-propelled 3-in-1 

combi lawnmower is very well equipped with a recoil start Briggs and Stratton 850 E 

Series Ready Start engine with 4 speed transmission, giving a choice of four different speeds from 2.8 to 

4.5 km/h. The unique Stiga anti-vibration system (AVS) reduces the risk of White Finger or HAVS at the end 

of a full day's work.Other features include a friction blade holder to reduce the risk of engine damage if 

you accidentally strike solid objects and a fully foldable handle with comfortable levers for an enjoyable 

working experience. This top of the range mower is fitted with a sturdy galvanised steel chassis, aluminium 

wheels with ball bearings for smoother running and is supplied with a large 70 litre capacity collector and 

mulching plug.Mulching is the easiest way to cut your grass and the innovative blade and deck design also 

makes the lawnmower quieter. The Stiga Multiclip system cuts and recuts the grass into tiny pieces that 

simply wilt away, returning valuable nutrients to the soil to encourage beautiful green growth. With no 

need to rake up the clippings or empty the collector, you can cut the grass about 30% faster compared to a 

collecting mower.The large 53cm deck with 9 heights of cut ranging from 30-80mm with central height of 

cut adjustment makes this an excellent mower for the professional gardener. This combi mower is suitable 

for larger gardens up to 50m x 50m. Covered by a 5 year manufacturer's warranty for domestic use and 1 

year commercial use.Stiga Turbo mowers have long been regarded as one of the best collecting 

lawnmowers on the market. This self-propelled combi model also 

provides other functions - for really high grass just remove the collector and rear discharge then simply 

insert the mulching plug and drive in Multiclip mode. 

 



 

 

 

352. Stiga Turbo Pro55 4S - 53cm Self-Propelled Combi Lawnmower 

 

Turbo Pro 55 4S self-propelled combi mower able to collect, rear discharge or@mulch. Fitted with a Honda 

GVC190 engine with 4 speed transmission, unique Stiga anti-vibration system and an aluminium deck with 

a 20 year warranty*.@ With a large 53cm cutting width, this@top of the range mower is suitable for larger 

gardens up to 50m x 50m. 

 

: 

 

 

  



 

353. Stiga Villa 320 HST Lawnmower with 78cm Deck 

 

This Villa 320 HST is powered by a Stiga single cylinder engine. It has a hydrostatic transmisson and comes 

complete with a 78cm cutter deck.Enter the world of front cut mowers with this Villa 320 HST. An 

economical option for smaller gardens it is fitted with a reliable single cylinder Stiga engine, easily 

powerful enough to drive the 78cm Multiclip Combi cutter deck option.A comfortable adjustable seat, 

steering wheel and easily accessible controls takes care of driver comfort and ergonomics. Hydrostatic 

transmission allows you to select the correct ground speed for your terrain and the desired quality of cut 

buy a foot operated control pedal.The front mounted deck and upright driving position provide you with 

unhindered visibility. You don't run over the grass before it is cut and you can mow into corners and under 

shrubs very easily. With ten height of cut positions you're sure to achieve that all important lush green 

finish on your lawn.All Villas are built on a solid rigid chassis for durability. They have light and very precise 

rear wheel steering which makes them extremely manoeuvrable. Coupled with Stiga's legendary front 

mounted Multiclip cutter decks, they offer all round visibility, superb control and a beautiful finish to your 

lawn.All Villa ride-on mowers have a comforting 3 year warranty, with a 10 year warranty on the 

chassis.Starting MethodKeyEngine BrandStigaEngine 

Capacity414ccCylinders1Net Power Output7.1kWFuel Tank Capacity4.3 litreDriveRear Wheel 

DriveTransmissionHydrostaticMax Speed9km/hrWheelsFront 15" Rear 15"Steering LinkWire/WireSteering 

BallNoDeck LiftFoot OperatedDeck Size78cmHeight of Cut25-85mmElectric Cutting Height 

AdjustmentsNoAdjustable SeatYesdB100Turning circle232cmOverall Length / Width200 x 

91cmWeight167kgLawn Size0.5 to 1 acreWarranty3 YearsChassis Warranty10 Years 

 

 

 

 

354. Stiga Villa 520 HST 

 

This Villa 520 HST is powered by a Briggs @ Statton Power Built 3115 AVS single cylinder engine. It has a 

hydrostatic transmisson and comes complete with a 90cm deck. The new Stiga Villa 520 HST has recently 

been awarded the prestigious Red Dot Design Award 2013.Enter the world of front cut mowers with this 

Villa 520 HST. An economical option for smaller gardens, it is fitted with a reliable single cylinder Briggs @ 

Stratton Power Built 3115 AVS engine and complete with a 90cm cutter deck. The new Stiga Villa 520 HST 

has recently been awarded the prestigious Red Dot Design Award 2013. The award confirms the top class 



 

design as well as user friendliness of the new Stiga Villa 520 HST. The idea was to create a sporty vehicle 

which you proudly can park in your driveway, and easily manoeuvre around the tightest spots of the 

garden. Material and construction, comfort and convenience, road grip and performance @ the thinking is 

the same as in a modern car. A comfortable adjustable seat and easily accessible controls takes care of 

driver comfort and ergonomics. Hydrostatic transmission allows you to select the correct ground speed for 

your terrain and the desired quality of cut by a foot operated control pedal. The front mounted deck and 

upright driving position provide you with unhindered visibility. You don't run over the grass before it is cut 

and you can mow into corners and under shrubs very easily. With ten height of cut positions you're sure to 

achieve that all important lush green finish on your lawn. All Villas are built on a solid rigid chassis for 

durability. They have light and very precise rear wheel steering which makes them extremely 

manoeuvrable. Coupled with Stiga's legendary front mounted Multiclip cutter deck, they offer all round 

visibility, superb control and a beautiful finish to your lawn. All Villa ride-on mowers have a comforting 3 

year warranty, with a 

10 year warranty on the chassis.Grass clippings are recycled back into the soil, returning valuable nutrients 

and saving you time 

and money!EngineStarting Method  
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356. TRAILER BOWSER PRESSURE WASHER 

 

Yanmar electric start engineInterpump1100 Ltr water tankBraked road trailer with ball hitchGear 

boxAnti vibration plate40mtr manual hose reelGun and lanceThe Trailer Bowser unit can also be 

supplied with a Honda Petrol engine 

 

 

 

 

357. Treelion M45 Pruning Shears with 200 Battery 

 

The primary characteristic of Treelion pruning shears is@the ability to operate in@continuous controlled 

mode,@for precision work, or in@pulsed mode@(full or half-open) for quicker cutting. Treelion is fitted as 

standard with a@PRADINES cutting head,@world benchmark in terms of@quality.@The double trigger 

system@Pellenc Patent@allows the operator to switch from intermediate opening to wide opening, with a 

single press, to increase the speed and ease of use. This range of pruning shears is sold@as@standard with 

the 200 battery or with a kit for connecting to@another Ultra Lithium Battery. Treelion is@available 

in@several versions: A traditional handheld model and several two-hand and pole models for work 

in@dense vegetation or@at@distance.@As with all other PELLENC products, Treelion benefits from the 

ultra high capacity technology of the ultra lithium battery and guarantees@non-polluting operation and 

a@record operating range.The M45 pruning shears are complete with a 200 ultra lithium battery and carry 

case.@Click on the link below to watch a video of the Treelion Pruning Shears, then@click the@browser 

back@button to return.http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l4_TzpENqf4Business customers please call for 

commercial discounts, service and to book a demonstration. 

 

 

  



 

358. Webb 14" Cylinder Mower 

 

 

 

359. Westwood S150 - Mini Lawn tractor 

 

S150H Mini Garden TractorWith a 500cc Briggs @ Stratton engine, the S150H Mini drives a 76cm (30") 

cutter deck and an optional 255 litre Powered Grass Collector.The S150H is just 86cm (34") wide @ the 

garden tractor and grass collector are slimline, allowing easy passage through @standard@ sized gateways 

and along paths. The deck is offset to allow for cutting around trees and flowerbeds.The S150H has many 

of the features found on larger Westwoods, including hydrostatic foot control and a lightweight cutter 

height adjustment lever.@Exclusively for the S150H Mini tractor, this single blade Combi deck offers great 

versatility. Should you wish to collect clippings from your lawn and leave a striped lawn finish, the 

combination of the Westwood Combi deck and Powered Grass Collector is the option for you.Westwood 

Combi decks have been designed to mulch in a variety of conditions. From very dry scrub to a thick wet 

lawn, the Combi deck@s blades lift and cut the grass again and again. Minute clippings are forced deep 

into the lawn, where they return valuable nitrogen to the roots of the grass.Cuts the grass cleanly, giving a 

fine finish even when the grass is wetRemove the mulching adapter to cut and collect grass in conjunction 

with the optional Powered Grass CollectorFit the adapter for fast, collection-free mowingThe deck is offset 

to allow easy mowing around trees and up to flower bedsThis deck fits the following models: S150H Mini 

 

 

 

360. Westwood S1500 - 2WD Garden Tractor 

 

The S1500H garden tractor has a premium-grade, single cylinder Briggs @ Stratton engine.With features 

such as hydrostatic transmission, operating an S1500H is easy. There is a computer @brain@ (Operating 

Performance Indicator) to look after the engine and it even tells you when to adjust the throttle.Use the 

92cm (36") Vector Flow rear-discharge deck and optional 300 litre Powered Grass Collector to produce a 

superb finish on a lawn, even when the grass is wet.An independent clutch allows you to use the power 

take-off to power accessories with the cutting blades disengaged.The 92cm (36") Vector Flow cutter deck 

has three, razor sharp integrated blades. These finely cut the grass and direct it to the discharge chute at 

the rear of the deck ready for collection by the optional Powered Grass Collector.The cutters have been 

designed not to clog, even when cutting wet grass.The two rear blades contra-rotate, cutting only their 

own grass and discharging it directly to the rear without throwing cuttings into the other blade@s pathThe 

careful balancing of the blades in precise alignment, combined with the design and engineering of the 

blade spindles, makes this deck one of the quietest and smoothest in the worldCutting speed does not vary 



 

with the forward speed of the mowerBlades are switched on/off through an electro-magnetic clutch. 

Switch off and the brake engages automatically @ a safe and fast way to stop the blades. The clutch is also 

linked to the driver@s seat @ dismount and the blades automatically stopThis deck fits the following 

models: S1500H 

: 

 

 

 

361. Westwood T1600 - Lawn Tractor 

 

T Series WestwoodWith additional refinement, the T Series range of garden tractors combines the 

functionality of the S Series with more powerful and smooth running twin cylinder engines.Used with a 300 

litre Powered Grass Collector and either a Combi or Vector Flow cutter deck, a T Series will create a fine 

finish on a formal lawn, even when the grass is wet.The T1600H has a mid-range, 603cc twin cylinder 

engine and uses either a 97cm (38") Combi or 107cm (42") Vector Flow rear discharge cutter deck.Both 

decks will cut grass ready for collection by the optional 300 litre Powered Grass Collector and produce the 

@trademark@ Westwood striped finish. In addition, the Combi can also mulch the grass into fine 

particles.The optional 92cm (36") High Grass Mulching cutter deck tackles the tallest grass, nettles and 

brambles.For year-round versatility, use the tractor@s PTO to drive an optional powered scarifier or 

perhaps a spreader. 

 

 

 

  



 

362. Westwood V25/50 - Garden Lawntractor 

 

V Series WestwoodA commercial-grade chassis, larger wheels and additional features make the V Series 

ideal for gardens of three acres or more.Both petrol and diesel models drive Westwood@s largest cutter 

deck, the 127cm (50"). In conjunction with an optional 390 litre Powered Grass Collector it@s an obvious 

choice for mowing larger areas.Extra features such as electric emptying and a differential lock add even 

more refinement to this highly specified Westwood tractor.With a smooth-running, twin cylinder 726cc 

Kawasaki engine the V25-50HE is Westwood@s flagship garden tractor. Fitted with a large, 127cm (50") 

Combi deck and optional 390 litre Powered Grass Collector, the V25-50HE will make short work of mowing 

a large formal lawn.Pushbutton lifting and emptying of the grass collector requires a simple press of a 

button @ the V25-50HE looks after the rest @ expelling all the compacted grass effortlessly.When the 

going gets really tough, engaging the differential lock will drive the rear wheels at the same speed @ 

preventing wheel spin and providing extra traction. 

 

: 

 

 

 

363. Wolf 40 E-1 - Power Edition 

 

The WOLF-Garten Power Edition 40E1 is a powerful machine that is ideal for medium-larger lawns up to a 

tennis court and a half in size. Easy to use and extremely manoeuvrable, the 40E1 is a top quality mower 

that offers an outstanding performance even on damp or rough grass.This mower also features the Wolf 

CCM system (Cut @ Collect or Cut @ Mulch), which allows you to choose between cutting and collecting 

grass clippings in its efficient grass bag or cutting and mulching clippings back into the lawn to encourage 

healthy re-growth. Other features include; 40cm cutting width, 1,600W motor, adjustable cutting height 

setting with 5 central settings, a folding handlebar for easy storage and a 10 year guarantee. 

 



 

 

 

364. Wolf E34E - Electric Lawnmower 

 

The WOLF-Garten Compact Plus Power Edition 34E is a powerful machine that is ideal for medium lawns 

up to tennis court in size. Lightweight and extremely manoeuvrable, the 34E is a top quality mower that 

has recently been awarded with a Which? Best Buy for its outstanding performance and ease of use. 

This mower also features the Wolf CCM system (Cut @ Collect or Cut @ Mulch), which allows you to 

choose between cutting and collecting grass clippings in its efficient grass bag or cutting and mulching 

clippings back into the lawn to encourage healthy re-growth. Other features include; 34cm cutting width, 

1,500W motor, adjustable cutting height setting with 5 central settings, a folding handlebar for easy 

storage and a 10 year guarantee.Cutting width:34 cmEngine power:230 V / 1,500 WChassis:Highquality 

plasticCutting height adjustment:Central, 5 settings from 2.0 - 6.0 cmNoise-level:89 dB(A)Grass-collector 

box:Grasscollector: 35 lWeight:16 kgSelf-propelled:NoExtras:CCM-SystemBail arm switchAntikinkFolding 

handlebarCable guide &raquo;Flick-Flack@&laquo;Grassbag fill indicator 

 

 

 

365. Wolf GT840 Electric Strimmer 

 



 

Thanks to its single-cord technology, the high-performance WOLF-Garten Lawn Trimmer GT 840 with a 

second adjustable handle can be used for trimming and edging (vertical cutting) at the touch of a button. 

Its quiet and low vibration 400 watt motor, optimum handle ergonomics, telescopic handle adaptable to 

body size, and the 90&deg; rotating working angle are some of its outstanding features. Cord feed is 

automatic, the spool is easy to replace, and the spool holder is included. The handle angle of the head can 

be individually set which means that it can be perfectly adapted to any situation. With a weight of approx. 

1.9 kg and a cutting width of 23 cm, the GT 840 lawn trimmer is ideal for accurate, problem-free lawn 

edging. A plant hoop guard and wheels are available as accessories.Engine:400 WWeight:1.9 kgCutting 

system:Single-line systemLine feed:AutomaticLine spool length:15 mTrim @ Edge function:YesPlant 

protection bracket:NoCutting diameter:23 cmExtras:&sect;@Telescopic handle&sect;Second adjustable 

hand grip&sect;Silently and low vibration&sect;Working handle adjustment&sect;Cail can easily be 

changed 

 

 

 

 

366. Wolf TC32MAC - Battery Powered Lawnmower 

 

Quiet and environmentally friendly mowing, which is the 12 kg light WOLF-Garten electric cylinder mower 

TC 32 LE made possible with@its 800 watt motor.@The optimal cutting pattern, the non-contact spindle 

blade of special hardened steel, provides the perfect "English" lawn.With its 32 cm cut width this mower is 

ideal for small lawns and front yards to 150 m&sup2;.@The 5position cutting height adjustment from 1.8 

to 4.0 cm will satisfy any taste.@The grass bag@has 30 litres capacity is available as an accessory. 

 

Technical data: 

Cutting width: 32 cm 

Engine power: 230 V/800 W 

Chassis: Steel / Plastic 

Cutting Height Adjustment: 5x 1.8 to 4.0 cm 

Catcher / Capacity: 30 liter bag as accessory 

Weight: 12 kg 

Noise: 96 dB (A 

 

 



 

 

 

367. Wolf UV30EV - Electric Scarifier 

 

Scarifying with the WOLF-Garten Electric Scarifier UV 30 EV is easily done by hand. With a working width of 

30 cm and a 1100 watt motor, the WOLF-Garten cutting system with 9 fixed dual blades and an infinitely 

adjustable scarifier depth, this quality product is fully equipped and a reliable partner for lawn care. In the 

transport position, the UV 30 EV, which weighs 18 kg, can be securely stored. The TK-VV Collection Bag 

with a capacity of 60 l is an optional accessory. 

 

 

 


